


HOUSE OF THE ISSUE

The Apatani House
Anmachal Pradesh

,
North East India

The Apatani Valley in Anmachal Pradesh is

where this Apatani house belongs. The valley at

approximately 6000 ll is cold wet and fertile,

the home ofbamboo, the building material for this

house. It is difficult to find a perfectly flat piece of
land, so the floor is built over stilts which also senes
as Hood protection. At the street level

,
the facade of

the stilted house assumes a tall, vertical appearance
The living space inside, however, is to human scale.

It is 3mts. high, 3mts. across and 15-20mts in length.

Mo partitions arc made in the living space
,
stressing

the cultural belief ofa unified family. In order to

ventilate this house
. a single door is placed at each

end of the cuboid. There are no other openings to

prevent loss of heat. Storage areas are placed under
the roof as lolls or along side walls as insulation. The
sloping roof is characteristic of wet areas and the

overhangs protect the side walls from getting wet.

Each door opens out into a verandah space where the

roofand the floor extend out ofthe living space. This
acts as a transitional area from the inside to the

outside.

Every single dement ofthe budding envelope,

from roofing sheets, wall claddings, posts, callers.

purlins, floorboards, shelves, doors and tying ropes is

made ofbamboo Bumboo is an excellent insulator in
a cold climate. 4 new house lasts from 8-16 yrs with
very hltle maintenance. What is important hero is not

the permanence or the structure (as it is easy enough
tv build) but its consonance with the ecology ofthe
region. None ofthe joints of construction are nailed
or clamped. In fact, they arc tied together with

bamboo. This gives it the elasticity required in an
earthquake prone zone.

By habit alone, the skill to select and shape
bamboo to the required purpose is imhihed in every
villager, perhaps in the truest sense ofthe vernacular

spirit. A typical hells'1 takes 4-5 days to construct,

during which every member ofa particular clan

participates. Rice beer and food for every participant

is "on the house '

'
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.LETTERS

Dc:ir Editor.

Your issue Vol. 11 No. 6 was
wonderful, translating works from
other languages. 1 like ihe idea of
giving titles in their own scripts.

Each story differs from the other in

form and matter and this was very
pleasing. More than that, the little

piece on Mohwa was excellent. There

is a proverb in Tamil, ' Ilhtha
nuttukku illupn you eharkmal'
meaning where there i* no sugar, the

iluppni is sugar.

Dr.lndrani Xlanlan
Dept, of Tamil

Lady Shri Ram College

Sew Delhi.

Errata In our last issue, Talcs of

Survival (Vol.IISJo.6), Binapam

Mohanty S story, Lata, is trans-

lated fioni the Oriya by Shri

Jayanta Mahapatra and not from

Assamcse os was wronglyprinted
in the Contents page. Also, on

page 50 of the same story, the

‘notes' mention ‘Jatra: street the-

atre from Dergol’. However, the

word 'jatra' in Oriya hasa differ-

ent meaning. It means a village

lair.

The errorsare deeply regretted.

Dear Editor,

About THE EYE. It is good. Both
die written content and me graphic
support. However, ldonot see a healthy
life line for it. Maybe a short-lived

brilliance is better than a long drawn
mediocrity, but why not a long living

brilliance ?A commcntaboutyourEdi-
torial in Vol.Il No.6. Many readers
(me included) do not care in uch 10 read
u'/iar Vedaben said nr what
Jayarumiah's views arc or even those

of MchanhhaTs. We want to know
what you want to say. And when you
say it, please donot say. ‘I he village in

recent western study has been a unit of
anthropological. village

Phew! It is like finding a nmsult, dusa
stuffed with exotic nuts, dried fruits,

deep fried mushrooms and collage

cheese balls. You asphyxiated me in-

stead of choking me.
I wish yon unbelievable sucess.

K.Damodaran
Sungveta Charitable Trust

K M2, Palam Vihar

Gurgaon
Haryana.

Dear Editor,

An Eye-catcher magnetises you
An Eye-opener enlightens you
An Eye-wash deceives you
An Eye-liner decorates you
It's difficult to be all eyes lo what’s
happening around you'
Rut. you can do mere than what you
think

with THE EYE
Just find our why....

Dear Editor.

This is with reference to your issue

Vol. 11 No.6. I wish to make certain

comments. Gandhiji's famous defini-

tion ofa village as reflecting dirt and
darkness and villagers aspeople living

as animals (in his words) is untrue. I

feel that we /lave reached a lime when
we must reasses the village and die

villager. even die libal. Ithinkmanyof
your readers would like io read Teddy
Goldsmith'sbook. The Great U-Turn,
to understand what one ofthe foremost
ecologists of our lime considers the

ideal social pattern - the mbal village

Again M.bi.Buch 's statement in die

same issue echoes illiteracy of what a

village constitutes as a communityand
what a vr1lager means to such a com-
munity when he says. ‘By and large,

massive oilygrowth representsa trans

Terence of rural poverty to an urban
environment and is reflective of the

economic stagnation ofrural areas"
Both Gandhiji and M.N.Duch sec

the village as a burden I suggest that

you now' devote an issue ofTHE EYE
to expressing the real wealth of the

village andthereal ideal ofoursociety,
which is the villager who carries the

traditions of our race. Finally, while

complimenting you on ihe excellent
reproduction and note on the Tree rif

The Issue, the Mohwa (Rassia
Latifolia), you willperhaps findtime to

feel sad that hundreds and even thou,

sands of these village food tr ees are

being dynamited (along with ihe vil-

lages) for coal mines in out llazaribagh

region to supply you urban residents of
Delhi electricity via the thermal power
stations.

v Bulu Imam
Anonymous. Hararihagb.

ATTENTION !

THIS IS AN IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
!

THE EYE has a new home bordering one ofDelhi's seven urban villages. It

is quiet but also has the ambience ofa traditional bazaar.

We have settled inhere and feel quite at home. We invite our readers to visit

us here.

PI .EASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS:
THE EYE

59 A DDA FLATS, SHAHPURJAT
NEW DELHI 110049, INDIA

TEL: 6429107.
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EDITORIAL

The word agriculture ’ isbomfrom the Greek word agros (field) and the Latin word culturare

(to nurture). Ctiltus also means 'worship ’ in Latin. The word culture ' as »vt* know it today has its

origins from these and means a refined understanding or manifestation ofhuman intellectual

achievement. It is insightful to observe that the word cultivate ' is used bothfor growingfrom the

soil and growth ofthe human mind. What therefore emerges is that agriculture ’ is an activity of

refinement. The process ofgrowingfoodand theproduce itselfare part ofthe culturalpackageof

a nation.

Food itselfhas lostmost of its mystery and along with it that ofthe lifeforce thatsparks the

seed to life. Thejourneyofthe seed is a culturaljourney that culminates in theswayingheadofcrop,

the songofgratitude sung in thefields, thepliant basket that carries the grainand riiuals ofcolour

and creativity. Growth and nurture are intense and individual, as in thefamily unit. Agriculture,

likew ise, is a human scale activity. Impersonal core brings about impersonal results.

In this issue we have attemptedto look atconcepts ofgrowth andfertility ofthe ancient Indians

andhowthese concepts evolvedantichangedover time. We see the way in whichfood, afundamented

human need was understood; its potential for abundant varieties which the lush tropics could

provide, its relationship to the welfare and health ofthe human being and its qualities oftasteand

pleasure. Food was rarely taken for grantedand could never begrown without the co-operation

of the cosmos. Many centuries pass and many things change. Like shutting off the commons

(forests), growingfood with organic ingredients and recycling crop wastes. Tit way ofmodem

farming with its baggage of chemical inputs, miracle crops, processed foods and genetic

engineering have come to stay. What we need 10 ask her? is who benefits from all this and is it

sustainable ? And is there a nemesis that awaits us for torturing life ?

Obviously, we. do not address many issues because ihsre is only that much that a magazine

can publish But 1do hope that thefocus ofthe issue conveys itselflo our readers. May I take the

liberty ofsaying that the small seedyatra undertakenby THEEYEand its current destination may

wellhaw verygreat impacts on the largeryatra ofmankind. Let us, while mar\’c/lingat thefrontiers

ofscience in agriculture, notforget to say a national (endperhaps unscientific) prayerfrom the

Rigveda

:

‘Auspicious Furrow, we venerate you.

Wepravyou. come near us to prosper and bless

And bring us abundant harvests

Son:

yalra -journey

THE EV£ VOl III N3 I
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TRIBUTE
Pt. Vinaycbandra Maudgafya

Why was Pt. Vinaychandia called

‘Bhaiji’ by everyone ? Must be some
reason. 'Bhaiji' is the word for elder

brother and this is one position in which
you arc expeciedtogivemoie and expect

nothing. He was indeed such a person.

Bhaiji and I were associated for about

forty years. Earlier on, I was his admirer

but later grew to recieve his favour and
kindness. I got involved with the work of
rhe Gandharva Mahavtdyalava in New
Delhi. In all those years I can’t recall one

instancewhen Bhaiji expected any favours

from society. He had dedicated himself

to the Vidyalaya and to the promotion of

music. Music was such a part ofhim that

he was always humming something and
there was little to seperate his own bciug

from the art He often said. "1 may not

become aTanscn but 1 can at least aspire

to be a ’kansen’ (a discriminating

listener)”. Bhaiji thoroughly cujoycdliis

role of being the Principal of Music.

Bhaiji was the same from within and
without. He always did what he said. How
many people arc there like him today in

rhe field of cultural activities ? When
such people go away, the void can never

be filled. Bhaiji was an institution in

himself. Very oftenhe subsumed hisown
personality for the larger good. He spoke

less and did more, very unlike the trend

today.

We who are working in the sphere of
culture have always been inspired by

him. We have dipped into the river of his

virtues and drunk plentifully. Let us

continue with gritand dedication, ihatis

the best homage we can pay to him.

O. P. Jain

Sanskriti Pratishtan

Weal THEEYE respectfullyacknowledge

the contribution ofBhaiji to tic performing

aits He was an outstanding arizen, a teacher

and connoisseur. Bhaiji's familiar

presence at concerts in Delhi wil be sorely

missed.

GUEST EDITORIAL

Guest Editorial

When putting together this issue

on Indian agriculture we wanted
to challenge popular notions of what
agriculture encompasses. Typically,

media reports focus narrowly on the

production targets, yields, fertilizer

subsidies and the direction of global

market oriented agricultural

development A hit like trying to

visualize a tree by looking only at a

fallen fruit. We have tried to give a
view of this tree and its roots, trunk,

flowers, fruits and the biotic

community mound it. Only then is a
clearer look at the breadth of

agriculture's cultuiai, social and
economic aspects possible The

debate on the pios and cons of

commercial vs self-sufficient

agriculture in India asa political entity

is no' new As early as 1901 William

Digby, C.I.E. wrote a book
•Prosperous’ British India that used

government recordsto Show 'the great,

the dismal, the awful, retrogression,

notonly in material prosperity but also

in other important respects, of the

country’. Since then several other

authors hove put forth similar

thoughts, several have been prom-

inent Indian figures. Among them
Gandhi ’$ name stands out. The debate

has recently gained prominence
following the GATT and biodiversity

issues. Our attempt is toexpose readers

to some of the issues that would
contribute towards a more holistic

debate

We have star ted the issue looking at

the ancient wisdom and knowledge

which shaped Indian agriculture, its

roots in a sense. MadhuKhanna reveals

how a reverence for the earth and all

hercycles of fertility and rejuvenation

was a salient feature in Indian texts,

writings which undoubtedly were
incorporated into farming practices.

These strong, well spread roots have

given rise loa wide girth and spreading

crown, abundant with fruits and
flowers. This is brought out in the

poetry section and in ihe articles by
VVinin Pereira and Vijayalakshmi.Thcy

sketch out the grandeur ofthe trunk and
the fruits and flowers it helps support

by describing the myriad age old

practices adopted to suit the

environmental conditions and plant

diversity

Just as a free can more successfully

thrive with a healthy and diverse

community of plants and animals, the

same can be seen iii agriculture when
there is a vibrant link between farmers

and craftspersons. Java Jaitly

describes this mutual dependency

and the consequences when it is

disrupted by outside, contemporary

forces impinging on rhis community.
Her piece introduces our next series of

articles which look at the effects of

modem factors, such as the growth of

commercialisation and biotechnology

which effect an increasing number of

farmers. These changes are akin to

fundamentally altering the holistic

and ultimate relationship among the

components of the tree and its forest

community to seperately manipulated,

artificially constructed parts. In the

process, farmers and their traditions,

knowledge, and resources become
as alienated from each ether as an

artificially maintained monoculture

plantation is from a naturally

rejuvenating tropical forest. The
authors in this set of articles describe

flow the growth of agro-industries and

concomitant changes in agriculture

have been rapid and far reaching. For

instance, scientists have accelerated

d>s rate of seed breeding and selection

that had heen routinely doneby farmers;

they have experimented with mixing

and matching genes among and

between crop plants, and have

concocted a witches brewofchemicals

The much debated international

THE EVE VOL.III NO.1
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GUEST EDITORIAL

agreements such as the Biodiversity

Convention and GATT will have more
consequences for Indian agriculture as

Ashish Kothari discusses. Whilesome

of these changes may give the

appearance ofa prosperous agriculture

,

wc question whether this bounty is

provided by parasitic roots

Wc should be cautious of

romanticisin'’ all that is traditional and

throwingout all that is modern. Talking

about the changes in agriculture under

the British Raj, Omkar Goswami
presents just this opinion and some of

his points set up other points which

many of our other authors and

readers may want to contend or

debate. Devinder Sharma, too, in his

article finds much to criticise about

the entry of multinationals into

agriculture, but allows for the

possibility of making use of some

ot their research and products

Our own article attempts to look at

what interaction exists between us city

dwellers and agriculture. Food is as

integral to our lives as waking and

sleeping, sometimes even defining our

activities throughout the day However

as urbau dwellers we arc rarely

presented with the ambience to think

about from where our sustenance

originates, namely, from farmers and

their agriculture. Wc attempt to focu>

on the many connections and dynamic?

between urban aieas. consumers and

farming and how certain choices may
help orhinder more sustainable farming

and equitable agricultural policies.

I he loss ofconirol over markets and

choices the Indian farmer has suffered

daring the last century have given rural

society in many parts a deprived

resource base, akin to degraded and

divcisity-pooi forests. These forests

given the chance, will regenerate into

something resembling their former

stature and biological richness, so too

many aspects of Indian agnculturc lost

or replaced over thepast centurycan be

revived. This conies out best in the

interviews with Nanjundaswamy and

Masanobu Fukuoka. The wilting of

T.S. Ananthu takes it a step further

describing his personal expenences

with alternative farming and gives a

look into the range of feelings and

inspirations, other than a profit motive,

dial can be created and thrive when one

is at peace with the land

We have only gone so far in

addressing aspects of Indian agriculture

- our tree and its foiest community are

yet incomplete. The topics not covered

are due to physical constraints of tunc

and space and no' because of a

heirarchical importance we attached to

tbc different topics. The short list of

such topics - the role ofwomen, effects

of chemical farming, irrigation

practices past and present, the role of

livestock and lastly the many protest

movements put forth by peasants in

Indiato claim their rights Readers will

probably find other topics or aspects

that arc just as important, and need to

be discussed.

Rajpreet Singh and
Sharon LaPalme

AH( HIT ( HJR GUEST EDITORS

When Rajpreet Singh and Simon LaPalmc walked into our office one

day, wedidn 'tknow that their fate over thenext fewmonths would he linked

up with IHE E YE. We had known Rajpreet earlier when he was a srudenr

and worked with STIC MACAY. Sow he had returned to India for a year

with Sharon, his wife. Given both their backgrounds with agriculture, food

and forestry, they were tlie idealpeople to guest edit an issue on agriculture.

We asked, they agreed and we got down to work.

Sharon specialised in Environmental Studies in Duke University, North

Carolina. USA She has researched forestry issues and her special interest

extends to forestry and agriculture in tropical areas. She has co-authored

research papers for Lie trS Forest Service. Sharon has worked as on ecologist

atthe Nature Conservancy m the US Ithey buy land and preserve ir as a wild

life area). She wasinwived with the Durham Food Co-op, which addressed

issues such as organic food grown with community co-operation. Sharon is

a certified scuba diver and runs for causes. When she returns to the US she

plans tv continue working with related issues.

Rajpreet has a B.A in Botiny from Delhi University and an XI. A in

Environment Management from Duke University. Afterhis student days in

India, he worked with the Centre for Science and Environment (C.S.E) in

New Delhi in their NGO Support Unit. He did a survey in SingrauJi on the

socio-economic impact ofthe dam and thermal power plant, focussing on

the displacement ofpeople. During a year which he took offwhile doing his

Masters, he worked as a Research Assistantat the Peoples Science Institute

(PSI)in Dehtadun. looking into the issues ofwaterin Rajasthan and Gujarat.

On his return from the States, he spent a year on a study ofhydro carbon

emissions from trees. Both Sharon and Rajpreet travelled extensively in

India

THE EYE is grateful to both of them for donating us their holiday time

and working so hard. It was fun having them in our office, just like one of

us ! We wish them plenty ofgood luck in the future.

THE EVl '/CL. II NO. 1
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SUR IN AGRICULTURE

SUR IN

AGRICULTURE
ITte Essence ofNatural Farming

T.S. Ananthu

V the first Step towards
understanding natural fann-
ing is to got away from the

habit of linking fanning to

nothing hut profit, then what
would one link it to7 Surely not
classical music or cricket? Yes,

says the author in this bold
article that draws some subtle

links between the activities of
SPIC-MACA Y, naturalfarming
and THEEYE t

H a v i r g
been ,i city-

dweller
brought up
in the wes-

tern mode
of educa-
tion. it took

me quite a

whileto un-

derstand
what nat-

ural farming stands for. My exposure
to and attraction towards the science-
spirituality connection, Gandhi’s
critique of modem civilization and.
finally, Fukuoka’s book One Straw
Revolution brought me close to a set of
Iriwnde who hove joined togcthci in a
small experiment in alternative ways

Ot thinking and living. This gioup,
which goes by the name of
Navadarshflnvn, is slowly trying out a
few natural farming ideas on the land
they have acquired near Bangalore.
Recently, while thinking about how
this work has been progressing, it

dawned on me that classical music and
natural farming are governed by simi-
lar goals and ideas.

This dawning’ took place at dusk
time in die open air theatre of the
Valley School, where I had gone to

listen to a performance by Sanjeev
Abhyankar. The audience was a mixed
bag - a few really knowledgable in
classical music, but many (mainly
students) who w'ere new to its nuances
When Abhyankar and his team were
adjusting their instruments. I could see

many in the audience get rather resti ve.

especially after this process crossed the
10-mmutc mark. But later, they all -

including the young students - listened

toAbhyankar in rapt attention for houis.
As the audience quietened down, one
could fed the peace they were begin-
ning to enjoy.

As I reflected on this phenomenon
in the vast forest-like expanse of the

Valley School campus, it suddenly
struck me that there is a parallel be-
tween what was happening at that con-
cert and what has been happening at

Navadarshanam. In 1991. when this

experiment started on 105 acresofland
wc had jointly acquired, we realized

lhat we could net straight awav plant
crops ofgrains or vegetables the ‘natu-
ral’ way, for the land had become very

degraded due to the wrong agricultural

practices adopted hitherto on it. So, the

first step needed w'as eco-restoration
of the land. With this in view, wc
decided that the land should be ‘left to

itself*: least interference from ourside,
nature should be allowed to regenerate
the land, we should confine ourselves
to preventing grazing, logging and fires,

and mavbe planting some ecologically
desirable seeds and saplings but with
no tilling, fertili2ing. irrigation etc. In

1991.1 992 and 1 993
.
those who visited

the land would often report to their
friends in disappointment."Nothing is

happening at Navadarshanam". But by
1994, the efiectofthis policy of doing
nothing’ was beginning to show, thou-
sands of trees were making their

appearance, the land was turning from
red browm to fresh green, and the soil

.
became rich. Through the years 1991-
93. when it had appeared to us as if

‘nothing is happening’, actually a lot

was: only at a level too subtle for us to

comprehend. Nature was ‘tuning its

strings', its invisible forces were hard
at work legcncrating the degraded
land, but it took three years for the

effects to be apparent to untrained
eyes.

At a music concert too. while the
instruments are being tuned, those with
untrained cars often feel impatient and
think.“this is boring, nothing worth-
while is happening, why can t he get
down to music.” The fact that this

initial period of tuning in’ is an abso-
lute must for the ecstasies that follow is

lost on those whose sensibilities in this

regard have not been aroused. The
purpose of SPIC-MACAY is. if I have
understood correctly, to attune our
youngsters to this sensibility There-
fore. it seems to me that the best way of
explaining natural farming to readeis

of SPIC-MACAY’s publication is to

say that natural farming involves mak-
ing us sensitive to the subtler, creative

forces of nature - the sur that governs
life on earth in much the same way as

appreciat ion ofclassical music invol ves
making us sensitive to the sur that

governs our hearing faculties.

There fore, the first ^ep towards un-

derstanding natural farming is to get

away from the habit of linking farming
to production and productivity, and
instead to link it with creation, creati vi-

ne eyevan ni.i
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ly and the Creator. Without this

important paradigm shift, the essence

ofnatural farming can never be grasped.

If and when this paradigm shift does

take place, we automatically realize

that what is of prime importance is to

take care ofthe soil <by processes such

asmulchingiandthis will enable plants

to take care ofthemselves in a manner

superior to what any artificial interven-

tion (such as chemicals orgenetic engi-

neering) can accomplish.

So, in natural fanning, net only do

we abjure the use of fertilizers and

pesticides, but also minimize tilling,

weeding and irrigation. In actual prac-

tice, of course, our tendency to inter-

fere in the processes of nature is diffi-

cult to suppress. Tune and again,when

a plant did not seem to he growing fast

enough at Navadarshanam ,
we felt

tempted to 'nurture' it hv watering,

manuring, weeding etc. Our young

teammate Sunny used to keep remind-

ing us. 'Thai may make the plant loot

stronger in the short run, hut in the long

run itamounts 10 painperingandthereby

weakening it If left to itself, the roots

will go deeper into the soil in search of

water, making it stronger and giving it

access to trace minerals deep down in

the earth. This will benefit the plant

enormously, apart from arresting the

soil erosion process. Let the plant fig.

ure out a way to recoup its strength on

its own. Don’i go just by what you see

happening on Ihe surface The struggle

that takes place below, invisible to us,

is of greater importance. Even if the

plant dies as a result of this struggle, it

is a gain, not a loss
'.

This wouldmake sense to those who

havestudied Kupen She ldrake'srecent

‘morphogenetic field' theory ot the

unity that binds all members of a

species across all of Space and Time,

and howsuch it rubles contribute posi-

tively to the learning abilities of all

members offhe species. But even those

ofusat Navadarshanam who have made

an intense effort at keeping abreast of

these 'new age’ theories such as

Sheldrake’s have had trouble assimi-

lating the imp! icationsofthis paradigm

shift.

One source of this trouble is our

education itself. I nlike the illiterate

fanners of India, wc have been brought

up to equate the Science of I-ife with

S1H IN AGRICULTURE

the chemical and physical properties of

the molecules that constitute our

physical bodies, forgetting that these

bodies ar c only containers of life, not

life itself "The aim of the modem
movement in biology "declared Francis

Crick of the double helix fame "is in

fact, to explain all biology in term’s of

physics and chemistry" - by which he

meant to portray life in terms of

manipulate building blocks This is

the basis of the modern approach to

life, and constitutes the foundation of

modern farming including genetic

engineering. It is actually a denial of

life itself, for. as the opening sentence

of Lchincnger's famous and widely-

used textbook on biochemistry

declares," Life is made up of lifeless

molecules".

Treating life as a conglomeration of

lifeless molecules is equivalent to look-

ing upon music - khayals. ihiunries,

v&rnams. Intis, tillanas etc - as )ust

noise! To overcome this handicap, we
must stop trying to understand life

purely by the reductionist process, by

dissection, by analysis. Tire mystery

contained in the seed becoming a tree

that gives rise to the fruit is beyond

the ken of our intellect. To grasp it.

we have to awaken our finer faculties.

Our traditional farmers have not

entirely lost these faculties, but the

educated class has come close to doing

so. A ‘dc-lcaming’ ofthe highest order

is called for to restore this imbalance.

This loss of die finer, subtler facul-

ties is evident on all fronts, harming

and music are only two examples. The

gusto with which we have all lapped up

one-day cricket is another. Wc arc

looking for quick scores, a lot ofexcite-

ment, instant gratification: who cares

for the subtlety of wrist movement or

footwork involved in blocking a ball in

5-day Tests, howevermastertullv done?

Why not enjoy the acrobatics of a

Naturalfanning involves making us sensitive to the

subtler, creativeforces of nature - the sur that governs

life on earth - in much the same way as appreciation

ofclassical music involves making us sensitive to the

sur that governs our hearingfaculties.

Sanjeev Abhyankar it the Valley School campus

THE EYE VOl.lli W.’
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infinite entity resident within our finite

bodies. Once we recognize this, our
perception of this world undergoes a

revolutionary transformation. Trans-
lated into tanning, this means even if

the plant dies in its struggle to sustain

itself, there is no need^for us to feel

sorry, for the important thing is the

Struggle, which should not be curbed
under any circumstances.

I am reminded of an innings b>

Collie Smith in the West Indies Vs.
India Test at Calcutta 3 5 years back. He
was in devastating torm. and many in

the vast crowd at Eden Gardens were
praying lie would be out; some were
even shining mirrors in the sun with the

hope die reflection would reach his

eyes and disturb his concentration. But
Collie .Smith went merrily along, and
soon reached the ‘danger point' of 90
runs when every batsman, however
settled, is supposed to feci nervous
about the possibility of reaching the

coveted century. The crowd now ex-
pected some respite front his shots Bui
he sent the next ball whizzing to the

boundary, and before ihe crowd could

recover from that shock, had hoisted

the verynext delivery for amassive six.

The very next ball lie wasclean bowled.

The crowd, which had reserved all its

energies for the bowlcl w ho could throw
this dangerous adversary out. instead

gave him a standing ovation. It was a

recognition that

Collie Smith had
batted inthe spmt

' of true sports-

— manship- hisaim
was to play good
cricket, rather

]
than stay at the

wicket

Similarly, the

aim of plants in

I natural farming is

I not justto survive

r or even produce

L-" and reproduce,

—— . _ Vh but to be creative

5- In that process, if

|

X they give good

|
II fruits or yields

Jr**? (like Collie

Smith’s fours and
sixes), well and

good, but if (hey

die (like his being

Vavadarshinam with the upcoming plants in the foreground.

Ibe mystery contained in the seed becoming a tree that

gives rise to thefruit is beyond the ken ofour intellect

To grasp it, tee have to awaken ourfinerfaculties. Our
traditionalfarmers have not entirely lost these

faculties
, but the educated class has come close to

doing so.

running catch, the nail- biting finish in

the 50th over, ot even the efforts to

‘psyche’ the umpire into giving the

batsman out when he actually isn’i?

Similar tendencies can be seen in our
fast food centres, in disco joints, in

‘deadline ’journalism, in the rat race of
everyday existence.

All this is the result of our deliber-

ately turning our attention away from
the infinite towards the finite, from the

spiritual towards the material, from the

subtler to the grosser, from the long-
term view to immediate gains, from

contentment to thatwhich excites. The
most important step towards reversing

this tendency and thereby grasping the

Science of Life in its true form is to

recognize that all life is areachmg out,

however unsuccessful, to the infinite

that creates and pervades all It is this

creativity ratherthan matcrialisticpro

ductivity which is at the root of all 5
!>iovieution - whether of plants, am- 5 ft

nials or human beings. Not only that, f ^
but all our efforts, goals and dreams - “ ©

even of a materialistic nature - are

unconscious and vain quests for that

iMterE vol in NO i
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bawled), equally well and good

As 1 was musing overall this, Sanjeev

Abhyankorhad completed his first raga

and shifted to the second: puriya

dhanashri (pandhuvaraali to the

Southerners). He had chosen a fantastic

bhajan by Meerabai, whose bo/ was:

Hlr? rfUT WFT

jj
iff

i

tJ7*? fa'll W’f? '-bcf ri?t ^fa,

wj mm aw tfii i

wwwptt Tnrigwmrtt

fttiWT -tifi *ilt- rM'i'i 7>T /

Tftu & frrfvr? mrR,

ni ^ wfj / /

I could see that, by then, many
peisons m the audience had their eves

closed, absorbing the bliss of the mu-

sic. At that point, another thought

struck me with enonnous force: that

Indian classical music, dance and

culture has its origins in the spiritual

experiences of mystics and saints, and

the leelmg of 'infinity
'
generated by

being aborbed in them is only a tame

reflection of ihe real spiritual

experiences from which these art forms

were derived. This is important, for it

leads us to the concept of different

levels of infinity. Just as in

mathematics, it is recognized that the

infinity which constitutes the number

of points in a line is infinitely greater

than the number of numbets in an

arithmetical seiics (such as 1.3. 5,7. so

on to infinity), similarly the bliss we
experience by attuning ourselves to

music (which is, alter all, confined to

the physical senses), pales into

insignificance when compared to the

infinity that Meerabai was referring to

in the above composition Often our

appreciation of music, dance or other

forms of culture traps us into ignoring

the higher and truer forms of infinity:

that which is beyond Space and Time,

beyond bhavasagar or the world of

phenomena, which can be ottainedonlv

when we transcend the physical senses,

the intellect and our very mind itself.

the path to which lies through extraor-

dinarily difficult levels of purification

of the mind wherein the ‘I-ness’ is

overcome, a stupendous revolution

within us brought about by hard, dedi

eated inner work
The same holds true of natural

farming. What is of prime importance

is the moral and spiritual development

accompanying our efforts on the land

At every step, we need to keep remind-

ing ourselves ol this goal. Therefore.

Masanobu Fukuoka has stressed:

‘ Ihe ultimate goal of tanning Is not

the growing oferops but the cultivation

and perfection of human beings. Natu-

ral farming is a combination ofscience

and philosophy For the last 50 years. I

have called it the Gandhi method. The

inspiration for this 1 received from the

teachings of the Buddha.”

At Navadarshanam, we have to con-

stant ly remindourscl ves and each otlie

i

that our real goal is ‘cultivation and

perfection of human beings'. This is

what makes the struggle so very diffi-

cult, and so very important For in-

stance, as I prepare this article for THF
EYE. news has just readied me iliat

a fire, probably started by some prank-

ster, has destroyed nearly half ilie hind

at Navadarshanam, including several

hundred neem and cashew saplings we
had planted six months back. Fires in

the summer months are not a new phe-

nomenon to us. As we do not cut the

grass (so as to help the land regenerate

ecologically), in the summer months

when they are dry we have had several

cases of fires, probably lit by some

poor village kid looking for a

cheap source of fun So far. everviime

we have managed to contain the fires

with the help of the local villagers

Bur this time the winds were

exceptionally fierce, so the flames

spread very fast and finally became
uncontrollable.

My initial reaction is one of shock

"So much of our good work reduced to

ashes." Then I remindmyself: "No. our

real woik was inner transfonnation

Howcanthat be reduced to ashes? Ifthe

fire spread so rapidly this lime, it was

the Will of the Infinite Rower, not just

the mischief of lire prankster. Each

neem sapling and cashew seed you

planted were under ilie direct care and

protection of that infinite, all-wise

H? fVF VOI III NO I
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M^Pt?

gjfefc •

T/ie Lows pond with regenerating land in die background.

duty on such -,„.... ...
1 ,V Anant/iu i.« a scientist and eminent Gandhian worker, and has been

Ward that a
assoc'« (eJ with the Gandhi PenceFoundation. HewDelhi for several years. HP

been dcvas-
" fls wr' rren extensively on Gandhi and his approach to various aspects ofsociety

I bed al his
particularly to environment and farming. Ananthu Jt row lives near

Mangalore and works the land, aiming to builda settlement ofintegratedlivine.

AN INVITATION

TO SRI AUROBINDO
STUDY CAMPS, 1995 AT
VAN NIWAS, NAINITAL

There will be five 10 day canps

in the months ofMay ar.d June. Van

Niwas is an idyllic hill top retreat in

the Himalayas. It has a library aid

reading room facilities.

The camps are based on he

vision of Aurobindo It includes lec-

tures bv well known savants, medi-

tatiou, yoga, trekking and youth

mobilisation.

Write to:

Sri Aurobindo Education

Society

Sri Aurobindo Mirg
New Delhi 1 100' 6.

Tel: 669225/667863.
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For joy. wisdom and edification
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Circle of the

Earth Mother
A View ofFertility and Growth in the Ancient Texts of India

Madhu Khanna

1° contrast to the in-

I W dividuadistic, post-

'*0^ pBr wa, rationalism

l
which represents

V V |_/
“ today’s world-view,

j
an alternative para-

Y^~ digm is well pre-

served in our ancient scripnres and

oral heritage, which seeks to heal the

split between man and nature The

concept of the Earth as godccss has

received universal recognitioi in all

ancient cultures and tribal uxnmuni-
ties of the world The whole of the

Rigveda
,
India’s oldest scripture, com-

piled two millennia ago. reflects a reli-

giuu of nature It tesouates with praise

hymns to the deities of the sky. earth

and atmosphere, thunder, rain. run. and

parents. Heaven as father represents

the generative power of the sky

symbolised by the bull, (a widely rep-

resented motif in tire Vedas) which
fructifies the far-spreading earth, the

womb, with the warmth of the sun and

moisture of ' fertilizing' rain The rain

falling from the clear skies impreg-

nates the earth, sothat she gives birth to

plant and grains.This primal pax slowly

lost its significance and gave way to a

more formidable and holistic concept,

of the Earth goddess in the Athatva -

veda, where she emerges as a self-

contained autonomous deity. It is this

feature which marks the Aiharvavcda

as unique in the history of human

ideas. The celebrated hymn te

ferred to as Prithvi S’uicfaand

Bhumi Suloa sums up the

Vedic attitude towards

Earth. In the sixtv three

verses ofthis hymn, the personification

of the earth as goddess assimilates a

wide range of ‘ecological’ concerns,

relevant for the modem age

The Vedic attitude towards the earth

&

springs from man’s primal experience

of being an offspring of Earth:
1

T7jc

Earth is Mother. I am son of Earth.' 1

(Alltanavcda 12.1.12b). The earth is

She is

beautiful, fertile, nurturing

amtgenerous. She is as close io

hitmans as their own skin.

the supreme, life-sustaining mother.

She is beautiful, fertile, nirturtng and

generous. She is as close tc humans as

their own skin. As a person's entire

existence depends upon her. man is of

the earth, pan of the earth. The earth is

his home:

She carries in her lap the foolish and

afso the wise

She hears the death of the wicked

and the wise. (Aiharvavct/i. 12. 1.481

She is the gracious leader and pro-

tectress of the world (A / 12.1.57).

Helpmate of human kind, she lives in

friendly collaboration with all

Man adores the earth, vet is smitten

by her awe. Capricious and unpredict

able is her rule over man. She is be-

nevolent, but also wild, destructive,

chaotic, disorderly, death-dealing

Earth is more than a material segment

Although man srelationshiptothe earth

remains ambiguous and ambivalent,

the inseparability of man ind earth is

affirmed in no uncertain terms.

SACKED WOMB
‘ You /Earth)germinate theseed with

quickening power’ (Rigveda 5.841.).

In her maternal womb, the Earth Mother

nourishes the potent seed which com-

pletes its life cycle in the tree, the

flower. t!>e fruit and once again, the

seed One association of the earth is

with toed saplings that grow on Her

vast bvdy. The earth reveals Her

powers in the form of Mother

ofGrains. She isihe continu-

ous source of food and

herbs valuable for healing

rnGEvS veuw NO '
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Heaven as father represents the generatne power of the

sky symbolised by the bull which fructifies the

far-spreading earth.

(A V12 1. 19 ). Justasa mother gestates

the child in her womb, similarly. Mother
Earth nourishes the seeds till they
npen. All her birthlings remain bound
to their source and their relationship is

one of intimacy and solidarity. The
creative and fecund

nature ofthe earth arc

given so much
prominence that she

requires none hut

herself to procreate.

It is for this reason

that several epithets

of earth are virgin

mothers who were

endowed with the

power Of partheno-

genesis goddesses

who could give
birth unaided by

males. Durga is

one such epithet

who is an external

virgin, 'the energy

of all but consort

of none . In the

mythological con-

text. She has the

superhuman ability

to give birth to a

number of god-
desasswho emanate
from her body like

sparks of fire The
imageoftheeanlias

a universal womb
explains why ves-

sels,hollows,grottos

and caves were
found to be the

vulvic body of the

Earth Mother.

If on the one
hand. Earth Mother

awakensthe fertility

of the soil from
its potential state.it

also encompasses

the reality ofdeath.
For, she contains the

eternal condition of
life and death,

death in life and life

in death. Tlic myth-

ical destiny ofearth
is to stand at the

beginning and end

of every biological

form and share in the history ofhuman
destiny. As said: ‘You are the caitli, l

place you in the earth' (Athan'aveda

12.1.11, 12.1.14).

An overwhelming concept of the

earth goddess is found in the

Prediction from wind
directions

The rainfall will begood ifin

these months of Pauslui (Jan-

1‘cbi wind blows from the Worth
orfrom the West; and theraw.fall

will be scanty ir the wind blows

from the East or the South. It

Joes no I rain at all if the wind
blows uaidlrectionally or

strongly (12).

Forecasting of rainfall

The year in which clouds are

KRISII ISAMGRAHA
soon or rain falls on the seventh

day ofihe fullmooninthcmoaths
ofMagha (Dec-Jon),is a blessed

one and yield* plenty of crops

(37).

Prediction ofimmediate
rainfall

There will he immedia te rain-

fall ifwater spouts arc scon af or

near water, or if ants suddenly
line upwards after collecting

their food, or if frogs croak
suddenly (61-64).

charactcrisationofGoddess Viraj Viraj

is the Resplendent One who is associ-

ated with the process of creation. Her
most important feature is that she is

imperishable and never dies. All the

gods and powers of Nature fear Her
origin for they know, 'She will become
this AH’. She spews forth the vital

energy that quickens the sap ofihe seed
and enters the sacrificial household
fires, the plants, trees, villages and
pastoral sites. She nses She is above,
below, around, everywhere Ilien

rebirthing Herselfas the creator for Her
very propitiation by man. to make
abundant the earth. She arises. She
stands, she strides fourfold and comes
to the trees, to the manes, to the gods
and to humans. They all slay Her one
after another. She vanishes into the

atmosphere, then returns into exist-

ence. Even when slain. She iciiiaiiis

invincible and indestructible like the

patient earth, who endures but never
dies (AV 8 10.133)

IN THE CRADLE OF RTA
I he entire earth, by virtue of its

animation is sustained by a harmonious
cosmic principle. In Vedic code, this

principle is known as R fa or cosmic
order It is the impersonal power, the

underlying regulator of all life on earth

at ihe natural andhuman level The two
functions of the earth - btnh and death

.

are embodied in the fundamental eco-

logical principle of interdependence.

The fundamental intuition of the

cyclic order of ihe seasons is cele-

brated by the seers:

Your tire Iini’ seasons, nightssucceeding

days

Your summer. O Earth, your splashing

rams.

Your winter and frostyseason
yielding to spring

May each and all produce for

us milk .'

(Atharraveda 12.1.36)

Earthisheld byaregularity

ofcosmic order: iherismg and
setting of the sun. cycle of
seasons, spring time and
harvest. Rta is the intrinsic

justice and order that sustains

the eco-balaucu ofnaiuic. It is

said in the Atharvaveda
(12.1.60) that the earth was

The evp vol hi no. i
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revealed tomankindforjey. In the light

of thin sensitive attitude, the seers had

evolved a Strategy to preserve the

integrity and stability of the btoiic com-

munity. Earth is invoked with a feelingof

great humility:

Whatever I dig ofyou, 0 Eaith

May that grow quickly upon you,

O Pure One. may my thrusi never

pierce thy

Vital points, thy hem.
(Atharvaveda 12.35).

What is it that hdds earth together ?

Tire unequivocal claim of the Vedas is

that the eternal bond between man and

nature tsnourished by the law of universal

harmony (rfa), truth tsafym and prayers:

Truth, unyieldingcosmic artier, conse-

cration.

Ardour and prayer and holy ritual

Uphold the earth, may she the ruling

mistress ofwhat has been and w/iar will

come to he,

tor us spread wide a limitless domain.

(Athanaveda 12.1.1).

CULTURAL ROOTS OF
AGRICULTURE

The inheritors of this ancient ethos

of geopiety were the fanners of this

land In ancient ties, agriculture was

the principle industry of the people of

India. Puthu.tlic son ofVena, a legend-

ary hero mentioned in the Vedas, i*

known to have brought the earth into

cultivation The earliest reference to

agriculture is found in the hymns oftlie

Rigreda (1 500 BO:

Fasten the plough, spread out the

yokes, and sow the seed on the Held

which has been prepared. Let the coni

grow with our sacred chants. Let them

fall on the neighbouring Helds where

the com is ripe. (Rig veda X 101

The body of extant literature codi-

fies an era of efficient village agricul-

ture Texissuch as Knshi Samgraha2

and Kiishi Parasha/-’ give detailed ex-

positions on soil and its classifications

Also, meteorological observations for

forecasting rainfall, preparation and

application of manure, collection and

treatment ofseeds, ploughing, sowing,

planting, treatment ol' plants, reaping.

storing, rotation ofcrops etc,were some

of the topics that are discussed in the

treatises.

In the bpics. tt is said that it is the

duty ofthe king to see that agriculture

is being properly carried out in Ins

kingdom I n the Ramayana, Janaka. the

King of Mithila is represented as

personally ploughing the land.

Traditional agriculture was guided

and shaped by cosmological kinship

with an ecocentrie world-view This

kinship, made explicit in the Vedas,

W'-as made implicit in day to day farm-

ing operations.

WEB OF INTERDEPENDENCE
The message of the belief that the

earth is a holon or a whole organism

made of water, fire, wind and space, is

cast in metaphorical languageand sym-

bols. Vedicand Upanishadictextsspeak

of the image of the loom to explain the

inter-related web of life. The universe

is imaged as a woven fabric, the warp

and weft of which form intricate inter-

related patterns ( Rigvcda 1 0. 1 30.) The

Brhadaranyaka Upanishad (12.1.19)

employs the metaphor of a spider sit

ting at the centre of its web. issuing and

reabsorbing its threads in concentric

circles. Another organic crea-

tion-pictureofprofound significance is

tiic all-pervasive metaphor of the tree

as one organism. In Indian tradition,

the cosmic Asvarr/ia ( Ficus fieligiuso)

is described in great detail - its roots,

leaves, branches, stem, fruits, snp and

.4farmer would perceive

thefield ofcultivation

ns a sacred precinct

where each entity

,

tv bile contributing to

he biotic iveb, is o

equal importa-

nce. thread.

source. The Tree ofCreation or Lite is

described in the Katha Upanishad

(12.1.) and in the text of the

Bhaga \adgifa(Chap. 1 1 ), asan inverted

tree w ith celestial roots rising upwards

in the heavens and its carthbound

branches spreading down on rhe earth

Here, the heavenly toots signify the

causal principle.tbeunmnnifesr source

and the earth-bound branches, the

material manifestation of the absolute

principle as concrete existence. There

is a thread of unity that connects all

entities through a seamless space-time

continuum. At a more material level,

the human body is a branch of the tret*

identi fied with food and energy. Just its

the physical chemistry ofthebody con

verts toed intoenergy, the bcanch draws

its life-energising sap from die root.

Durga. the energy ofall but conson ofnone
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A more pronounced symbol of the

integral unity of life is reflected in the

anthropomorphic metaphor ofthe cos-

mic man whose body contains all of
nature. Nothing exists outside him

. The
hymn from the Rigxeda

(10.90) describes the

emanation of the
universe from the body
of Purusha or the prime-

val person In later

literature, this compos-
ite, all inclusive vision

assumes the form ofthe
Great Goddess ui both
HeT immanent and
transcendental aspects,

where mountains, rivers,

celestial bodies, vege-

tationand stratas ofspace

form various parts ofher
body (Devibhagavata

Parana)

In traditional per-

ception, the sacred land

of India is the mani-

festation of this inter-

related web. How this

meta-principle gets
translated at a day-to-

day level is well
illustrated by thp way
traditional fanners in

rural areas preserve the

fertility of the soil by
renewable 'local
resources. It is common
knowledge that the

paddy fields and its sur-

roundings contain algae,

insects, weeds and trees,

living in aweb of inter-

dependence A farmer -

wouldpcrccivetbc field f
ofcultivationasa sacred ?
precinct where each |
entity, while contri-

buting to the biotic web,
is of equal importance.

He would observe how the functional

and the metaphysical get woven into

one single thread

The traditional farmer is guided by
nature s open book of instructions For
instance, he is aware of the multifold

blessings ofa tree. Take theneem tree.
4

For centuries, this tree has provided

countless functions to the village, in-

cluding being a traditional village prior-

nficance which has given agrarian

practices an indigenous signature is ilk:

Indian perception of sacred Time. In

the Indian ethos. Time is regarded as

cyclical. Whatever is bom will perish

and decay anil will be
reborn again, for time

continously renews
itself The settled rural

communities in India

have adopted two circular

time models: one isdeter-

mined by the course

of the sun. the other by
the moon’s waxing
and waning cycle. The
solar rhythm reflects

a polarity. In its northern

course (uttaiayana), the

sun passes through
the Tropic of Capricorn,
the period marked for

the winter solstice. This

is a period when the

cycle of abundance and

fertility is set to motion
A harbinger of spring,

it is conceived of as
an auspicious period

when the gods offer their

grace to the world and
the sun's golden light

rents asunder the terror

of darkness.

In contrast, the sun’s

southern course (daJrs/i-

inayana) in tl>c Tropic

of Cancer includes

the summer solstice.

This phase is marked
by the descending
energies of the earth,

when nature's creativity

is ai its lowest ebb It

is a period ofbarrenness
and unproductivity when
the soil is dessicated
of its sap, the gods
lie still and demonic

forces make their home in it.

The winter and summer solsticesare

vital to cultivators who organise their

annual operation in unison with nature’s

rhythms, in India, the agrarian cycle

and festive calendars are dictated by
solar and lunar rhythms. Despite the

great divergences of ecology in this

country, lundamcntal agrarian activi-

ties such as sowing, germination, re-

macy. Traditional farmers have made
natural pesticides by adding neem
leaves with grain or soaking storage

sacks in neem water. Ground neem is

used for making earthen containers for

Annapurna, Alaga

storing grains. Almost every part ofthe
neem is put to use. On account ofits I ife

bestowing blessings, the neem gets

sacraliscd in the ancient Indian uni-

verse and becomes the home of the

goddess of small pox, Shertala in

North India and Mariamman in South

India

SACRED TIME
Another meta-concept of great sig-
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planting, harvesting, winnowing and

sorting of the seeds arc dictated by

these rhythms of time.

AGRARIAN RITUALS AND
ICONS

Land was the main wealth of

the people Each agranan act would

he accompanied by prayer and
invocation to the natural forces

deitised as earth, water, the, wind

and space. A farmer would offer

oblations to the rain* for soil

fertility During times of harvest-

ing and ar other times of the year,

cows were worshipped, cattle

decorated and a healthy bull led

around to the accompaniment of

dance and music. The cultivators

would adorn themselves with

flowers andbow to the gods ofrain
Productivity and festivity go to

geihet. We have only lo discern

and compare the life-cycle of any

one primary agricultural crop and

its associate festivities. The most

important day of the solar solstice

is the first day which

is celebrated on the

14th January as

Makara Sankranti.

which represents the /
northern movement I f
of the sun through Jit
the Tropic of f \

r,

Capricorn. This day I
)

'

marksthe beginning ( / fft
<

of the harvest l

\ '/

1

season The end of \ \ Vy

.

harvest ismarked by \V
the flowering of

nature on the fifth N
dayofthenewmoon
Of Phalgun, which a -

is celebrated as the
W "

advent of early

spring. This cycle completes itself in

spring, which coincides with the end of

one crop cycle. With the advent of the

spring Kamnavami. the birthday of

Rama and the spring Navratras, com-

mences the beginning of a new crop

cycle.6

The settled village-based agranan

society evolved a distinct vocabulary

of expressions and symbols expressed

through their myths, legends, icons,

gods ond goddesses These symbolic

references constitute an autonomous

form of cultural expression Over cen-

turies. the concept of fcarth Mother

split into numerous epithets. It is

interesting to note that the major

goddesses of the Hindu pantheon have

a strong agrarian link.

Over cent /tries,

the concept of Earth

¥ Mother split into

numerous epithets.

It is interesting to note

that the major goddesses

oj the Hindu pantheon

have a strong

agrarian link.

0 <//'/,

\l'/r

v/fm
T'/JW

In the Rigi'eda (IV 57.6 7), Sita is

portrayed as the fertility of the fields

and mistress of plants. In similar vein,

Goddess Shri or Lakshmi, pr ior to her

association with Vishnu, w'as the per-

sonification of the earth and fertility of

the soil. The annual Durga celebrations

recall the goddesses‘s primal identity

as fecundator of the earth. The epithet

of Durga as Shakhamban. the herb-

nourishing one from whose, body plants

grow to nourish the world. Is well

known. Durga ’s vcgctational associa-

tion is identified in her ritual of

navapairlka. where nine plants are

worshipped as her vegetation

It is not surprising that the well

known autumn festival dedicated to

Durga. coincides with the autumn har-

vest in North India. Although not

easily apparent. Durga poojaisin

essence, a harvest festival, as can

be observed by the stages of her

temple worship. The priest

annoints her with agncultural

products like sugar-cane juice,

sesame oil and nukes an offenng

of a variety of soils. The goddess

is invoked in a clay pot (ghata)

filled with water which is placed

on moist soil on which five types

of grains are sown; rice, barley,

wheat, beans and sesame. In

pri vale worship, Durga is invoked

on barley sproutswhich ate sown

especially for lici worship in a

small clay pot for nine days. The

freshly sprouted barley is a
symbolic microcosmic represen-

tation of the crop-field embody-
ing the goddess. One

popular myth relates

that there occured a

"-v great drought, cau-

^
singdrcadful famine

V over the whole earth.

J
\ 111 desperation, the

( I Brahmins appro-

\ \ ached the goddess

J

\ for rebel Overtaken

j
by compassion, the

/ / goddess assumed a

/ f body with hundred

/ eyes and began to

J 5 weep. She cried for

' i ninesuccessive days
“ and nights. As the

| ^
tears rol leddown her

= checks from all the

eyes on her body, they got transformed

into the feiiilc waters of hlc and filled the

rivers. Lakes and pond- Once again the

earth was abundant with nourishment.

.Another image ofsign ificance I inked

to the agricultural cycle is the figure

of goddess Annapuni3 or ‘She of Plen-

teous Food', who holds a pot filled

with food and a spoon. Annapurna

is thesustainei of food and two celebra-

tions in her honour, take place

in Varanasi Her holy feast day

falls after the fall harvest, when
mountains of sweet meats, mounds
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of rice, lentils and staples arc arran-

ged in hct temple compound. Later, all

this is distributed as prasada. Her sec-

oud major festival falls in the month of
January-February when she is vener-

ated in sprouted rice grams. Her image
is adorned with green sprouts or

rice-paddy and again distributed as

prasada.~

I hope that this article has been able,

tosome extent, link through examples,
the intimate links between the earth,

seasonal rhythms, crop cycles, divini-

ties associated with them and their

worship. •

Dr MiOhuKhanaa holds a doctorate from Oxford University in Indian Studies with a specialization in Tautra. She
has been a Homi Bhabha Fellow (1991-93) and lias authored several books on Fantra. Currently, she is working as
;n Associate Frotensor at the Indira Gandhi National Centre For the Arts, New Delhi.
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The bearing of the fruits ofagriculture upon the sustenance ofcattle; Ku/itii tribal woman
artist at work on Sohrae wall decoration ritual; Bhehvara; district Hazaribag.

ft increasingly appears that the role of woman in ritual

connected with agriculture is far more profound than sofar
understood, for it is linked to two basic concepts

;
fertility

and the seasonal cycle.
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AN AGENDA FOR CHANGE

RAJIV GANDHI MISSIONS

Rajiv Gandhi Shiksha Mission : Total adult literacy and universal'

primary education by 1998

Rajiv Gandhi Watershed Development Mission : 12 lakh hectares

of land in the state to be developed on watershed basis in 5

years

Rajiv Gandhi Gramodyog Mission : Generate 200.000 jobs in

rural industry by 1006

Rajiv Gandhi Fisheries Development Mission : Double income

and jobs for the fishermen in the State

Rajiv Gandhi Mission for Control of Diarrhocal Diseases : Reduce

diarrhoeal deaths through health education

Rajiv Gandhi Mission for Elimination of Iodine Deficiency Disorders

: Reduce Iodine deficiency disorders by ensuring use of iodised

salt by 1 995

Rajiv Gandhi Mission for Advanced Technology : Mobilise

advanced technology for rural development

Rajiv Gandhi Missions

Madhya Pradesh

To achieve these tasks

tue need a miracle.

The miracle is all of us.

'll
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VRKSHAYIJRVEDA

VRKSHAYURVEDA
THE INDIAN PLANT SCIENCE

K. Vijayalakshmi
r*

K.M. Shyam Sundar

Throughout the ancient literature onplant life, we find
theories about the evolution of the plant, the nature ofplant

life, ami the position ofplants in the whole scheme of nature.
Plantsformed a distinct component ofthe immediate
environment ofthe Vedic Indians. They developed

agriculture, arbori-horticulture and silviculture. The
utilitarian side ofplants probablygave thefirst stimulus to the

scientific study ofplants.

V rkshayurvedaisofgreat relevance
in Ayurveda, the classical study of

IndianMedicineaswell as Agriculture,
Horticulture and Life Sciences. This
plant science enahledancient Indians to

yain knowledge ofplants and plant life

and the act of application of this

knowledge for improvements in the

general conditions of life-insights for

solutions to several current-day
problems

There has been a great resurgence of
interest in recent times towards tradi-

tional mcthodsofagriculturc. Studicsin
these areas have become extremely
important in the light of world-wide
efforts to seek alternatives to modem
agriculture and evolve sustainable, eco-
friendly strategies for development.
However, in most countries, these stud-
ies are labelled 'Fthno-Science’ imply-
ing that as against 'Mainstream Sci-

ci -it-'
r FhL-r

t»m :

ence’. these technologies are onlv em-
pirical data which need to be further
analyzed and understood in the light of
modem scientific methodology India,

however, has a long standing tradi-

tion of theoretical enterprise in

Vrkshayurveda

In 1925, O F. Majumdar made an
effort in his article, Vanaspati to study
Indian plant life as depicted in ancient

texts. Recently, some books dealing
with aspects of Vrkshayurveda like the

Brihat Sam hiia. Upa vana Vinoda.
Knshiparashara and Knshisukti have
been translated uito English We have
made a preliminary' survey of the mate-
rial on Vrkshayurveda and we have
been able to yer references to over one
hundred manuscripts which talk about
Indian Plant Science. Subjects it dealt

with were: collection and selection of
seeds, germination, grafting, cutting,

sowing, planting, nursing, selection of

SOME RESOURCE BOOKS

Upavana Vinoda
This is a chapter in Sarangadhara's

encyclopedic work Sarangadhara
Paddhati. Deals with a variety cf subjects
like asceticism, medicine, politics
economics botany, and philosophy
Covers th» whole of human life in its most
general as well as its deeper aspects The
author was a ccurtier of King Hammira
(Bundelkhand) and lived in the 13th Cent
A.D. (1283 - 1301).

Brihat Samhita
This is a treatise in Sanskrit compiled

by Varahamihira in 500 A.D. His patron
King was Harsha Vikramad:tya of Ujian
Deab mainly with astrology but also dis-
cusses botany and plan; sciences
Vrkshayurveda of Stirapala

This is a manuscript on hcrticultuie and
botany.

Krishi Sukti
This is a Sanskrit work cn agnculture

which is narrated by the Sage Kashyapa.
The date of this work is uncertain, but
there is goed reason to date the core of
this v/erk to the 8th - 9th Century AD. The
toxt mest probably belongs to the

fxj' '**
• - 'L . K
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Indian Plant Science : Table ofSubjects and Texts

Subject Nam# of T«xt(*) Author Date's

soil, manuring, cultivation ofsoil under

favourable meteorological conditions,

pest and disease management,
nomenclature and taxonomy, botanical

novelties and plan' protection.

Given on the right is a brieftable of

ancient texts and the subjects of plant

life with which they dealt. It is by no

means comprehensive, hut it will give

us some idea of the fact that the spirit

of scientific enquiry was intrinsic to

traditional cultures as opposed to the

common perception of this enquiry

being a phenomenon of (he modern

west. The following article, called

Basket of Choices, highlights a

traditional farmer’s wisdom based on

Ins knowledge of Yrkshayurveda. His

wisdom is. however, not ancient.it adapts

itself to contemporary farming prac-

tices. The article also shows that farm-

ers have always innovated and still

continue to innovate despite several

national and international interventions.

Production ct

musical
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Patntkara
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ago ole

7he Samhtas

NomooOatjr*

ON YRKSHAYURVEDA

valshnava tradition or South India.

Kashyapa as an authority of agriculture is

mentioned byBhattotpala in his coTimen-

Ury on 3'iha: Samh\ta
Krishiparasara

This is a Sanskrit work attributed to Sage
Parashara devoted exdustvey to direrent
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Dhanavanlri Nighantu
This is a work in Sanskrit - a materia

medlca compiled in the 1 1th CenturyAD
Mo clear mention exists cl Ihe author ot

this worK. It is mentioned in this work that

'or ne Better understanding of plants, the

physician should get Ihe help of people

living in the forest, local folk and tribes.

Raja Nighantu
Wore in Sanskrit-a materia medica

compiled in the 11th Century AD. The

author is Pandit Narahari or Kashmir

Amarakosha
Sanskrit Lexicon (6th Century AD.}

mmled bv Panel* Amarasmha. Severalcompiled by Parett Amarasmha. Several
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BASKET OF CHOICES

* BASKET OF
CHOICES
K Vijayalakshmi

fc

CONSERVING PEOPLES’

AGRICULTURAL KNOWLEDGE

What ourfarmers need today is not a
standardpackage ofpractices but,

rather
\ a basket of choices

Today, worldwide, indigenous technical knowledge in most
spheres is getting more and more recognition . Social and
biological scientists are increasingly going tofanners, and.

fanners are increasingly being recognised as innovators and
experimenters. Setend u ays are being evolved to identify

priorities and to develop and test technologies besides conven-
tional agricultural research programmes Slogans such as

banners Ixick tofanners Fanners first and lastF are getting
popular er eryu here.

Farmers' Wisdom
Farmers all over the world

have developed theirown systems
of fanning and this has come
about within the framework of
local possibilities and limitations

oi ecology within the social, eco-

nomic and political structure of
their countries If we want to

bring about major development
in the area of agriculture, it is

logical that we first ground
ourselves in the knowledge and
experience that we already have
W 1 :1c it is a cliche to sav iliat _

l

‘ India is the land of agriculture,
’
“

it is indeed true that Indians lia ve

paid great attention to agricul- -

tuial technologies aiidagronotnic

practices and achieved great so-

phistication in these areas over the

centuries Many ofthese practices con-
tinue to prevail in large parts of India

even today There have been hardly

any modem technological inputs in

large areas of India that practise dry-

land agriculture - wliat lias come to be
known as Survival Agriculture’. Even
in those areas wheremodem agriculture

has replaced traditionalagriculture, it is

largely in the natureofadditional inputs

in an essentially traditional agriculture

system. A few examples will amply
illustrate what I mean by a ‘fanner’s

wisdom’.
Riodiversity «»f Rice

In Asia alone atom 9b% of the rice

crop ofthe world is produced and eaten.

According to Dr Richarla. the well

known rice scientist, four lakh varieties

ofrice existed in India duringthe Vedic
period. His estimate is that even today
two lakh varieties of rice still exist in

India, atrulyphenomenal number! This
means that even if a person were to eat

a new rice variety everyday ofthe year,

he would live for over five hundred
years without reusing a variety!

Farmers in every part ofthe country

have deep knowledge of theii own
varieties cf rice, of their env ironmen-
tal and nutritional requirements, prop-

erties and peculiarities. This enabled
ilie.m to harvest a crop even under the

most severe stress situation. Farmers
also possess high yielding varieties of
their own which are nor recognised in

-«SAL
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BASKET OF CHOICES

agricultural extension programmes.

Let us take a look at the striking

example of the paddy variety Mahsvri.

it performed extremely well Because

ofthis, it spread from Andhra Pradcshto

Orissa, then to West Bengal and Bihar.

Properties of few of the rice varieties mentioned in

Hhojana Kuthuhala

|

Varieties Rasa Effect un Dosha Specific

Properties

General

Properties

Rajanam
l

Sweet Reduces kapha,

pitta, and vaatha

Enhances the

digestive fire

Increases appetitie

and strength

Red

Sambha

Sweet Increases kapha,

reduces pitta

Purities blood,

improves vision,

reduces fever

Increases strength,

decreases thirst

Munda-

shali

Sweet,

sour

Reduces kapha

,

pitta, and vaatha

Pacifies poison and

respiratory disorders

Helps inconditions

like boils and

burning sensations

White

Samba

Sweet Increases vaatha

and kapha.

reduces pitta

anti-helminthic

(worms)

Decreases tiredness,

increases body

strength

This was introduced into India from

Malaysia for testsduring 1 968-67. Tins

particular variety was rejected by rice

scientists of India after two years of

work because of its lodging behaviour.

Somehow this seed reached Andlua

Pradesh through some farm labourers.

I he farmers who used it found out that

Uttar Pradesh and parts of Madhya
Pradesh. Because oftills fanner to fanner

extension, Mafisun is mw the third

most popular variety among Indian rice

fanners. However, for quite sometime

this variety was not officially released.

I

I
iaBrac

)l™
I inccKra-rioM.

but because of its popularity and the

demand fcr quality seeds and pressure

from farmers, the government of India

was foicedtonotifv the variety

under the seeds act.

What has been said about

rice is nlsotnie forothererops

such as pulses However. this

genetic diversity of our— traditional varieties has been

titie lotally ignored and modern

agricultural programmes

zz^zzr have not taken into account

igth. this wealth of information. A
;t

ock into our traditional van -

eties will open the door for

discovering many varieties

ions for pest and drought

resistance. Various varieties

jons of grains and their properties

arc also mentioned in textsof

dness, Ayurveda as well as Paaka

,
Shastia (Cookery). Nutrit-

ional properties of some rice

varieties as described in

Bhojana Kuthuhalaare given

in a table above.

I a AKCTURe OF
I *o3tocroa(*mi>uy
with sweersia*
(vacua), teprwK

,Mustattp,

I COiOHOEX =>»ip

,
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I
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Traditional innovations by farmers
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Beiisaiii System
There exists a traditional system

of weed control in India. Many rice

scientists arc skeptical about this sys-

tem. llus is known as the’Beusani
System ’ Under this system, fields in

which twenty five tothirty five day old
rice crops are grown, are

ploughed very gently cros
swiseand with about 5 cm
of standing water in the

fields and dev are planked.

The triple purpose ofweed-

ing, thinning, inter cult-

uring are served by this

method The Echnioclioca

is a majorweed of rice and
this is very similar to the

riceplant in its early stages.

However, this develops

internodes within thirty

days. The only thing that

happens to the rice plant

during planking is they

simply bend down and,

after sometime, become
erect; the weedsare broken.

Fanners with their keen
observation could identify

this differential behaviour

in the growth habit of rice

and weed. This simple

scientific technology,
however, was not ack-

nowledged by rice scien-

tists for a very long time.

The Case «f Milk and T he
Virus

Andhra Pradesh in south

India grows tobacco
extensively. One of the

maj or diseases of tobacco

is the attack by thetohacco

mosaic virus. Tobacco
growers of Andhra Pradesh dip their

hands m a pot of fiesh milk every time

after they transplant a few seedlings

This has been an age old practice which
was considered unscientific by scientists

for a very long time. Recently, some
open minded scientist have looked at

this practice with a different perspec-

tive and have found reasons for its

utility in many research papers. All point

to the efficacy ofmilk as an inhibitor of
the virus, most likely due to the action of
the protein casein and milk globulins.

Tlte use of milk for seed preservation

,

for treatment ofseeds before sowing is

Rice Varieties at the Temple ofLord Jaganoath
At the Pun temple in Orissa UulJtyinntthii worshipped with
tood prepared from freshly harvested rice ever) day! Viis
traditional system has been propagated based on the intimate
knowledge ol the rice varieties then prevalent in jnciani India,
followed hy varietd choice. (Sadi j concept may guide os to a
possibility to harvest nee every day and every where). Such a
system might have been common practice in the pest.

also known from several texts of
Vrkshayurveda. In Gujarat, farmers
pour milk 011 the hoofs of the animals
affected by foot and mouth disease.

Farmers’ Astuteness willi Cotton
Tlte American cotton grown in north-

west India did net tit the local cropping
system because of its late maturity.

However, when growing this same
variety, a farmer from Bikaner,
Rajasthan selected an early-maturing
plant and multipied the seeds These
plants fit quite well with the cropping
system and had good yield and quality.

Within a very short period, this

new va-iety became quite

popular and was named
Bikanaerilerma. Ithasnow oc-

cupied the cotton bell

completely in Rajasthan,

Punjab aid Haryana. Profes-

sional cotton breeders have

been seriously engaged in

finding out defects in this

variety hr many years since

they wanted to pull it down
Its popularity, however,
prevailed and the voicesofthe

farmers forced its official

recognition. This is a fine

example of r. farmer working

as abi eeder without school 01

college training in genetics or

plant bte;ding.

Oil Cak.‘ from the Village

Gliani serves as a heller
manure

Mechanised oil presses in

cities have significantly

contributed to forcing the

village Jiani into oblivion.

Gil cakes from the village

ghami5 better for manure. Oil

cakes used as manure are

applied n a fine powder.
Generally, in India, pounding
is done with astick, but amore
effective meihod is to crush

the cake under the stone ofany
ordinary chunam mill. The
powder from die country ghaai
cake is n-uch finer than that

from cakes from hydraulic presses and
this probably explains why the former

is a moie effective manure.
Farmers' know ledge of Soil

A.O. Hume.wId was involved with

agricultural re torn, in India, mentions
that an enormous number of names
were applied by naive agriculturists to
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s>diI Each district has at least a dozen

puiely local names Native cultivators

keenly appreciate the smallest differ-

ences in the relative qualities ofdiffer-

ent soils Names have references to

external condition, frequency or

recency of cultivation, its situa-

tion as regards
inhabited sites etc.,

its position as

upland or recently

farmed alluvium,

its occupation for

pastures, field or

gardens, its exte-

rnal features etc.

Tank Irrigation

The 1 8th cen-

tury old Mysore

state with an area

of29,500 sq. miles

had more tfan

38.000 tanks. The

main method em-

ployed was to

construct a chain of

tanks by embanking hillside streams

etc., such that the outflow of a higher

tank supplied the next lower tank and

so on. all the way down the course of

the stream To quote Major Sankey.

one of the first British engineers ofthe

erstwhile Mysore State, ‘To such an

extent lias the principle ofstorage been

followed that it would now require

some ingenuity io discover a site within

this great area suitable for a new rank
’

Innovations with Farm Equipments

Introduced with dwarfwheat during

the Green Revolution were wheat

threshers, pumpsets, andcomb planters

This equipment underwent various

modifications in the hands of local

artisans to suit the smaller and medium
farmers. Variations in the machine

type and size were made and perfected

and have been used widely by small

fanners

Conclusion

Indiatodayhasapopulation ofeight

hundred million people and nearly one

third of the world's cattle population.

History shows that India has never

before been so dependent upon exter-

nal inputs This is mostly due to the

scant disregard and abject apathy

that we have today for anything

indigenous.

The ability of

our farm ersto clas-

sify, choose, adapt,

and test is illus-

tratedinthis article.

However, this is

only a minuscule

fraction of the

know-ledge of our

farmers. When
farmers arc seen as

experimenters and

i innovators, our

^ views on various

t thingsalso change,

j What our farmers

< need today is not a

standard package

of practices, but

rather a basket of choices. The role of

extension should not be to transfer

technology. It should be more to help

farmers adapt. The local experts are not

so much researchers as farmers

themselves. Farmers are professional

scientists, but their skills and

knowledge are yet to be fully

recognised.*
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TENDING
THE
EARTH

Winin Pereira

‘Ifyou cut a blade ofgrass,
you shake the universe’

(Old Chinese saying)

The saga of the Journeyfrom
axes to chainsaws

, dib:le sticks

to 200 horsepower tractors,

from gathering wild food to

creating new plants through

bio technology,from boas and
arrows to nuclear weapons, is

acclaimed as the Ascent of
Man Hutfrom a holistic point

of view, it has actually been a
freefull to early oblivion. From
thepoint ofviewof traditional
cultures

,
it has been a descent

from freedom to domination.

» is argued by some
in ilie West :hat East-

ern philosophies can-

not handle today’s

si tuat ions,sikc it was
Western ecologists

who first blew the

whistle on recent
environmental prob-

lems. Westernsctentists mayhave dis-

covered these crises, but the crises

resulted tfom their own scierce They
should not take credit fora ratiicr belated

perception of the dangers of their own

system Minimal interference would
have pie v eined such a degradation tn

the first place A simple lifestyle has
been preached and practised for
thousands of years, and is still being
practised, voluntarily or not. by the

majority of the population of iradi-

tional cultures.

The debate on sustainable agricul-

ture has arisen because there is consid-
erable uneasiness and disquiet about
what modern (real western) agricul-

ture is doing to the planet’s environ-

ment. On the other hand, agriculture is

itself affected by other aspects of soci-

ety, including its cultural and economic
values. A particular culture can be
considered as a whole system of
knowledge. Culture determines what
sort of knowledge is transmitted from

generation tu generation, which inno-

vations are to he encouraged, to whom,
and how the accumulated knowledge
has to be spread and what restraints

have to be put on its use.

Because the term ‘sustainability’ has

nowcome to mean 'sustainable growth'.
there is need to use another word.

J.C.Kumarappa, Mahatma Gandhi's
‘econom i st 'several decades ago coined
the term ‘Economy of Permanence'.
Unfortunately, this gives the impres-

sion of something static and denial,

whereas a truly sustainable system
would have to adapt to natural and
human-made changes. The term 'sus
tamable' will therefore be used but in

the sense defined here, which includes

social justice. The defintion used here
for social justice is that of
intragenerational and intergenerational

equity - people, in the short and long
term, have a right to a reasonably

secure andcomfortable life. Tire neces-

sities include material needs like food,

clothing and shelter, as well as non-

material ones I ike self-respect, dignity,

creativity, health and education. Any
improvement in one group of peoples’

development in otic region should not

produce more harm or injustices other

people in the same location or else-

where

Finally, a sustainable system should
be resilient, able to withstand shocks
and failures of parts of its systems
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without the whole collapsing or with-

out small shocks leading to a spiral of

uasustailiability Sustainable agricul-

ture, then, is more ihait a set of agro-
nomic principles or packages of prac-

tices which merely have to be utilised.

The question is" Can an alternative

system provide all that the Western
agricultural system provides today ", or

“ What can an efficient, just agricul-

tural system sustainably provide ?”

Traditional Agriculture

While the above concepts may or

may not have been consciously ap-

plied. they were incorporated in the

agricultural practices that were devel-

oped traditional lv. Vcdic literature

shows that farming was advanced at

that time (.see Madhu Klmma and
Vijayalakshmi, Ihis issue) There ap-

peared to have been an understanding

that, although the earth was large, they

lud to obtain most of their resources

from within small closed ecosystems.

The hum provided the necessities

for the home, with individual farmers

interested primarily in attempting to

produce most of the food required lor

their family's consumption. The farm

also produced some of 'he raw materi-

als for industry, and what was unusable

for one became the raw materials for

another. The pastures and forests also

provided numerous raw materials for

village industry' ! he forest sdead tim-

ber provided (uel and its surplus veg-

etation gave food and tedder. Only
basic requirements which could not be

rret locally within the village aid its

environs were imported and bartered

with what was in surplus

With cultivable land limited, in-

creasing production had to be obtained

by devising complex systems which

simultaneously preserved the natural

resources of soil, water and genetic

resources locally available It required

the preservation of the natural cycles

of growth, decay and reprowth Tlie

resulting systems kept the crops Irealthy

by providing nutrients and an immedi-

a:e environment that controlled pests

and weeds.

Farmers obtained all their inputs

from their own farmland or from the

neighbouring commons. TTiis required

the recycling of the whole crop plant

-grain, husk, stalk. leaves, roots. Nutri-

ents were recycled by burning weeds

and stubble in the fields. The ‘waste’

remaining after the extraction ofindigo

dye from indigo plants, was used as

manure for tobacco crops. Nightsoil

was well mixed with rubbish and other

manures, and used especially forsugar-

cane. tobacco, and other demanding

crops It was so highly prized as to he

called sonfcaf. that is. manure as valu-

able as gold

Such sophisticated systems required

intensive study of the farm and its

surroundings, a knowledge of all the

hundreds of possible crops that could

be grown, with their permutations and

combinations as .intercrops and rota-

,4 sustainable system should be resilient, able to

withstand shocks andfailures ofparts of its

systems without the whole collapsing or without

small shocks leading to a spiral of un sustainability.

Sustainable agriculture, then, is more than a
set of agronomic principles or packages ofpractices

which merely have to be utilised.
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tioris. and what would now be termed

management skills. In Khandesli Val-

ley in Maharashtra, the value of crop
rotations was well known. In black soil

sesame (lit), was followed by finger

millet (aagli, ragi); in light soil, finget

millet was followed by pearl millet

(bajta), and then cotton. In irrigated

land, rice was followed by sugarcane,

and in the third year. two crops, sesame
and chickpea (Barbara), or wheat and
peas. Legumes were often included in

rotations and no crop was grown con-
tinuously in the same field, thus main-
taining soil fertility and preventing the
build up of pests. The crops were
selected according to the local sod.

climate, and other environmental con-

ditions, with no attempt to ‘lever the

environment by bringing in distant fer-

tilizers, irrigation, and other synthetic

inputs.

Traditional systems reduced inter-

ference to a minimum by keeping the

systems complex, as natural systems

are. Some very complex systems have
been developed with overlapping and
mulii-tier crops, bruit trees were inter-

cropped with vegetables. legumes, and
crops tolerant to shade Climbers. such
as some spi ces, were trai nedto grow on
trees. Spaces were allowed to run wild

sothat medicinal and otherherbstliri ved

in their natural surroundings F.ach

cally.not in competition.

Extra production was obtained only
by developing technologywhich maxi-
mized the utility of the available re-

sources: land areas, water, varieties of
species and crops which allowed infi-

nite experimentation in rotations and
intercropping. lire crops selected had
to have meshing farm operations so as

to maximize family labour efficiency.

Where farmers were unable to culti-

vate their entire holdings, trees, which
tequired less labour and that too in the

non peak seasons, improved their pro-

ductivity. This has always been an
important component of iraditicxial

agriculture.

The commons provided essential

farm nutrients to supplement what was
recycled, fixed by legumes and brought

up by deep-rooted plants in farms.

Product ion was i n creased . not by c lear-

ing moic forests fot crop cultivation,

but by using a little ofthe forest produc-

tion to raise farm fertility The forests

also provided food and hundreds of
other products directly, relieving

agriculture of the burden ofsupplying
them. Although the majority of such
farms were subsistence farms, fanners

did not needahigh cashincome because

cultivated as well as wild plants

provided them with their other non-
food requirements

Vegetarianism is more sustainable

than a food system based on a large

quantity ot meat products. Cow wor-

ship could have arisen from a realiza-

tion that bulls were necessary for

traction and that they played an essen-

tial role in recycling crop ‘wastes’

speedily.

Much of the agricultural produce
was processed in the \ illagc itself. There
was the husking, milling and grinding

ofcei cals and pulses, and processing of
sugar or other local crops In every'

village there was a gharri (bulloch-

dnven oil mill) for extracting oil from

oilseeds. Residual oilcakes were con-
sider ed a valuable cattle food
Sustainable agricultute also requires

economic independence. In villages,

highly perishable food was bartered or

sold directly from farms, with purchas-

ers often coming to the farm. In larger

villages, fanners sat with baskets of
produce in a central place. Not-so-

perishahle fcod was sold in weekly

bazaars, which also served as meeting

places and provided entertainment.

There were middlemen who went
around from village to village buying

upilve produce. Traders purchased fruits

and vegetable by the headload to hawk
around.

Breakdown and the Enclosure of the

Knowledge Commons
The destruction of such systems

began with the enclosure of the forests

Today agribusiness

controls

agricultural policies

ofgovernments.
Ultimately it will be

the global demand

for oil and natural

gas forfuel that will

determine the price

and availability of
fertilisers,

pesticides and other

agrochemicals.
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and other commons.C .C . Wilson. Chief
Conservator of Forests, described its

consequences for the villagers:

The dwellers in the countless vil-

lages all over the country had. from
time immemorial, obtained a great part

of their daily needs from the jungles.

First and foremost was the question of

fuel with which to cook their food.

Without that they could not live Then
there were small timbers for building

without which they would not have

shelter, ploughs without which they
could not cultivate the ground, grazing

without which their cattle would die,

green-leaf manure for their fields, tan-

ning bark for the leather, bamboos for

a dozen different purposes, And these

were vital to their well-being... And
then air authority came into beingwhich

denied them what they had always

lookedupon as their rights. They fought

most bitterly and indeed understand-

ably, against the new tyranny
'

Today, the government still claims

the same proprietary rights over the

forests.

When the commons axe enclosed or

destroyed, the nutrient supply drops

and so does the crop output, perhaps

below subsistence level for most fann-

ers There is further loss of food pro-

duction by the reduction in fodder avail-

ability with a consequent lowering of

the quantity of animal manure; by a

reduction in fueluood, forcing farmers

to burn their remaining cowdung as

fuel; by a lowering of the water table.

The leduced productivity tequited the

use of more crop land for self-reliance.

To add insult to deprivation, the

farmers are blamed for being inefficient,

and are then forced to use synthetic

fertilizers. Farmers are forced to en-

croach on what should by right be their

free commons. Persecution by the

forest department, not only
impoverishes them but wastes their

time and energy.

Enclosure also deprives the excluded

of large amount of wild food, putting

more pressure on agriculture to supply

basic needs. Moreover, the minor for-

est products that were obtained free

now had to be purchased, which usu-

ally meant more land had to be used to

grow cash crops. With enclosure, agri-

culture and industry were simulta-

neously damaged, the continuing con-

TENDINGTHEEARTH

A barley //eld in Leh. Ladakh

To add insult to deprivation, thefarmers are

blamedfor being inefficient
,
and are thenforced

to use syntheticfertilizers. Farmers arcforced to

encroach on uhat should by right be theirfree

commons. Persecution by theforest department,

not only impoverishes them but wastes their

time and energy.

version of forest land to agricultural

lands is mainly for subsistence food

production by those who have been

impoverished by forest enclosure

itself as well as by other aspects of
'development’.

Why did the British destroy the

traditional system? G.F. Keating,

Directorol Agriculture. Bombay Presi-

dency, wrote in a 1913 article: The old

self-sufficing agriculture by which each
tract, each village and each holding

supplied itsown needs is now largely a

thing of the past... The Bombay
Presidency diaws much of its food

supply from outside, while it exports

large quantities of cotton and oil

seeds. Its agriculture has become com-

mercialized.’

The British wanted raw materials

for their industries. Rice was exported

for starch, cotton and indigo for their

textile industries and opium in order to

balance their trade with China New
crops required the maligning of
farmers’ knowledge and its replace-

ment by that of foreign academic ‘ex-

i*ie tre vocw no. 1
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pens', the enclosure ofthe knowledge
commons.
Modern (Western) Agriculture

The displacement of indigenous

peoples allowed the invading Europe-

ans to possess huge farms. These farms

required the use of machines which

consumed large quantities of non re-

newable fossil fuels. The machines
required the cultivation of the same

crop year alter year, which reduced

bio diversity. Farm machinery reduced

the need for farm labour, forcing these

who did not own land to move to the

cities.

The high cost of machines required

a higher productivity which led to the

selection of crop varieties which gave

a high yield but were more susceptible

to pest attack. This required the use of
synthetic pesticides, 'which also killed

predators. Besides, the insects devel-

oped resistance to most of the pesti-

cides. The monocultures of high yield-

ing seeds required external inputs of
synthetic fertiliser (made from nen-

renewable materials like mineral oil

“VHM9S
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The breakdown ofthe Commons

PROP Lice

DUNS.

and natural gas) in place ofrecycled
organic sources. This destroyed soil

organisms ar,d damaged the rhirobia

that fix nitrogen and makes
phosphates available to plants. The

damaged soil was easily eroded by
wind and water This required

increasing quantities of fertilisers

much of which was leached into

surface or underground water
sources

The high use of fertilisers led to

a proliferation of weeds Tboce that

could not be central led by machines
were treated with herbicides. These

killed many of the wild relatives of
crop plants that grew nearby,

reducing biodiversity. Weeds are

now' getting herbicide resistant.

The high yielding varieties

of crops require heavy irrig-

ation. because die new breeds cannot

stand normal water stresses. This

has caused extensive salinity and
waterlogging The high costs of
inputs leads to the need for subsidies

romake agriculture economical. The

subsidies are set so that the price of
farm produce is lower than world

market levels, enabling profitable

exports This export led demand
leads to the fanning of arid regions,

requiting more irrigation

Today agribusiness thriveson the

manufacture and supply of all these

inputs and controlsagricultural poli-

cies of governments. Ultimately it

will lie the global demand for oil and

natural gas for fuel that will

determine the price and availability

of fertilisers, pesticides and other

agrochemicals.

The Greer Revolution (OR) pack-

age promoted in India isacombi na-

tion af the above practices After

nearly thirty years of its existence,

rhe effect of the technology is

tapeiing off. It is claimed that were

it not for the GR. (here would he

massive starvation, farmers would

try and cultivate marginal and

steeper lands, speeding up the de-

struction of remainingforests. How-
ever, the large output and low price

of the GR produce are possible

only because fertilisers, pesticides,

irrigation, tractors, energy etc.

are highly subsidised, since

non-renewable resource and
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pollution costs are externalised protection of the environment

Ihe cnieshontobe&skedhereis.aethe inherently compatible' Ifso. humanity

making of profits in agriculture and needs a new blueprint for survival. •

Winin Pereira, an accomplished

nuclear physicist, worked at the

Tata Institute of Fundamental

Research for ten years andalso with

the Department ofAtomic Energy.

He abandoned both assignments in

1959. He is the author of several

hooks, having researched

extensively on environmental and

socially related issues He has been

published by Eaithsem, London
(Asking the Earth) and the Other

India Press, Goa. From Western

Science to Liberation Technology

has been well received and

translated into other languages

The above article has been

compiled from three articles in his

book. Tending the Earth.

KXTRACT FROM

RUBBER
A NOVEL BY

JAYAMOHAN
The following is an extract from

Chapter 13 ofa Tamil novel, Rubber,
written by a bright young, star in the

vernacular firmament, Jayamohan.

This novel unfolds the saga of three

generations. It records die changing

political, social, communal and caste

landscapes of a given period It also

marks the changing farming patterns,

from forest Zands to plantations, nee

to rubber which saw the sudden

improvement ofsome and the sudden

rise ofsome others.

‘Something upset him which he

couldn’t identify There was

something in that huge house,

something cold and frozen within -

perhaps the brutality of power oi

perhaps the silent reign of sins -

something that upset one. Were
Grandfather to siay there, on the

second day he would begin to

suffocate ...Lawrence felt himselfgo

cold... .Grandfather wouldn ' t be able to

pinpoi nt what it was But his very senses

may explode by merely feeling it.... He

remained an adivasi far above the

constraints of wealth and sin

Me too, Lawrence thought, there

must be the adivasi in me. at least a

single link, somewhere. Amidst the

concrete of Nagercoil. 1 hunt for the

forest, its life-beats, its simplicity, its

sanctity... .at the bottom of my mind is

forest, endless forest. It occupies my
whole being with its gieen. its smells

and life that pulsate in every atom.

it had been a plantation jungle,

according lo Grandfather Once upon a

time, this wel ground caused me to

shiver with cold, so thick were the

plantain trees .. underneath a roof of

intermingling leaves was a black earth,

never visited by the sun. wet with

seeping ground water. Then came the

settlers. The plantain jungle became a

banana plantation Among trees, there

was none to beat the plantain for its

individuality. It was silent, free front

uoise and commotion. Each node

exuded softness and coolness. It .spoke

to the birds a great deal
,
probably more

than all other trees Its young leaves

held a liquid light. There was nothing in

it to suggest brute force. Even in its

maturity and ultimate fall, it fed its

young ones with its own remnants It

revealed the unfailing rhythm ofnature

at its poetic best. A shy and soft

femininity that was the plantain tree,

was nature’s antidote lor the awe-

inspiring giant trees of the jungle

Rubber was planted a generation

ago. First it was cultivated by the

Kottayam Moplas. Soon rubber tilled

the entire jungle. Plantain trees were

slashed to the ground. Rubber trees

took their place, exuding thcirpcculiar

fleshy smell. They needed neither

human care nor then nearness. Today,

there were no forests. All the slopes

were covered with rubber trees, as far

as the eyes could soe. Row upon row,

standingabove a bed ofcrunching dry

leaves. To enrich a civilisation, they

stand, shedding drops of blood. Their

bodies were full of wounds -bleeding

wounds, drying wounds, scars,

scratches. Their lives were being

roughed across tarred roadsby strange

men. It was always a painful

experience for him to walk through a

rubber plantation Trees I ike a row of

w aiting beggars holding on to their tin

cups, quietly shedding blood. A
civilisation that tortured millions of

trees, cheapening its own soul in the

process. Any man partaking of that

sin. knowingly or unknowingly, could

never be moved to break down into

tears that were trie.’
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MALCOfcM'S COLUMN

ERODING
CIVILISATIONS
An Agricultural Perspective

Fifere w thtr moral ofall human idles,

TVs but the same rehearsal oj the past;

First Freedom, and the Glory when thatfails
Wealth, Vice

,
Corruption - Barbarism at last

And History, with all her volumes vast.,

Hath but one page.

'

-Byron

investigative techniques become more
sophisticated, the underlying cause tor

decline and collapse becomes appar-

ent. Quite simply these ancient
civilisations burgeoned on a system of
agricultuie which was unsustainable.

Ruling elites and priesthoodswere kept

in power by their ability to allocate

productive land, manage complex irri-

gation systems, and store grain for

distribution in famines. As soon as

agricultural production began to de-

cline. the foundations of these ancient
civilizations were undermined and
they then fell prey to economic
uncertainty, internal strife, and
marauding enemies.

It is hard to imagine that the desola-

tion of contemporary southern

Prophetic lines indeed.1 The
author, m bis own
inimitable style lakes an
aerial historical survey of the

connections between the

decline ofancient

civilisations and the possible

fate of mankind today,

hi terestiugly, agriculture

plays a big role in both these

processes Are we on the

brink, of desertification

created owr the last fifty

years than ancient

civilisations managed in the

previousfie thousand?

y
f

\

S

E
E

The riddles of

2? archaeology pro-

O vide endless fasc-

ination. Decades of

MALCOLM'S speculation and
debate have raged

about the abandoned cities of
Mesopotamia, the sudden demise of
Mayan civilisation, and the fall of the
Roman Empire. Theories of vvai,

epidemics. political intrigueand moral

decadence have captured the
imaginations of historians and
archaeologies alike. However, as
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Mesopotamia was covered by green

fields and sophisticated irrigation sys-

tems. It’s amazing to -think that the

once dense rainforests ofCentral Ame-
rica cover tlie intricate terracing of the

Mayan Empire, and it takes quite a leap

of imagination to realise that much of

North Africa was formerly the bread-

basket of the Roman
Empire, Ironically, it

was the very ingenuity

of these civilisations

which proved tobe their

downfall. For the

Mayas, their system of
forest clearance and

efficient cultivation

caused fertile tropical

soilsto become exhaus-

ted and eroded. The
consequetitreductionof

food surplus and

shortage of productive

land led to massive

population decline,

internal revolt, and increased warfare

with neighbouring cities. Finally the

cities themselveswere abandoned, and

not re-discovered until the nineteenth

century.

Mesopotamia is said to be the cradle

of Western civilisation In this land

between the rivers Tignsand b uphrates

the myth of the first man and woman
(Adam and Eve) in the Garden of Eden

has its origins. It was here that the

Sumerians began to build the world s

first cities more than 5000 years ago,

and create an empire of city states

which was to last for ten ccntuncs.

They worked in metals, developed

written language and inatliematics,

domesticated wild animals, and learnt

to sow cereals. As the historian Clive

Pontingpoints out, the growing ofcrops

in such an arid region requires

considerable ingenuity. The rivers were

at their lowest precisely when the eiops

needed most water, so an elaborate

system of storage and structure in this

region coupled with high evaporation

rates eventually created high degrees

ofsalinity hostile to plant growth .
Con-

temporary aenal photography reveals

that the Sumarians made several at-

tempts to stave off disaster by digging

more irrigation channels and opening

up new areas for cultivation. However
such efforts were in vain, and a

civilisation which had lasted a thou-

sand years finally succumbed to the

ravages of environmental destruction

and Assyrian assault.

The reason for the decline and fall of

the Roman Empire remains a conten-

tious issue Aside from the problcmsof

internal strife, decadence, rising infla-

tion and colonial revolt, it is forgotten

that the Romans were losing the ability

to feed themselves. As the demand for

grain increased, hugeareasweredefor-

ested and brought under cultivation.

The soil rapidly eroded and brought

about ecological degradation onamas-

sive scale The former highly produc-

tive provinces of North Africa were

tumedto arid scrubland and desert The

ruins ofonce great cities, now parched

in the sand, bear witness to the tolly of

short term agricultural plunder.

Such examples can be multiplied

throughout recorded history. The

Sumerians, the Mayas and the Romans
each had highly developed systems of

food production and distribution - the

evidence is readily available. However

it has taken much more exhaustive

research to find out why these

civilisations floundered and died His-

tory does not lend to record its failures,

and yet ifwe are to learn lessons from

past experience it is crucial to under-

stand both its triumphs and disasters.

Moreover it is often tempting to ask the

question “What if ^ Suppose the

Sumerians had halted the process of

soil salinity. What if the Mayas had

allowed land to regenerate by Idling it

lie fallow? Imagine the course oflnstory

ifihe Romans had disco\ered the secret

ofsustainability.

But what of modem agricultural

practice? From a European perspec-

tive it appears to be highly successful.

Our supermarket shelves bulge with

17,000 brightly packaged food choices.

Our farms are highly efficient and pro-

ductive - no. more than that, they are

over-productive Grananes bursting

with wheat, lakes of wine

and mountains of butter

Any small town supermar

ket will stock green beans

from Zimbabwe, baby

sweet com from Thailand,

mushrooms trom Sn Lanka,

apples from New Zealand

or even parsnips which

maketheWOO milejoumey

from Western Australia It’s

a marvel that any cuisine in

theworld is readily available

to whet our appetites and

delight our jaded palates.

However, set the brightly

lit supermarket shelves

against qne fifth of all humanity (1.3

billion people) who flounder in the

abyss ofdire poverty and malnutrition

then a diffetent picture begins to

emerge.

[t Isprobably true to say that agricul-

tural practice has changed more in the

last 150 yeais than it did in the previous

two thousand. Couple this with the fact

that Europe enjoyed aperiod ofcolonial

expansion parallel to the industnal

revolution, then it is easy to understand

our current affluence. However, the

crucial question remains - is it sust-

ainable? Ir. addition, howlong will it be

be lore t he unde mourished ofthi s world

get the message that the ‘trickle down’

theory of economic development does

nothing to ease their plight.

In the 1970 ’s. huge amounts of

money were lent to third world coun

tries at low interest rates so they could

develop their economies. American

Secretary of State. Henry Kissinger

said thar “no child would go to bed

hungry by 1990”. How empty those

words seem now. Much of the money

was lost thiough corrupt ruling elites,

the remainder was often invested in

wholly inappropriate hi-tech agncul-

tural and industrial enterprises. When
interest rates began tosoar in the 1980’s,

poor countries found themselves un-

able to pay even the interest on loans

ft is hard

to imagine that the

'desolation ofcontemporary southern

Mesopotamia was covered by green

fields and sophisticated

irrigation

systems.
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topsoil arc being eroded annually ( the

equivalent of the wheatlands in

Australia), then one wonders how many
more people will join the starving and
destitute before the inappropriate
methods ofagri business and monocul-
turejoin die ancientcivilisations buried

which had so freely heen given a de-
cade earlier There was little sympathy
from the rich industrial north. The mes-
sage from the International Banks and
the International Monetary Fund was
essentially simple. Iisaid: 'Earn more,
spend less”. So, developing countries
were forced lo put

severe restraints on

the irhomeeccnoniies

and produce cash

crops instead of ftxid.

Then they were forced

to compete in the

global marketplace

where the goods they

produced had prices

fixed in the comm-
odity markets of the

north

.

Such policies

have had devastating

social and ecological

consequences Third

world countries have

been forced to

plunder their reso- ^
urces in order to

5
survive while wc in <.

the north buy their 2
produce cheap, and

*

end up giving then)

charity. Millions of
people have heen

forced off their land

into the slums of

Asia, Africa and
Latin America whe-

re there arc some
twelve million hom-
eless children.

Clearl y such policies

arc not sustainable,

and the world’s

political leaders

need to address this

problem as a matter

of urgency before tragedy compounds
on tragedy.

We have now reached a stage in

history when the expansion of viable

agricultural land has virtually come to

a halt, and world stocks of grain are in

decline. (In 1988, for the first time in

history, the UnitedStates failed 10 grow
enough grain to feed its own people).
At the same time world population

increases bv 93.000.900 each year. Add
to this the fact that 24 billion tonnes of

under shifting sands of their own
making

When confronted with these awful
realities, politicians are renowned for

their lack ofinsight and glib responses.

They point to the possibility that the

oceans will provide the protein of the

future. This is unlikely. World fish

catch is declining as stocks are plun-
dered year after year, and fish wars arc

already a regular occurrence in Euro-

pean and North American watcis. The

second avenue of respond is to make
claims for evermore hi tech genetic

engineering solutions to feeding the

hungry At first the prospect is exciting
- bumper crops of rice and wheat: huge
nutritious vegetables which can sur-

vive frost, drought and long hauls to

market, herdanimal 3 whose
yields of milk, meat and
wool exceed our wildest

dreams. The problem iswe
may hove to pay a terrible

price tor such bounty. Since
1950. therehas been a trend

to concentrate more and
more agricultural power in

fewer hands. Huge
transnational corporations

already control some 70%
of world trade, and most of
them have their head-

quarters m tie industrial

world Add to that the fact

1 ha 1 any genetically
engineered species will be

ruthlessly protected by
natenl laws, tlien the scene

•cl for an agricultural

system which links food to

profits rather than feeding

the hungry. There’s no
pnzesfot guessingwho will

he the losers in that system.

In addition, farmers and
scientists will have no idea

howgeneii cally engineered

species will react once
released into the environ-

ment. The power of such

manipulations is truly

awesome, and may face

humankind with problems
beyond our limited graspof
reason and morality.

Simpler solutions are

closer to hand. Our first

responsibility in the rich in-

dustrial nations is lore lease developing
countries from the burdenofdcbt which
now amounts to one trillion dollars In

future, anymoney which isgiven as aid
or lent as a commercial proposition to

Third World countries needs stringent

controls to make sure it goes direct

to the needy - so far most of the

megadam projects and agricultural

assistance programmes lave simply
succeeded in driving people off

the land into slums. As Jame> Goldsmith
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points out. ‘If intensive methods

ufagriculture wire imposed univcisally

and productivity per person were

to reach the levels of Australia... about

2 billion people will lose their

livelihood.”

Secondly, worldwide policies need

developing winch support the small

farmer producing food for the local

market. Here in Britain, for example,

we can import carrots from South

Africa while oir own growers go out

of business. What value have export

crops produced in the Third World

to the malnourished of the burgeoning

slum cities? "hirdly. there is now
ample evidence that the mindless

application of chemical fertilizers md
pesticides is doing enoimous harm to

the long term health of the soil. Such

techniques aie clearly unsustainable,

and need phased withdrawal.

Simultaneousl'. moreorganic methods

of food production need introduction -

techniques vhich maintain soil

fertility and crop diversity by using

skilful methods of intercropping,

greenmanurcs water conservation and

biological pest control.

Any small town
supermarket will stock

green beans from
Zimbabwe, baby sweet

cornfrom Thailand,

mushroomsfrom
Sri Lanka , applesfrom
New Zealand or even

parsnips which make
the 9000 mile journey

from Western Australia,

The seeds ofsuch amodem agricul-

tural revolution are already germinat-

ing. A growing sector of people in the

industrialised nations are demanding

organically produced food - the most

notable being the Siekatsu Club in Japan

whichnow boastsan annual turnover of

160 million Throughout Europe and

America, local produce sold in nearby

markets is rising in popularity, and

there is growing discontent with the

barbaric practices of animal factory

farming. In Australia, experiments in

permaculturearc gaming credence and

many farms have already been saved

from the brink of deseniftcaticn. Such

projects are in evidence all over the

world and are signs of hope that small

formers, women’s co-operatives,

organic horticulturalists and the like

will bring us back to earth before the

destructive stupidity of agribusiness

creates more descrl in 50 years than

ancient civilisations managed m the

previous five thousand. •

Malcolm Baldwin is a gifted

teacher, miter and a dedicated

environmentalist. Bom in die V. K.,

he has a B.Ed degree from the

University of Sussex He has

workedin theatre andasHim editor

mainly for the BBC TV. He has

been cameraman and director for

several BBC productions. He is

deeply committed to organisations

such as Green Peace, Friends ofthe

Earth. Environmental Investi-

gation Agency, and has produced

environmental educational mate-

rial. Malcolm lues in Devon, UK.
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IHE FERTILIZER CYCLE

THE FERTILISER CYCLE

1929
"

I presume that there are n r» such fanners in India foolish

enough to burn cowdung and buy chcnikal manure If is

possible that after sufficient research the value that is attached

to chctniuil manure today will be considerably lowered.”

Mohan flat Karamchand Gandhi, Navajiran

1967
“ II

' were a member ofyour parliament, l would leap from
niv seal every' fifteen minines and yell at the topofmy voice,

"Fertilisers f Give the fanners more fertilisers". There is DO
more vital message m India than this f ertilisers will give
India more food."

Norman Horlang. Nobel Prize Laureate in 1970
for Mexican dwarf wheat varieties, from Jack Doyle,

Altered Harvests.

1978
‘ (jiven the opportunity, the web of man made chemical
ledwolvgy would continue to grow in beauty and diversity

.

creating many new' and beautiful species, eliminating some
old species and relegating others to more specific ecological
niches”. "the chemicals we make arc no different from
the ones God makes."

Dr. C.A.Goring. Dow Chemicals

Trade Magazine.

1984
“ One way m which agricultural research went wrong was
precisely in saying and allowing it to be said that some
miracle was being produced Historically, science and
technology made their lirst advances by rejecting the idea of
miracles tn the natural world. Perhaps it would be best to

return to that position. ’’

Angus Wright,

Innocents Abroad
American Agricultural

Research in
.Mexico .

1991
"I his cultural crises has been exverbs ted by the fashionable

concept Uuti farming is Just another business’. Anv long

lasting solution to firming ‘s problems will have to address
both the economic and cultural issues. ... Control on fertilizer

use ...is a highly contagious idea A reduction in

nitrogen... would solve dieo vet-productionproblem ft would
also help reduce the amount ofpesticide needed...”

Prince Charles to the Royal Agricultural Society of
England

Vegetabies sold in Delhi ^
markets show pesticide

residues

By N. Suresh
Business Timas Bureau
SOHNA (Haryana), April 23.

Vegetables sold in various Delhi markets indicate

significam levels ofpesticide residues. Alarmed by
this, the agriculture ministry has launched southeast

.Asia’s first integrated pest management (IPM) project

tomakeaviukfclcchcmical-frcc vegetabkam die Capita!.
Random sampleswere drawn foraDelhi s wholesale

market at Azadpur. Thirteen cauliflower, eidc bnnjal,

nine cabbage and eleven samples of spinach were
analysed at Central Insecticides Laboratory. Fxcept for

spinach,more than 50% ofthe samples hadsignificant
levels of either BHC oi malathion.

According to experts, consumption ofvegetables

,
contuningpc.uicidcicM«kics evenbdn w tolcrancclcvcl

is more dangerous than acute poisoning (high levels

causing instant health problems) due to long term

accumulation. Scientific studies in India show that

accuniulatioDoIpcsticidesinhumanbodiesoveralung ,

time leads to cancer, afl'ectskidncy functionsandcauses V

problems in blood circulation The impact also vanes to
]

individuals depending on their general health status as I

well as frequency ofexposure
. >

Studies done by the agriculture ministry's plant J
protection directorate showed widespread use of «

pesticides within Delhi'svegetable growing areas. For
f

instance, pesticides are sprayed every week in nearly
60!) acres ofvegetable-growingputchcson the Yamuna

[
rivci bed near the Inter State Bus Terminus. So is the

|

caseat700acresof vegetable farms south ofthis point

> near Mavur Vihar.T® tackle this menace which arises

due to indiscriminate use or pesticides by fanners, the

ministry has started a national level carapaigntopromotc

1PM. Most oi Delhi's vegetable supplies come Iron;

neighbouring states. Surveys in maior supply centres

such at Tonk. Gurgaon, and other cities too shewed
indiscriminate use ofpesticides.

As lor the .ampaign part. 3(1 agricultural extension
workers from six north Indian states were trained in the

useofIPM methods ford; daysatthis Haryana Village

The loint programme of the Food and Agricultural

Organi3ation(FAO)and agriculture numstryconcludcd

today. The trainers in cum will train other extension
workers and farmers IPM is a mix ofvarious methods

fortotal cropmanagementto provide protcctioa against

pests. Ihc emphasis is on the use oi genuine seeds and
disease-free planting materials, better varieties,

surveillance to suggest need-basedand judicious useof

chemical pesticides, and large scale use of natural

predator* ofpests.

Almost all the farmers who were exposed to IPM
were very happy Said a Sohna Fanner Ram Kdawan
echoing other participant's views; "Now we realise

there is no need lor chemical pesticides.

Courtesy: lines ofIndia iAn cxiract liom the original)
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CONVERSATION

BUDDHIST AGRICULTURE

IN CONVERSATION WITH

Masanobu Fukuoka
‘Naturalfarming is.... toe unmovmg way of Bodbidbarma. Although appearing

fragile and vulnerable, it is potentfor it brings victory unfought, ti is a buddbtst

wav offarming that is boundless andyielding and leaves the soil
,
the grasses and

‘ the insects to themselves’.

tukucka

Garden of Leisure. 1976

Rajiv Singh

Dr Masanobu Fukuoka ts an agricultural

scientist who has devoted the pastfifty years to

develop and practice natural agriculture. He

wittingly calls it do-nothing agriculture.' He

hails from Japan, which,
during his lifetime,

has moved dramatically towards high technol-

ogy agriculture and industry. Dr. Fukuoka's

experiment with agriculture is an experiment

with life itself, //is experiment transcends agri-

culture into a philosophy of life.He has boon

honoured with various awards including the

MagsuysayAwardand ourown Deshi Kottama
|

Award ofVishva Bhumii University. He came to 5

India nineyears ago andfell in love with her. In i

the course ofhis travels here he impressed many
agriculturalists cm a result of which there are

hitndreds oflittlefarmspractising his methodof

fanning He sincerely believes that in the land

ofBuddha, nature willfind her rightfulplace .

During another visit here he has met the Prime

Minister, Ministersfor Agriculture and Envi-

ronment as well as small peasants and volun-

teers. Despite his hectic schedule he agreed to

spare time for THE EVE because he feels the

young who have the shine in their eyes’ can

change the world, especiallyat a time when, in

India, tremendous changes are being conceived

and there is a heavy proselytisation of the

youth towards the open market and

industrialized economy.

Here are some excerjtis from the conversation

he had with RajivSingh which was interspersed

with readingsfrom his hooks

Rajiv Singh : Sir, your transformation

from amicrobiologist toa do-nothing’

farmer must have involved a drastic

change in your outlook to life. How did

it come about?

Masanobu Fukuoka : It all happened

one day when I was 25 years old. I had

just suffered from acute pneumonia. I

recovered from that but the stay iu the

hospital had plunged me into a state of

depression which persisted 1 used to

TIE EVE VOl.HI HO 1
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wander atom in the night trying to free ment may
myself of the agonizing doubt about first place
the nature oflife and death. (Tie asks the
interpreter to read from One Straw
Revolution) 'One night, I collapsed in

exhaustion on a hill overlooking the

harbour, inadaze I watched the harbour
grow light, seeingthe sunrise and some
bow not seeing it. As the morning
breeze grew up from below the bluff,

the morning mist suddenly disappeared.
Just at that moment a night heron ap-

peared, gave a sharp cry. and flewaway
into a distance I could hear the flopping

ofitswings.fEaninstant.all my doubts
and the gloomy mist of my contusion

vanished. Everything 1 had held in firm
conviction, everything upon which I

had ordinarily relied was swept away
with the wind. I felt that I understood

jusi one thing. Without my thinking

about them, w'ords came from my
mouth: "In thisw orld there is nothmgat
all...". 1 felt I understood nothing.’

R.S : Is it this recognition of insuffi-

ciency ofintellectual knowledge which
makes you suspicious of science, in

spite of being a scientist yourself ?

M.F : I am not against knowledge, but

I am against specialization orcompart-

mcntalization of knowledge which
usually passes offas science. The path

that I have followed - the natural way of
farmmg - strikes most people as strange

and was interpreted as a reaction

against the advance and reckless

development of science But all I want
toshowisthar humanityknows nothing,

there is no ‘advancement* of science.

Understanding of nature is beyond
human intelligence. Science which
isolates from the whole, in order to

understand’ and ‘use* nature, destroys

nature in the process and moreover

understands only the destroyed nature

ard not the real thing. The role ofscience

in society is the same as the role of
discrimination in your own minds. Onlv
acliild sees uue nature - without thinking
- in its complete and true form.

Specialization takes us more and
more away from nature, but if people
are merely caught up in reacting to

this, like through the ‘returning to

nature' and anti-pollution activities,

no matterhow commendable, they arc

not moving towards a genuine solu-

tion. Merc reaction to ovcrdcvclop-

R.S. : Your method is notjust a way of
farming, but a complete wayof living

You believe that natural farming pro-

ceeds from the spiritual health of the

individual and that the healingof land

and purification of human spirit are

one process. What arc the methods by
which this process takes place?

M.F. : The method is still evolving,

because the task is enormous - a prae-

\tesauobn Fukuoka

The ultimate goal of

farming is not the

growing ofcrops, but

the cultivation and

perfection of human

beings.
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rical and beneficial transformation of

the whole world by evolving a society
based on love and co-operation, a soci-

ety in which man’s relation with his

fellow beings and other living crea-

tures are non-exploitative andnon-vio-
lent Given the present sorry state of
soil degradation due to excess irriga-

tion. heavy use of chemicals and
thoughtless destruction of bio-mass,
the only remedy is natural farming, else

our existence on this planet is

threatened. There is no blue print for

natural fanning, but I believe there are

several main principles based on re-

ducing the human input to the hare

minimum necessary - just so that the

air, water and soil cancombme fruitfully

themselves.

The first principle is no cultivation

No ploughing or turning ofthe soil. The
caxth cultivates itself by the penetra-
tion of plant roots, the activity of
micro-organisms, small animals and
earthworms. The second principle isno
chemical fertilizer or prepared com-
post. Left to itself, soil maintains its

fertility naturally, in accordance with
the orderly cycle of plant and animal

life. Ilie third principle is no weeding
by tillage or herbicides. Weeds build

soil fertility and balance the biological

community The fourth principle is no
dependence on chemicals. The sen-

sible approach to disease and insect

control is ro use sturdy (natural) crops

in a healthy environment.

R.S. : But in India there arc so many
more mourhs to feed. Do you think that

natural fanning can take on chemical
fanning in the efficiency of feeding

India’s millions?

M.F. : The yields from my farms are

about one tonne per hectare - compa-
rable to yields from chemical farming

anywhere. Moreover, grain, fruits, and
vegetables grown naturally are free of

chemicals, taste much better and arc

much healthier for the body as well as

mind. Since there are virtually no
inputs, apart from labour, in this

methud, tlie net profits are inuch higher
It is practical, not only in terms of
yields, but in tliai it provides construc-
tive and spiritually alleviating em
plovment opportunities which no
modem capital intensive activity can

provide



R.S. : If it is indeed so advantageous,

then what are the reasons that it is not

spreading last?

M.F. : One basic reason for this is that

the world has become so specialized

thatit hasbecome impossible for people

to grasp anything in its entirety. People

try to combine natural farming with

mechanized harvesting, etc. not realiz-

ing that natural farming is gentle and

easy - a return to the source of farming

Asingle stepaway from this source can

lead one astray.

The other more piactical reason is

that political and economic pressures

from the companies which provide

these 'improved' (weak) seeds, fertil-

izers, weedicides, pesticides, etc. work

effectively on policy makers because

these companies usually die transn-

ational corporations All the negotia-

tions in GATT etc, are exercised to

promote the interests of these global

dragons. Theagricultural co-upeiatives

also do not support natural farmers

because they have to show a record of

their performance which is not enhanced

by natural farmerswho needneitherthe

seeds nor fertilizers or other inputs

which the co operatives provide. Still,

one thing is clear, the failure ofchemi-

cal agriculture is inevitable - it has lost

its direction and become unstable.

R.S. : Finally, what has been your

experience in India on this visit?

M.F. : I
have found the government in

India to be the most receptive ofall to

my ideas. They want to develop waste-

lands and make deserts green. I have

advised them ahout aenal seeding of

seedslike Egyptian clover to 'awaken'

the Indian land I have told them that

just not killingcows is insufficient.We
have to flop multiplying them for our

own needs Also, I told them that big

projects like Narmada will not help

fanning. Land has to be ‘moistured*

through plants. Dams are no solution. I

f

the land is green u helps in attracting

moisture and retaining it Rain comes

from below and nu above. Even the

population problem is a result of die

imbalance of nature. My message to the

people of India is: you have the message

of Buddha and Gandhi in your hearts,

simply serve nature and all will be well.

The key to peace lies cloa* to the earth.

I conclude with a passage from mv
first book:

‘1 believe that Gandhi's way, a

methodless method, acting with a non-

winning, non-opposing state of mind,

is akin to natural farming. When it is

understood that one loses joy and hap-

piness in the attempt to possess them,

the essence of natural farming will be

realized. The ultimate goal of fanning

is not the growing of crops, but the

cultivation and perfection of human

beings.'

Boobs hy Xiasaaobv Fukuoka:

• One Straw Revolution

9 71c Natural Way ofFanning

9 Mu - The C,od Revolution

9 Sowing Seed in the Desert

9 Road Back to Mature

Rajiv Singh has recently graduated from the Indian Institute ofTechnology (IITJ Delhi. As a student there, he was very

active with the Mature Club ofthe Institute which was responsible forsensitising youngpeople towards ecological issues.

He has trekked extensively in the Himalayas. He is now with Carrier Air Con working to phase out CFC's.
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- CRAFT & AGRICULTURE
j

—

GRAIN ON THE
POTTER’S WHEEL

THE CRAFT - AGRICULTURE CONNECTION
ft has become both a necessity and a cliche lo say that the number
ofpeople self-employed as artisans and craftspeople is second only
to those working in the agricultural sector What is usually the case

is that those who say It and those who hear it handle these as
statistics and do not go into thefact that both are deeply

inter-related and mutually sustaining

t
Artisanal activity is,

by its very nature and
tradition, related to an
agro- based economy.
Even before the ad-

vent Of settled culti-

vation. the acquisition

of food was tech-

JayaJaitly

nically assisted by tools and imple-

ments made by blacksmiths, stone cut-

ters, basket makers and others. Food
was exchanged for such goods in a

system of barter, since most imple-

ments. vessels, cloth, nets and baskets

weremade for domestic use. As people
began to settle and cultivate land,

whether in the plains, by the ri\eis or on
mountain sides, technological innova-

tions such as the fiamed loom and the

potters’ wheel increased production
from domestic use to marketable quan-

tities.

In an agricultural economy, the most
important asset for any person is obvi-
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agriculture are directly moulded in the

same fashion. The North Eastern re-

jpj gion of India is a typical example

Up of this. Rivers. streams, forests

pi and large tracts of bamboo in

Tnpura. Nagaland and Assam,

produceraw materials for hunting

implements, special fishing bas-

kcta and bnokpacko. Many types

(fl of baskets are woven: lor

j

measuring quantitiesofproduce,

jM transporting goods to the mar-

kclplace and for winnowing and

storage.

!
Just as the availability of local

water and its quality guide the

'•
•: nature of local food patterns, so

.
; too does local artisanal work

;Zf T, depend on water, soil and the

needs of the community. The

TV
j

colour and quality of yam and

j

fabric is as much affected by

, ->j local soil and water, guiding the

ii nature of dyestuffs, motifs and

V j textures.

;

' Village markets developed

and even today
,
hi most parts of

the world, where agrarian

.'uni >oi cs domimtc >' c»

>- -A industrial ones, the rural market

islltc hub of the trading activity,

figl It has ivao v.iiui' of both KMC-

stuff*, fresh and

dried, as well as

rope, containers,

baskets, floor mats.

<*k
]

tools and earthen

nJP / vessels which are

j
made by rural arti-

sans Many of these

O objects arc made
O from the residues of agricul-

\ tural ciops Mutually sustain-

•M ing and interdependent, crafts

/V and agricultuic have a natu-

ral link

Unfortunately, mass pro-

\ duced goods from urhanfac-

7 I lories have now begun to

*“>/ flood the market place and

-'A the farm sector, like allM others, have shifted to these

alternatives. This has dis-

T placed the artisans to city

Q slums insearch ofwork. Tliey

I 5 take up non-slcilled tasks,

I < manual labour and ‘sweat

z shop’ work, usually far re-

i moved from their known tai-

ously laid. In the caste hierarchy of carpenter,wood carver and blacksmith

India, the landed farmers were of dif- are commissioned to make ornate doors

fcrentctsies while the more —

—

provided ciihct skills or
.
sf/fl.: ...

' ’
-r

‘

n ’li' •

M»a.tlly lrnkwaid coinnn- ^
r;

!

connected to the fanning 4
f

|il %*

'

cumiiiuary. Where feudal .-' J;:

patronage provided a rela-

^
tore' therclatinnslnp allowed

'j&i&t'

parts^of the :ount-y r il-r- f|l©_

ici cjlure a'.c er.r't; is

,-c -,'v

:

and water storage, purchase

of cooking vessels and the worship of io show a prosperous

implements used for work. Printers harvest to passers by.

prepare yards of cloth with bright Face masksand wonder

handblocked designs for turbans, skirts images ofspiritsand de-

or head cloths. Decorative activity inonsmadeby die local

inside the home is undertaken by the craftsman are propiti-

entire community or its womenfolk ated to ward off the

The better the harvest, the more calamity oferop failure,

prosperous the farmer However, a lean Sculpted earth god-

year directly affected the sale of desses are worshipped /-%,

artisanal products and artisans would by farmers and Y,
temporarily have to migrate to more craftspeople alike The

prosperous areas. In feudal pockets, bond is ever closer

where services were bartered for whenat harvesttime the «
grain. :he extent of bondage would village potterexchanges

increase. large pots used for the

Designs and motifs in crafts among storage of grain for a ^^11
rural tu*lttibalpopulations (where large share of the harvest.
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|

ents. with their umbilical chord linking

them to agnculture broken.

The fundamental link between har-

vests and crafts production will be

severed except incases where religious

festivals occur at the same time. Even
here, it is not unusual to see plastic

gods, laminated wall picture* of for-

eign landscapes and Maggi masalas !

When the global norms and cultural

pract ices oftheeconomical ly powerful

West dictate all market needs, local

needs are Tendered irrelevant and the

compulsion to produce for an alien

market cannot be understated. Even the

slightest technological inadequacy (as

per alien standards) renders artisans as

uicompetent. Naturally, the more fi-

nancially stronger component then

takes over. Gradually, the tesult is the

creation ofpoverty both in terms of

local creative skills, variety and

range of food or artifacts and a

soulless homogenisaiion ofrootless
cultural expression.

Today's global markets and

world trade have impacted upon

cultural and local community pat-

terns. forcing a tommon norm of

production, marketing and tech-

nology. The new mileu has her-

alded the shift from community based

activity to the individual or corporate

activity. Units ofpiofli become the sole

criteria of success Fanning practices,

from sharing seeds to sowing and

harvesting are primarily community

based in which extended families, vil-

lages and larger communities partici-

pate Similarly with craftspersons.

Anydesign, product adaptation or tech-

nological input which has visibly dem-
onstrated its ability to secure better

markets is immediatelyadopted by most

artisans of Uie same community. Mod-
em economists believe this leads to

more competition and a consequent

drop in profits for each individual or

producing unit Tlie know how of pro-

gressive interventions are however

more evenly and democratically dis-

tributed so that a wider base is

benefitted. Mechanised fanning, the

abolition of land ceiling, non-imple-

mentation ofland re forms in most parts

of the country, the arrival of multi-

national companies in die fickl of food

production and processing emphasise the

individual rather than the community.

Today 's global markets and
world trade have impacted

upon cultural and local

community patterns, forcing

a common norm ofproduction,

marketing and technology.

Industrialised nations have engi-

neered the concept of obsolescence

into tlieii products to ensure regular

markets. Craftspersonstoo, particularly

those that work with mud. paper and

grass and even textiles can ensure regu-

lar sales oftheir items as they are easily

destructible. The difference is that in

the case of the latter, all wastes can be

easily recycled. Mud toys for children,

votive offerings at religious occasions,

the natural crumbling of reeds and

grasses are partofnature’scycle where

creation and destruction, replacement

and re-creation are a necessarv and
expected pattern for the renewed de-

mand for artisan products. One doesn’t

have to look too far to see how’ modem
storage systems, food processing and

global distribution technologies will

affect the cyclical renewal of the de-

mand of local agricultural and craft

goods.

Arthur Dunkcl
,
the (inJfamous head

ofGATT once demonstrated his igno-

rance of India's craft traditions when

he visited India two years ago. He was

tr) ing to impress upon his audience the

value ofpatent ing adesign by pointing

to the paisley design on his tie and

saying that it would bring huge profits

to the craftsman ifhe could patent the

paisley.since people all overtle world

would have to pay him royalty for its

use. Obviously. Mr Dunkel was ig-

norant ofthe fact that the ’traditional'

paisley design comesin myriad forms,

having travelled lands and centuries,

evolving constantly in the hands of

each creative craftsman, depending on

the medium, the time, the place, the

cultural and historical influences and

market needs. No single crattsperson

could ever claim the patent right on a

paisley design or else there would have

to be tens of thousands of patents for

each paisley design ! •

Jaya Jaitly is one ofthe few persons spearheading the crafts movement in India. She has been and is a consultant for

the marketing and design ofhandicrafts and hand/ooms formany states. As tin office hearer ofthe Hlud Mazdoor Kisan

Panchayat, a trade union federation, she organises artisans and creates rural-urban links. She is the founder of the

Dastakan Haat Samiti, a self-sustaining craft initiative. She is a civil activist and is pan of the socialist group in

mainstream politics in India. Jaya lives m Delhi.

Help Conserve the Eastern Himalaya !

We offer eco-friendly Adventure tours, treks, camping and white water railing programmes, wildlife

observation trips, etc. in Sikkim and North Bengal. Tart of ihc proceeds from these tours will go towards

funding research and action projects aimed at conservation of the Darjeeling-Sikkim Himalaya.

for details, contact :

Sunder Subiaiimniam ur Animesl1 Bose
Himalayan Nature & Adventure Foundation

Nivcdita Market, Hospital Road
tfliguii 734 401
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Agrarian Change

under the Raj
Some Issues

Omkar Goswami

How isolated were Indian

farmers from commercial

agriculture and its requisite

cash crops before British

colonialism? Hot eery, says

the author of this article
,
the

British merely latched on to

and developed what already

existed, for decades

,

economists who have looked

at the growth ofcommercial

agriculture under the British

have noted its benefits in

income,food security, etc.

Havefarmers merely

forgotten to count their

blessings? The author takes a

different look at some of the

issues.

Until the late sixties, there

wasa standard tale ofIndian

a£'‘cul,ulc ulidci coloni-

<y]oyf alism which went thus. Pre-

colonial agrarian society

was structured in terms of
'self-sufficient villages’ whereland and

water resources were distributed in an

equitable and egalitarian maimeramong
villagers. There was hardly any g
commercial agriculture, precious little ^
trade and monetisation, and villagers z

concertrated on producing food which <?

was bartered for other basic necessities

of life. Of course, life could be occa-

sionally harsh, but the peasants were

immune from the evil winds of trade,

commercial crops, rapacious

money-lenders, debt peonage, land

grabbing zamindars and kulaks, and

the threat of becoming immiserised to

a point where they were dispossessed

of thetr land and became landless

labourers. According to this story, co-

lonialism changed this age old pattern

of life. It heralded the advent of com-
mercial cropping, forced peasants to

give up their food security for market

driven cash crops, created markets for

land rights, gave free rein 10

money-lenders and shroffs, created

massive volatility in prices, led to in-

creasing inequalities and sharp

polarisation of land-holdings in hith-

erto equitable societies, and eventually

contributed to systematic pauperisation

and steady growth of landless labour.

Like most tales, this has its combi-

nation oftruth and fiction. Inthis article.

1 will attempt to give an objective

account of the development of

agriculture and agrarian society tinder

the Raj, particularly during the penod
1 S60- 1940 The period is important for

two reasons. Fust, it saw the greatest

growth of commercial agriculture. Sec-

ond, and no less important, it is the

period that hasattracted a huge amount

of detailed research in the past

twenty-five years - work that has chal-

lenged and modified the simple story

that 1 sketched above. Given India’s

sheer size, agioiiomic and ecological

diversity, and vast differences in

pre-colonial agrarian relations (that is,

on how agriculture was organised, who
collected revenues and rents, and the

structure of land rights), it is impos-

sible to give anything but a thumb-nail
sketch of the process. Instead of at-
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tempting to write on ‘everything that

you wanted to know about agriculture

but was afraid to ask', I shall take up a
few central themes, share with you the

major findings and, in doing so. sug-

gest that agriculture and agrarian rela-

tions arc far too complex issues to be

neatly slotted into politically and ideo-

logically convenient types.

Was there no commercial agri-

culture and no cash crop prior to

colonialism?

Most certainly not. Even during the

early and mid-Mughal period, Malwa
and Bihar were major producers of
opium and indigo, theYamuna-Ganga
doab an important wheat granary,

Bengal was a large exporter of cotton,

silk, rice and sugar, the

Godavari-Krishna delta, Thanjavur, and

the tank irrigated regions of Tamil
Nadu were rice surplus zones, and the ,

Malabar coast was internationally fa- ?

mous for its spices. It was in the rela- t
lively drought prone dry districts of |
central India (the interior of

Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, and
parts of Andhra Pradesh), and North

Gujarat, Rajasthan, and East Punjab
that the focus was on single cropping

where the dominant crop was coarse

grain such asjowar or bajra. When we
talk of baiter economies and subsis-

tence oriented pre-colonial agriculture,

we forget that until the sixteenth cen-

tury India was the largest exporter of

spice and indigo; that the late se\en-
teenth up to the mid eighteenth, she

was the biggest world producer and
exporter ofcalico; that we had buoyant

trade inagricultural products with South

East Asia, the Middle East, EastAfrica,

and Persia; and that there was massive

internal trade in agricultural produce

throughoutnorth and south India which
wasfinanced by traders, money- lenders,

and bills of exchange.

Did colonialism lead to a sharp

growth in commercial agriculture?

Yes, it most certainly did. The
American Civil War ( 1 860-65) led to a
sharp drop in the supply of raw cotton

to the textile mills of Lancashire, and
the focus shifted first to the black soil

region of Maharashtra and the Central

Provinces, and thento the canal iirigaied

zonesofwest Punjab (now in Pakistan).

Soon, these regions began to cultivate

long and medium staple cotton The

demand grew in leaps and bounds
which, in turn, led toa steady increase

in the area under cotton. In a similar

vein, the Crimean War (1854-56)

abruptly cut off the supply of Russian
flax, and forced the flaxnrillsofDundee

to search elsewhere fortheir packaging

material. The substitute that rapidly

gained in importance was jute - a crop
cultivated in the riverain plains of East

Bengal, in a short period, this region

became the world's largest producer

and exporter ofrawjute and burlap. So.

if we were to compare areas under

principal crops in 1800 with the areas

in 1875 or 1900, there can be no two

opinions about the rapid and sustained

growth of commercial agriculture.

Was the growth in commercial

agriculture exclusively for export

markets?

In the first stage (up to 1875 or

thereabout), it was definitely so. The
bulk of both cotton and jute was ex-

ported in their raw form to Britain for

processing into cloth and gunny bags.

Although jute mills came up in and

around Calcutta by the 1860s and took

up over three quarters of the raw jute

crop by World War I, jute - raw or as

gunry - was largely for the export

market. Cotton was a different story

altogether. By the last quarter of the

nineteenth century, largely Indian

owned cotton mills were eaablishedin

Bombay, followed by Ahmedabad,
Kanpur and Coimbatore, which con-

verted the raw cotton into cloth for the

domestic market. Thus, by the

mid-twenties, over two-thirds of India’s

growing cotton crop was used for do-

mestic consumption.

Was the growth in commercial

crops at the expense offood security?

Evidence points otherwise Indian

peasants are. and have always been,

extremely prudential and risk averse.

In single cropping areas, peasant house-

holds invariably kept aside a certain

amount of market oriented cash crops

In rainfed or irrigated double aud mul-

tiple cropping zones, one crop was
always a foodgraiu. For instance, in

Bengal, while aus or autumn paddy

competed with jute in themedium and
low lying lands, aman or winter paddy
competed with jute in the medium and
low lying lands, aman or winter paddy
was always sacrosanct. So, it is almost

impossible to prove that fcod scarcity

and famines were outcomes of greed

induced by commercial agriculture.
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These occurred because of the cruelty

of the Tain gods, and not due to the

raaligam forces of markets.

What motivated peasants to opt for

larger areas under commercial crops?

All detailed and carefully worked

out studies point to relative prices.

Simply put, givenrainfall patterns, soil

heterogeneity, and the efficacy of
irrigation, the area under cotton or jute

or sugar (vis-a-vis their agronomicallv

competing crops) was greatly

determined by past trends in relative

harvest prices. If there was an excess

jute crop in the previous year - leading

to lower post harvest priocs then

farmers would invariably re-aliocate

their land in the current year to plant

more autumn paddy and less jute. This

simple observation - that fanners are

extremely responsive to and canny

about prices - should not come as a

surprise After all, their livelihood

depends upon it, and there is no reason

why farmers should behave irrationally

about prices while city slickers don’t.

The fact that ideologues believed

otherwise only points to their cultural

and intellectual elitism
. and thetrdesire

to appropriate the rationality cf lesser

beings’. •

Did commercialisation lead 1 1 »

gains in real income?
Right up to the great depression of

1930-35. all evidence 'squarely points

to substantial and steady increase in

money as well as real income in the

commercial agrarian districts of India.

The watershed was the depression,

which brought with it a massive and

sustained fall in agricultural prices cl

both foodgrain and non-food crops - a

process that triggered off w idespread

debt defaults, land attachment, and

polarisation of land-holdings.

Finally, did commercialisation

necessarily lead to greater power of

money-lenders, debt peonage, flirted

cropping, and consequent penury?

This is a complex issue and requires

to he brokendown to time components

Except for a snail hiccup during the

1890 and World War I, agricultural

prices and demand steadily increased

throughout the period up to the

Depression. An environment of rising

demand led to the growth ofcommercial

agriculture which, in turn, was

increasingly financed by money-
lenders-cum-tradcrs. Now, so long as

prices continued to rise, peasants did

not find it a problem to take working

capital or even consumption loans and

So, was commercialisation

worthwhile? To uns uer

this
,
tee need to examine

the counter-factual’

widespreadprevalence

ofnon-marketable,

subsistence agriculture.

This counterfactual

never existed anywhere

except in tribal societies.

It certainly did not exist in

vast swathes ofIndia.

repay them after harvest - even ai steep

rates of interest. So, while

money-lenders certainly had a greater

role in tundingcommercial agriculture,

they did not exercise greater power in

the sense of widespread attachment of

land, or turning farmers out of their

plotsin heu ofdefault. Noristhereany

substantial evidence of peasants being

forcedto pi ant acommercial crop when

they would have preferred to cultivate

subsistence foodgrain.

However, the problem of

commercialisation aud market forces

is that there is always a risk of falling

prices - trigerred either by international

or domestic considerations. Iftheslump

is a short one, fanners recuperate. If it

isnot.then they are exposed to asteady

,

often geometric dowaslide, aud this

exposure is the greatest for these who
are least insured - die small and marginal

peasants. The Depression not only led

to a sharp fall in prices (by almost 50%
over the level of the twenties) but also

wreaked havoc for six years - far too

long to prevent the economically less

endowed from getting ciuncshcd fust

indebt traps, and then spiralling towards

landlessness. Thus, we get a picture of

remarkably sharp contrasts.From 1 960

right up to 1929, commercialisation

was a boon for agriculture and large

sections of the peasantry. In six years

(1930-35), the long term gains to the

relati vely poor fanners were wiped out.

In the backdrop of the Depression and

rapidlyrisingrural population, agrarian

India saw the emergence of sharp

divisions between the haves and the

have nots - divisions that were then

maintained and often exacerbated by
elitist politics of post Independence

India.

So,was commercialisation worth-
while?

To answer this, we need to examine

the counter-factual: widespread
prevalence of non-marketable,

subsistence agriculture. This counter-

factual never existed anywhere except

in tribal societies. It certainly did not

exist in vast swathes of India. In any

case, those who can best answer this

question are not the authors in THE
EYE magazine or in other 'elite' or

‘non-elite’ journals. The answer, ifit is

to make any sense, must be got from

India's peasantry - and not from arm-

chair economists like me or semi-

professional seminar goers at Delhi's

India International Centre !

Dr. Omkar Goswami did bis Ph. D
in Economics from Oxford
University, UK. He currently teaches

at the Indian Statistical Institute.

New Delhi.

SOIA The best Indian creations, furniture, carpets, home furnishings

Sri Aurobindo Centre, Adchini. New Delhi - 17, Phone 662360.
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Markets of
Change
Cities and Indian Agriculture

Sharon LaPalme and Rajpreet Singh

Whether we live in

Dclhi
,
Boi»bay. Ma-

dras or any other

Indian city, almost

everyday, we en-

countersituation tliat

tie us through various essential rela-

tionsliips to rural, mostly agricultural

regions. The links between city, agri-

culture and rural culture arc couutlcss

and sometimes striking, but how much
really comes to our notice? In a typical

day. you may buy the day’s fruit and

vegetables from the local fruit walla.

Passing aafy park, you mayseewomen
collecting grass to be used as fodder.

Early morning, one sees milkmen ply

tlic roads, travelling from tlieir villages

to residential colonies, to deliver fresh

buffalo’s milk. From a train window,
one sees the semi-rural character of the

city limits, abizarre collage of gaudily

printed advertisements, scattered in-

dustrial buildings, large fields, village

ponds, and bathing buffalos defining

the landscape. These commonplace
examples intimate a complex and dy-

namic link between our urban exist-

ence and rural culture, one that is

essentially dependent on the agricul-

tural production in rural areas. It seems

drat an inevitable consequence of the

city 'rural link is a gradual dissolution

of agriculture based, rural cultures.

What follows is an attempt to look at

how our urban lifestyles as well as how
urban society’s cultural, economic,

political forces, create or destroy the

possibility for a mere equitable coex-

istence between urban and rural areas

A Constructed Divide

Theodore Ros^ak writes, the mod-
em city represents the most daring at-

tempt to live beyond nature as its de-

tached observer and master’. Manag-
ing tlic needs of the city as it grows
becomes an all consuming paradigm

unto itself. The city - canned view of
life thrives on the creation of an exag-

gerated seuse of basic needs without

considering how our urban consump-
tion demands impact surrounding rural

land and societies. Our work, time

schedules, and the city landscape all

help to encourage most middle class

and wealthier urbanites to be physi-

cally and mentally distanced from the

land. Cities provide a dream world of
infinite' resources. Resources like
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water, food, and power, flow to the city advertisements’ key words - agro-in

mostly from rural areas The impact of vestment and returns. In truth, these

greater and greater resource demands agriculturalists nurture only dividends

are only perceived as how our lifestyle and statements and yield only percent-

is raised, satisfy a desire or need, but agesand rupees. This new urban farm

not as how they sustain or disturb ing phenomena is purely an economic

ecological cycles. process, the distance that separates the

As in our relationship with land and ‘farmer’ from the land, soil, and natural

ecological cycles, we urban dwellers cycles, more than just geographic,

are also increasingly divorced from Urban Markets and Commercial

rural cultures. Urban life dominatesthe Agriculture

public domain, getting the majority of Rapidly paced commercialization

mainstream mediaattentionand giving of agriculture and orientation toward

city dwellers a biased sense of the cash and export crops, especially in the

urban and rural imperatives of India, last century, is in part created by our

However, it is common
knowledge that India b still

pTedcminantlyrural;74.3%
... |

of the population live in

Diverse agricultural '*$^§0!$$:'
traditions, knowledge sy-

stem, or the biological

.ic. I : .^i
I

' r

'^

: ' :
'

lor.l r.-quir-n-TK ''1 an

.hi “
I

^
j^ffl w#

than .nisi parcels ol'lrn.1 re
^

be managed for max mum JJP®*

link betweemnan and iaturc "410?

I
(/*>> \1mVu Khtnnj jmk
W’aiui f'zicu* dt*> ix*lc )

As nirnl farms and areas are

consumption demands of \

i

India's urban, and even ”
|

global, markets, tbt link «j

between fanner and con- A cbU(J djed aper a steady diet 0f
sumer, and with rural ana

urban culture, diminishes bad rejected traditionalfinger mil

rapidly, in the end, being
als(J assumed that the biscuits, be,

purely economical.

This purely economical Were betterfood.
relationship is now beiug

taken to an extreme. F.eadacopyof any growing demands in urban centres and

of the major nariona newspapers and has subtle and not so subtle coose-

you will be enlightened about the latest quences for rural economies and

in agricultural trends. In nicely pack- lifestyles. Decreased household food

aged advertisements,urban readers are security is one example cited by Stuart

persuaded to get ther earth unit’ and Gillespie and Geraldine McNeill in a

to become, in a sense, agriculturalists, recent bock New income from com-

Side-by-side with very ecofriendly merdal production may uot uecessar-

rcfcicnccs to ‘mother earth’ are the ily be used to buy food formerly grown
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their brand name on varietiesof basinati

nee exclusively for export - being too

expensive to capture a big enough
market share even in Indian urban areas.

With the complicity ofus more affluent

urban consumers, commercial farming
now dominates mial agricultural life,

even where it may be most inappropri-

ate given ecological, social, and
economic factors.

In another example, the millennia

old cultivation of Indian sugarcane for

products such as gurJaggery, phanita,
and chand drastically changed with

production for urban and expoit mar-
kets. Refined sugar has been marketed
to and preferred by uiban markets over

traditional sugars Some ads claim re-

fined sugar as superior because of its

modem production processes, thereby

suggesting that traditional products and
technologies are inherentlyinferior and
dirty. Upto independence, gurproduc-

tion from sugarcane, well surpassed

refined sugar production; now, the

opposite is true In 1994, government

officials proposed to ban the manufac-
ture of gur to meet the demand for

sugar. The issue of providing retired

sugar has taken the national centrestage

for political reasons and the debate

focuses on the integrity of the current

powerholders. Instances like these high-

light a trend towards product homog-

enization for personal gain That many
studies find gnrto be a healthier alter-

native is ignored. Gurprovidesnotoiilv

Delhi residents take
loaves ofwhite bread

(a non-Indianfood) as a
staple in their diet, hut
are unaware of the

different types ofmillet
or other grains grown

within

less than a day's drive

from the city.

Above and below : Advertising for

the health ofsociety ! Promotion of

an international diet. ‘

sugar but a range of other vitamins and
minerals, such as iron, and is an
alternative to taking synthetic mineral

capsules.

Food Processing and Packaging
Consumption options in urban mar-

kets are fundamentally transforming

with growing food processing and pack-

aging industries. India’s first food pro-

cessing industriesfocused on traditional

products, such as chutneysand pickles.

Modem processing is Dot concerned

with providing food perse or nutritional

needs, but rather creates an unlimited

range ofconsumer products. Each prod-

uct comes with a sophisticated market-

ing scheme that convinces consumers

ofthcirabsolutcnecessity. Government
policies pursuing economic liberaliza-

tion fuels the trend for more and more
supermarkets and forebodes a rapid

rise in the number of processed, pre-

pared and packaged foods
The assortment of frozen, canned,

bottled, dried, and elaborately pack-
aged foods available now reveal that

convenience for the consumer as well

as aesthetics define the industry’s

criteria more than anythingelse Frozen

and canned goods mean certain fiuits

are available year round: powdered
soups or ready made gravies save time,

appropriate to our ever busier lives.

However, how many of the gains in

convenience are offset by the loss of
vitamins and minerals in processing,

and the cost ofproducing and disposing
ofthc packaging? There are other costs

as well in terms of energy expended
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The world over people are

discovering something

better than oranges

lolioiiwc ng ftaarto loio'not o-->ol. I" Oro«go and Wango

.miani drink ho* alreody bflcon-fi n fnvojrile in severa

coontr.nv Pamo In'e'nariono! hoi real f»u<t po«dnr and is

vitamin and /nioerol enriched. Moreover .t •, nmiwe-'ened So
U1

| ell you "690 >o do >5 odd vru'o« and drink

?
S
3

f0 l| coy ssapply oHVonii C ond5oliei essenlioi«»omi'» no.s'y ylots.

Is powdered, processed fruit mixed with relined sugar. indeed better Urn

i

fresh produce? Buyers need to be more discerning.

Vast waste is created when the crop is

culled dii the basis of size. Numerous
studies of food processing industries in

the West point toihc much greater total

amount ofenergyused to grow
.

process,

package , and transport the product than

what is in the food itself

Small rural fanners do not fit well

with the food processing industries. It

is more cost efficient for processors to

deal in large quantities either from

laige farmers or, easier yet, from their

own corporately owned, and farmed

land. Processing also requires the crop

used to be subjected to standard fertil-

izer. pesticide, and herbicide reg-

imes. Before buying such products, we
should consider whether in tire overall

input/output equation, food processing

acts as a net resource drain, especially

for rural areas.

Over the past several decades, a

combination of global marketing, ad-

vertising. processing, and the system-

atic spread of green revolution crop

varieties is helping to create an inter-

national diet’. A select groups ofgrains,

fruits, and vegetables are consumed by

urban populations world wide. As a

case in point. Britannia boasts of its

‘international’ rec.pc for some of its

baked goods and relies on the notion

that you can ‘now enjoy bread the way

he world does’ . Ihe package ofgrains.

fiesh produce, and processed goods

offered in urban markets has not come
about through a value neutral process.

Increasingly, the choices presented to

consumers favour products that arc

readily derived from a relatively small

set of crops dial arc the main focus of

agroindustry and commercial interests.

What wc have begun to think of as

bountiful in our urban markets may

only be because ofalack ofknowlcdgc

about an existing diversity that is hardly

ever the focus of advertisements oi

popular media

At what expense to the great diver-

sity of traditional crops does catering

to the urban market, and especially the

processed foods market, come
1

* Delhi

residents take loaves of white bread (a

non-Indian food) as a staple in their

diet, but are unaware of the different

types of millet or other grains grown

within less than a day’s drive from the

city. Advertisements tempt us with

Califoi nia-derivcd strawberries grown

in India, implying that the abundance

of tropical fruits available here is not

sufficient. As these products become

the new staples for city residents, even

among the small percentage of con-

sumers who can afford them, the more

traditional crops are relegated to infe-

rior ‘village' fare or poor man's food.

For rural areas and agriculture, these

are important consequences for

cultivation patterns and nutriiional

standards. Navdanya, a grassroots

organization working to conserve

agricultural diversity, describes this

process: it is a central concert! to their

work with village agricultural
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communities.

In the Indian context, plants that

have been displaced by plant-improve-

ment in the Green Revolution have

been those which have traditionally

been the main providers of nutrition:

pulses and oilseeds. The amaranth and
th? bathua, two varieties ofgreen leafy

vegetables that were an integral pi t of
traditional diets have been named weeds

and are being exterminated.

Cultural Dominance

To the advantaged, a city offers

educational and recreational facilities,

professional and business opportuni-

ties, health and emergency medical

care, the chance to explore a liberal

culture, modern information and
mechanisation systems To the poor,

they offer an escape from a possibly

oppressive life in a village and a slim

chance to avail of these facilities.

However, paradoxically, while cities

arc often a hotbed for diverse culture,

there is a growing trend towards
homogenisation. More often than not.

the power structures of the modem
Indian city - politicians and coipoia-

tions - find the greatest benefit from

promoting that aspect of culture based

in consumerism and competition The

miracles of science have much to con-
tribute to this While scientists have

created many maivcls through rigor-

ous investigation, their own role in

societies has only now begun to be
critically examined

So called modern cultural values are

the single greatest eommodityexported

by cities to rural areas, and one with
incredible power and persuasion,

especially on young people. One
usual consequence of this kind of

process in villages is the change in

people's attitude towards agriculture.

In the inevitable comparison of their

own lifestyles with pictures ofmodem
India moving into the twenty-first cen-

tury,’ ar.d the increasingly westernized

city-dweller, they seem to come up
short. With the idea that they should

aspire to something greater than a

rural, farming lifestyle and that their

knowledge base is backward, some will

sacrifice their livelihoods and
become mu* of the hundreds of thou-

sands of low income migrants to urban

areas.

Examples of this process in India

MARKETS Oh CHANGE

abound. Helena Norberg Hodge, who
has worked and lived in Ladakh on
and ofT for the past 20 years, says,

“...Punjab rice and plastic have be-

come needs Traditional foods are

no longer a source ofpride. Now, when
I am a guest in a village, people
apologize ifthey serve ngamphe instead

of instant noodles I have watched
people become separated from the land,

as self-sufficiencyisgraduallv replaced

by economic dependence on the out

side world
"

"... Punjab rice andplastic

have become needs

Traditionalfoods are

no longer a source of

pride. How, when I am a

guest in a village, people

apologize if they serve

ngamphe instead of

instant noodles "

Expanding Urban Boundaries
City governments face the task of

appropriating greater and greater areas

to support their populations. The land

swallowed by ihe city's expanding
borders is often some of the very same
agricultural land that previously fed

the city's residents. For instance,

Delhi's Master Plan for the year 200

1

for 'controlled and balanced

development’ provides that an
additional 24,000 hectares of

agricultural land be urbanized; the city

is growing beyond the urbanizablc

limit of 32.800 hectares set in the

original Delhi Master Plan of 1962

Gradually, we see the surrounding rural

areas squeezed by pockets of residen-

tial. industrial, and corporate develop-

ment. Gerald Breesc, who has studied

urbanization in developing countries,

describes this process as creation of

village enclaves, areas which retain

many aspects of village life amid the

urban build-up. Several decadet ago,

these enclaves would become new
marketplaces for the urban areas,

provide low-cost housing, and
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create a new labour force as domestic
servants by displacing agricultural I and

and workers. Today, becauseoi soaring

land prices, the same process may
be welcomed by village residents
who can sell their land for a good

price. One consistent feature

in this process has been thai pursuing

agriculture as a way of life usually

becomes unfeasible. In addition,

as agricultural land is converted to

other uses, to sustain total agricultural

production, either more land needs

to be brought into cultivation or

proluctionelsewhereisintensifiedti e

more is grown on the same amount of

land)

Individual Responsibilities

What responsibility can we. as city

residents, assume for Hie trends erod-

ing traditional fanning cultures and

agricultural biodiversity” It would be
naive to ihmk that we. the more afflu-

ent urban consumers, alone account for

so much influence. 'Modem' agricul-

ture owes Its growing predominance
in the developing world toa combina-
tion of corporate strategies, govern-
ment policies, and various constraints

through international development
and funding agencies. Indeed, many
have begun to view the growing depen-

dence ofw estern models of industrial

agriculture and the reads political ac-

ceptance of GATT as a period

of recolonization of developing
countricsby multinational agro-chemi-

cal corporations and internation-

al aid institutions.

Our greatest impact certainly

is through our consumption choices

and pursuing alternatives that foster

the production of a diversity of
traditional crops and support sustain-

able methods of farming. We also car

re-examine our seemingly inevitable

bias for urban culture and. perhaps the

concomitant ignorance of rural cul-

ture. To quote from Helena Noiberg*

Hodge ( 199 1 ). 'If our starting point is

a respect for nature andpcople. diversity

is an inevitable consequence.' •

Note ;

Ngamphe is barley ihai Is roasted,

then ground into flour; it is a staple

in the Ladakhi diet.
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Case Histories

PEPSIC ULCERS,

CARGILL CANKER
>- Deuinder Sharma

£ ym Economists
will chum our

P^ni^reglsj/fJ statistics to cs-

j
frt tablish that the
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omy is based on
agriculture.

The often re-

peated saga of Green Revolution is

cited asthe only achievement ofwhich

India is preud. It was the Green Revo-

lution which proved the prophets of

doom wrong. From leading a ‘ship-to-

mouth’ existence, the virile Indian farm-

ers have made the country surplus in

foodgrains

But it is the indifferent attitude to-

wards agriculture that has led to stagna-

tion in foodgrain production during the

last seven years. This year too. produc-

tion is anticipated to be in the range of
1 82 million tonnes. Foodgrain produc-

tion in the front-line agricultural states

of Punjab and Haryana has already

reached a plateau. Alarming though it

is. the government appears to be not

even remotely concerned. Equally

alarming is 'he continuing decline in

the rate of investment in agriculture.

At atime when there is much talk of

globalisation, not enough attention is

bcingpaid toacallby some wellknown

economists as well as the World Bank

urging to bring farm prices in India at

par with global prices. Farmers have

been demanding it. Economists like

Dr. B.S. Minhashave been pleading for

it. But perhaps the nght kind of recipe

came from the well-known economist

and a former Finance Minister of Paki-

stan. Dr Mahbub-ul-Haq. Hehadcalled

for a major shift in the farm policies

being propagated by India

"While India’s high tariff rates al-

low the industry to get twice the inter-

national price for manufacturers, agri-

culture is denied international prices

and is subjected to export duties It is

one of the most massive transfer of

resources Ircm rural tc urban areas,

from the weak agriculture community

to entrenched urban industries.' ' he said

.

His suggestion isthat India must lower

its custom duties, integrate the farm

sector with the global economy and

release farm prices to provide tor a

docent rate of return to farmers.

Terming it as a ’ presenption for

stagnation in agriculture’. Dr. llaqsays

that the current practice of giving low

prices to farmers forces them to produce

less thereby resulting in imports, lliis

may perhaps be the reason behind

India’s recent import of three million

toiuies of wheat.

And yet, the economic liberaliza-

tion tliat Maiunohau Singh talks about

is onlyconfinedto the industrial sector.

Agriculture, m all probabi lity, has been

forgotten

It is true tliat Indian fanners cannot

be expected anymore to subsidize an

inefficient industry. They have done so
in the past In cotton, for instance,

farmers have and still continue to sub-

sidize a highly inefficient cotton indus-

try. Between 1980 and 1990. cotton

prices in the domestic market ruled 20

to 40 percent lower than the interna-

1®T
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Pepsi hasfinally made the right choice. With all eyes

focused on the great cola war, Pepsi is quietly

negotiating with the globalfood processing giant,

HJ. Heinz
,
for the sale of its tomato paste plant in

Punjab. Tt)is may well be the beginning ofthe end

ofthe horticultural revolution that Pepsi had

all along promised.
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tional prices. It was because of
such low domestic prices that the

country could earn substantial
foreign exchange through textile ex-

ports. Ifthe Indian textile industry could

compete in the world market only at

tbe cost o! its farmers, does it not imply

subsidization ofthe inefficient industrial

sector by the poor farmers'.'

The concept now being

mooted isto give a comme-
rcial orientation to the

farming sector. And this is

being proposed to be done

by organizing markets and

producing commodities that

can be processed and then

exported. It sounds to be a
perfectly correct approach

to empower the farming
communities Hut what the

government has ui mind is

not so much to encourage

the small-farmers-agri-

business consortium but to

invite the multinational food

companies to set up shops,

taking care of production

and marketing -

Let us look closely at the

performance of two multi-

national companies which
ventured into the agricul-

ture sector.

PEPSI FOODS
Pepsi has finally made

the right choice. With all

eyes focused on the great

cola war, Pepsi is quietly

negotiating with the global

food processing giant, H.J.

Heinz, for the sale of its

tomato paste plant in Punjab.

This may well be the

beginning of the end of the horticul-

tural re volution ibai Pepsi had all along

promised.

If Heinz is able to acquire Pepsi’s

paste plant, negotiations for which

are in the Huai stages. Pepsi would
feel relieved to take on the challenge

posed by the entry of its soft-dnnk
rival, Coca Cola, into the Indian market.

The sale of the state-of-art tomato
processing factory would solve yet

another riddle for Pepsi: Heinz will

take care of the contract farmers as

well as the tomato crop.

And with that would end Pepsi’s

commitment tousher in a second green

revolution in India

It is now abundantly clear that

Pepsi’s entry into India was primarily

aimed at capturing the huge soft-drink

market. Agricultural research and de-

velopment were apparently used as a

ploy to gain entry. Ever since the project

was cleared in 1988, Pepsi had felt

phase in Indian agriculture.

Notwithstanding the tall claims

made by Pepsi, a careful perusal of the
technical as well as the project feasibil-

ity reports submitted by the company
had clearly showed that the multina-

tional giant had no standing *to act as an
essential catalyst for the next agncul
tural revolution.’ Pepsi had found fault

with the Indian tomato varieties saying

that they were not suitable for process-

ing and were also low yielding. But

instead of breeding improved varieties,

using its own gcrmplasm collections.

Pepsi has so far relied on the Indian

hybrid ‘Havin'.

The company had promised to set up
a research center in collaboration with
the Punjab Agricultural University,

Ludhiana. The agro-research centre was
to come up with an outlay of Rs 12

CTore. While there is no sign of the

research center thatw as proposed at the

time of seeking clearance.

Pepsi has also not honoured its

commitment of bringing in

improved varieties of fruits

and vegetables into India. In

any other country, including

the US, anomalies on the part

of a private company would

have invited punitive action

Three years after setting up
ofthe project, even the gover-

nment had reluctantly acce-

pted that all was not well.

Another fouryearshave passed

since a high-level committee,

appointed by the government,

submitted its highly-cntica!

report sometime in the begin-

ning Of 1991.

S Agn cultural research and

* development was not the

f unattractive proposition, but
c

Pepsi lacked the will to oper-

ate in rural areas when a more
profitable business was
available in the soft -drink mar-

ket Pepsi had instead worked
hard on transferring the tech-

nology that was already avai-

lable with the Indian scientists.

The technology for nurseries

in “plastic tunnels' ar.d the

ridge cultivation of tomatoes

was al ready proven. And so

were other technologies like

deep placement of seedlings and frost

prevention with the help of saikmdi
grass. Pepsi had very cleverly passed

on these as ’research achievements

through ignorant and gullible media

personnel. Pepsi’s experiment with

’research’, therefore, casts a shadow

over the future of privatization of
agricultural research in the country.

CARGILL SEEDS
Alter Pepsi Foods, came Cargill

Seeds, claiming toincorporate biotech-

nology for ‘directly benefiting the In-

dian farmers’ While Pepsi’s promise

was forgotten in the very second year of

What the government has in mind is

not so much to encourage tbe

smaU-fanners-agri-business consortium

but to invite the multinationalfood
companies to set up shops, taking care

ofproduction and marketing.

uncomfortable in ushering in a new
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its operations, Cargill Seeds finds itself companies arcknown to havccxclusive ate commercial value for the world’s

in the thick of a controversy following license agreements with the Chinese ncemarkets. Ihe varietiesdidnoi prove

the lansackuig and demolition of ifcs government for seed development, profitable in the northern markets and

seed processing plant in Karnataka by production and marketing in specified nor did the Asian countries make a

fanner activistssometime in July 1993. the Chinese government and the beeline for the company'sh:adquajtcrs

Established in 1987, prior to the fra- two US companies forbade the sharing in the US. What the company is now

niiug of the new seed development of information and materials concern- planning to market in India is not the

policyby the Rajiv Gandhi government inghybndrice withother governments hybrid seed we require but the seed for

in 1988 (and that toe against the wishes or with the International Rice Research which there wore no takers.The Chinese

of Indian scientists), the company had Institute in the Philippines. hybrid varieties are not suitable for

entered the commercial market through SinceCargillclearly wishedto make Indiaand hence there is a greater need

sunflower and maize hybrid seeds, aprofit from its marketing, the technol- to check the.veracity ofCargill’s claims

Cargill Seeds India Pvt. Ltd. is a joint ogy-asocalledmale-sterilehiieofrice before introducing improved germ-

venture involving the Cargill Inc., USA that will not self seed - is not being plasm in the country*

and the TEDCO group of Delhi made available to the rest of Asia.

Like any other multinational com- where it could have made a major

pany, Cargill 's primary aim is to mul- contribution by increasing riceproduc-

tiply its profits rather than disseminate tion. The unavailability of Chinese

the latest technology among fanners, know-how has definitely slowed down

And it is for this reason that the com- the development of hybrid rice tech-

pany has been marketing a sunflower nology for the tropics. Cargill isaparty

hybrid, whose yield is far less than what to this sinister design and needs to be

it claims. Since India has no prece- shunned for its anti-farmer behaviour,

deuce of prosecuting cniug tornpa- What Hamilton claims, therefore, has

nies. Cargill will neverbe penalized for no meaning considering the rapacious

deliberately marketing inferior quality role the company has been playing with

seed under the labe'. of a high-yielding the Asian fanners,

hybrid seed Like Pepsi Foods, whose And as ifthisisnot enough, Hamilton

claims remain unfounded. Cargill will promises to come out with hybrid rice

also get away scot free. seeds in another seven to eight years,

Cargill’s managing director, John for India. There isagood reason behind

Hamilton, asserts that 'you can take it Hamilton’s offer, Cargill had origi-

irom me that the company is not going rally expected that the hybrid rice va-

to patent its seeds ever after the GATT rieties it patented would have lmmedi-

bccomcs a real ity ’
. For those who have

closely followed theoperations of Pepsi

.

what Hamilton declares today is

nothing different than what the former

managing director of Pepsi, Ramesh
Vangal

.
used to claim a few years back

.

Vangal had promised creation of

an additional 50.00(1 jobs but in effect

employed only about 909 personnel.

He went hack on his promise of intro-

ducing improved vegetable and fruit

varieties from the United States.

How sincere isCargill when it comes
to farmers’ welfare can be seen from

the way the company lias deprived

million; of nee growers in South East

Asia of higher yields by keeping the

ncc hybrids away from them The

hybrid rice varieties, capable of boost-

ing harvests by upto 25 per cent, and

covering more than a thud of China's

3? million hectares of rice paddy, has

ven patented by Cargill Seeds and

Ring Around Inc. (a subsidiary of

Occidental Petroleum). Both the

ime eve /cx.111 mo. t
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GOVERNMENT OF GOA
Blessed with feature's bounties and supported with untiring

human efforts
,
Goa has achieved impressive success in

literacy
.
healthcare, road transport, agriculture, industry and

communications.

Our hard work for rural uphftment through panchayats and

block committees has built up unshakeable confidence and

faith in democracy among the people of Goa.

Success on so many fronts within a short span of time, built I

' on a firm foundation, of communal harmony makes these

achievements all the more unique.

. We renew our pledge to dedicate ourselves to the task of £

nation building. And to make freedom more meaningful for

society's weaker sections.

Issued by: Departntenl ofInformationand PubticUy, Govt, ofGoa. Fanaji, Goa

Deviadei Sharma, is a development

journalist and author ofGATTand
INDIA; The Politics of Agric-

ulture. The book has since beea

revised and published as GATT to

WTO;Road to Despair. It has also

been translated into Hindi. Mi.

Sharma is a forme/ Agriculture

Cotrespoadentofthe Indian Express.

He served as a Visiting Editor to the

International Rice ResearchInstitute

in the Phillipines in 1986-87 and

was a Visiting Fellow to the School

of Development Studios at the

University of East Anglia in

Norwich. UK, in the later part of

1993 He is also a consultant to the

World WideFund for Nature, India.
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right to use their inventions. There are

many kinds ofIPRs: copyrights(e.g. or
hooks, music tapes), trademarks (e g.

on consumer goods), patents (e g. or
industrial in ventions). trade secrets, and

commercial use for a specified period.

Throughout their history, patents have

mostly been applied on inventions

i products or processes) of a technical

nature which arc industrially appl icablc

,

list of living beings for whom patents

and PBRs have been given, or claimed,

has sw elled manifold. Not only plants

and micro-organisms, but also several

dozen animals which have been gcncti-

r
i

"

ITS A UUCrfiT ION oF i**£c.TS FffOd

TMf CrtnJFortCSTS.
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neupeim Rmnrs •» rue

PLMrFoT idf'iir IT Mr I#?

a relatively new one called plant

breeders’ rights (PBRs).

Ill popular debates. PBRs and pat-

ents arc often confused. PBRsare given

to those who breed new varieties of
plants (mainly crops), which do not

exist in nature, andw Inch can be shown
to have uniformity and stability in piv>-

duction They givethehreederthe right

to exclude others from commercially

marketing the varieties for a certain

period of lime. Under the currently

accepted international convention on
the subject, farmers are allowed to use
and rouse these varieties without having

to seek permission, and so are other

breeders for research purposes.

Patents, on the other hand, do not

offer any exemptions, and provide their

holders with virtual monopoly ovei

novel, and involve ait inventive step. In

return for gettinga patent, the applicant

is required to disclose information

which would allow the reproduction of
the invention

Perhaps the first IPR on a living

being is the 1 873 patent given to Louis

Pasteur for a ‘veast free from organic

germs of disease, and an article of

manufacture'. Subsequently, several

countries started giving weak IPRs on

new varietiesof plants,a trendwhich in

1961 resulted in the International

Convention for the Protection of New'

Varieties of Plants (UPOV)
A major breakthrough look place in

1979 when a patent claim for a geneti-

cally modified, oil-degrading bacteria

was granted in USA to microbiologist

Anamia Clrakrabaxty. Since ihen. the

cally tampered with (such as the fa-

mous ‘onco-mousc’ developed by
Harvard scientists) are included m this

list. Ingenuous ways liavc been found

to get around the restrictionson patent-

ing animals and plants in many coun-

tries. For instance, when Harvard's

scientists appealed against the Euio-

pean Patent Office's rejection of their

patent for the onco-mouse', the Board

of Appeals ofthe Patent Office judged

that patents are grantable for animals

produced by microbiological

processes', and that the act bars patent-

ability ‘ofeertain categories ofanimals
but not to animals as such

‘
1 'The patent

was subsequently granted.

Htimans.too. are not being spared in

the mad race fc* profits. Even the

corporate world was shocked recently
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breeders want the worldtoacknowledge
their intellectual contribttion and pay
for the new plant animal variety, they
arc themselves not willing to

acknowledge or pay forthe intellectual

contribution of the communities from
where the parent materia is obtained

Beyond theseethical considerations,

there are several social and economic
implicationsofaccepting monopolistic
IPRson living beings. Penapsthe most
tlueaiencd arc small fiiniers and seed
tirms At present the vast majority of
seeds being used by farmerscome from
(heir own harvest, ‘across the fence

exchanges' with other armers. and
purchase from small seed manufactur-

ers. The PBR regime that the Ministry
ol Agriculture has recently proposed,

following the dictates ofCATT. allows
bona fide reuse and non-commcicial
exchange of protected seed (i.e. seed

other species? Such a claim on which a PBR is granted). However,
ed is rooted in the modern Western small seed manufacturer?, who have
an worldview- of human beings the mas- been renderingthciinpoituii service of
be rers and possessors of nature’. In con- reproducing and widely distributing

pi- trast, traditional communities in India seeds developed by research agencies
ior and elsewhere have viewed human? as and larger companies, will be badly hit

ay a parrofnature. IPR claiinson life forms by the new law. since they will have 10

ns ignore thefact thatevenifsomeinventive seek permission from the breeder and
stepisinvolvcd in Ute genetic modification pay royalties

. 1 - ofacreature.the firdamental lifeprocese? It is also likely that he farmers’
which make diat cieaturc work axe not riglu to reuse ami exchange seed may

ng the creation of humans be threatened a> the role oflarge corpo-
ifc Patent and PBR clainters also ignore rations in seed development increases.

IT the factrhatthe'new
1

variety ofplant or In many countries, mullirational seed
of animal is itself often based on genetic companies have been demanding that

ry material (includingtraditional crops and this right be curtailed, and indeed in a
il, livestock), practices and innovations recent amendment of the UPOV Con-
of developed by farming and other venti on, this has been done. With the

iai traditional communities. IPR claims increasing entry of multinationals into

ip therefore are hypocritical; while modem India, encouraged by the current gov-

y.ive Ihe Seed Campaign ’ in Tehti Garhwal, U.P.
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PATENTING LIFE FORMS

eminent, such demands will be heard

here too. Nor will these be restricted to

crops. In 1988, the US patent office

decreed that the offspring of patented

livestock would also be subject to roy-

alty charges throughout the 17 years of

patent protection. In other words, a

farmer who buys a patented breed of

cow. would not ‘own’ its calf? Such a

regime is yet remote in India, but not an

impossibility.

Indeed, worldwide trends suggest

that the IPR juggernaut is now- totally

out of control. W.R. Grace, a giant

chemical multinational, has in the 1990s

been granted patents on not just new
varieties of crops, but on genetically

modified cotton and soybean per sc In

effect, any transgenic cotton or soy-

bean, irrespective of who develops it.

will ‘belong' to W.R Grace! The
stakes are immense: the world soybean

crop has been valued at US$ 27 billion

worldwide, and the companycould now
develop exclusive monopoly over it.

W.R. Grace is now planning patent

applications for transgenic maize, rice,

and beans too Recognising the damag-

ing implications of such monopolies,

the Indian government recently re-

voked a patent it had granted to W.R.

Grace on transgenic cotton, though it

is very mysterious how such a patent

had been granted in the first place.

IPRs on life forms must be rejected

Til ismay sound completely unrealistic

now, given the rapid pace with which

the world is accepting such IPRs. But

like development’, IPRs are human
constructs, the former is currently

under seriousjeview with regard to its

environmental and social impacts, and

there is no reason why the latter cannot

also be reassessed.

Readers are urged to send strong

letters of protest to the Government of

India regarding any attempts to intro-

duce plant breeders' n ghts and patent-

ing of micro-organisms, under the in-

fluence of GATT. Such a move will

benefit only large industries, at the

cost of small farmers, independent

scientists, and even public sectoi re-

searchers. If, despite our protests, the

government does allow IPRs on life,

let us support farmers and others who

wilfully violate such a law, much as

Gandhiji deliberately broke the British

Salt Act. Let usheedthe words ofIsidro

Acosta, President of the Guavmi
General Congress of Panama: "I never

imagined people would patent plants

and animals. It's fundamentally

immoral, contrary to the Guaymi view

of nature, and our place in it... that

violates the integrity of life itself, and

our deepest sense of morality. "•

Courtesy . CONSERVING LIFE,

Implications of the Biodiversity

Convention for India

Ashish Kothari is a founding

member of Kalpavriksh. a Delhi-

based environmental action group.

He is on the faculty of the Indian

Institute of Public Administration,

where he is involved in the

preparation ofa detailedstatus report
on India’s biodiversity. He has

keenly followed the course of the

Con ventioa ofBiological Diversify,

and is helping India's Ministry of

Environment and Forests in

preparing both a National A chon
Plan and a comprehensive
legislation on biodiversity.

Having moved from tractors, to LCVs,

to two-wheclers, to leather and

garments, to educating children in

schools, we're now operating on

a much wider canvas.

c*
EICHER

Promoting ihc work oj young artists, by providing our exhibition facilities to them.

The Eicher Gallery. 14 Commrrriel Complex. Masjid Moth, New Delhi. Phone : (44 5521.
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CAN LIFE BE MADE?

CAN LIFE BE MADE?
CAN LIFE BE OWNED?
The new Biotechnologies and Genetic Engineering

Vandana Shiva

I be Seed Keepers

Bum our laud

bunt our dreams
pouracid on to our songs

coi er with sawdust

the blood ofourmassacredpeople
muffle wuh your technology

the screams of all tbut is free,

wild and indigenous.

Denude theforests

and the earth

till no insect

no bird

no word

canfind a place to hide.

Do that and more
I do notfearyour tyranny

l do not despair ever

for lguard one seed

a little live seed

that l dial! safeguard

and plant again.

A Palestinian Poem

Ihe fierception that

intellectual profierty is only

recognisable when produced

in laboratories by men in lab

coats isfundamentally a

racist view of scientific

development '.

Pat Mooney. Rural

Advancement Poundativn
International (RAH)

The land, the forests,

the n vers, the oceans,

the atmosphere have

all been colonised,

eroded and polluted.

Capital row has to look

for new colonies to

„ invade and exploit tor

its further accu-

mulation. Iliesenew coloniesare, in my
view, the interior spaces ofthe bodies of
women, plants and animals.

The invasion and takeover of land as

colonieswas made possible through the

tecluiologv ofllic gunboat, the invasion

and takeover of the life of organisms as

the new colonies is beingmade possible

through the technology of genetic

engineering.

The ideology of fragmentation and

polarisation that expresses itself in the

demographic wars and theabortion wars

is also at work in genetic engineering.

Genes are seperated from the organism

s

of which they are a part and with tins

rcductionism, a new form of rights,

intellectual property rights in I ire forms

became a possibility, unleashing

new forms of power, control and
conflict.

Biotechnology, as the

handmaiden ofcapitalmthe post-

industiiai era, makes it possible

to colon i se andcontml that whi ch

is autonomous, free and self-

regenerative The re-constitution

of the seed from being a

regenerative source of life into

mere raw material gees hand in

hand with the devaluation ofthose

who regenerate life of the seed
throu’gh the seed, that is. farmers

and peasants of the Third World.
WHAT IS LIFE ?

The capacity to seit'-organise

is the distinct feature of living

systems. These systems are

autonomous and self referential. Self-

organised systems interact with their

environment, but in autonomy. The
environment onlytriggers the structural

changes; it does not specify or direct

them. These systems need nothing else

but reference to itself.

Living systems are also complex
This allows for sclf-ordeiing and sclf-

organisation. It also allows for the

emergence of new properties. Living

system; are diverse Their diversity and

uniqueness is maintained through

spontaneous self-organisation Self-

healing and repair is another
characteristicofliving systems deriving

directly from the above two factors.

FROMSEEDSOFTHE EARTH TO
SEEDS OF THE LAB

While the Green Revolution was
based on the assumption that the earth is

inert, the biotechnology revolution rebs

the seed of its fertility and self-

rcgcDerative capacities and colonises it

in two major ways: firstly through

technical means and secondly tlirougb

property rights. Processes like

the ere voi.n no.i
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hybridisation arc the technological created by modern plant breeders in only industrial production is truly

means which stop seed from reproducing international research centres or by creative because it produces from

itself. This provides capital with as transnational seed corporations arc nothing hides the ecological destruction

eminently effective way of called advanced' or 'elite'. Trevor that goes with it. The assumption of

circum venting natural constraints on Williams, the former Executive creation as the production of novelty is

the commodificationofthe seed Hybrid Secretary of the International Board for also false because no regeneration is

varieties do not produce true-to-type PlantGencticRcsourccshasaiguedihat mere repetition

seed, and farmers must return to the it ‘is not the original material which It involves diversity, while

breeder each year for new seed stock. produces cash returns'. Plant breeding engineering produces uniformity.

To use Jack Kloppcnburg’s by farmers is not breeding: it is only Regeneration is how diversity is

description of the seed: it is both a when farmers' varieties of primitive' ptoduced and renewed, in fact.

‘means of production’ as well as a gcrmplasm are mixed or crossed with REDUCTIONISM IN BIOLOGY
‘product’. Whether they are tnbals inbied lines in international labs by Reductionism in biology is multi-

engaged in shifting cultivation or international scientists that ‘creation’ faceted. At the species level, this

peasants practicing settled agriculture, and ’innovation are seen to happen, reducticmsm puts value only on one

in planting each year's crop, farmers Stephen Witt in Biotechnology and species, the humans, and generates an

also reproduce the necessary element of (ieneric Diversify’ said: instrumental value for all other species,

their means of production. The seed ‘At Uiis point, real plant breeding Monoculruresofspccicsand biodiversity

thus presents capital with a simple begins Thai is. ihe long, laborious, erosion istheine\itable consequence of

biological obstacle, given the expensive and always risky process of reductionist thought when applied to

appropriate conditions, it reproduces back crossing and other means required forestry, agriculture and fisheries We
itself and multiplies Modem
plant breeding has primarily

been an attempt to remove
this obstacle.

The hybridisation ot seed

was an invasion into the seed

itself.The commodified seed

is ecologically incomplete

and ruptured at two levels:

1) It does not reproduce

itself, while by definition,

seed is a regenerative

resource. Genetic resouroes

are thus, tltrough technology,

transformed from arenewable

to a non-renewable resource;

2) It does not produce by

itself. It needs the helpofotherpurchastd to make genetic sense out of the chaos call this fust older reductionism.

inputs to produce. As the seed and created by foreign germplasm, and Reductionist biology is increasingly

chemical companies merge, the eventually make dollars and cents from characterised by a second order

dependence on inputs will increase, a marketable product'. reductionism - genetic reductionism -

Ecologically, whether a chemical is But the landraces which farmets have the reduciion of all behaviour of

added externallyor internally, it remains developed are not genetically chaotic biological organisms incl uding humans

anextemal input in the ecological cyde Placing the contribution of corporate to genes. Reductionist biology is

ofthcieproductionofsccd.Itisthisshift scientists over and above the also an expression of cultural

from ecological processes of intellectual contribution made by Third reductionism. since it devalues all forms

reproduction through regeneration lo World farmers over thousands of ofknovvlcdge and ethical systems related

technological processess of non- years in the areas of conservation, to living organisms that are not

regenerative production thai underlies breeding, domestication and deve- reductionist. This includes .all non-

the drastic reduction ofbio-diversity in lopment of plant and animal genetic western systems of agriculture and

agriculture. resources, is based on rank social medicine as well as all disciplines in

The new biotechnologies make discrimination. western hiology that do not lend

corporate seeds the basis of wealth No technological artefact or themselves to genetic and molecular

creation. Indigenous varieties called industrial commodity is formed out of reductionian.

landraces. evolved through both nothing. The biotech seed which is THE IMPACT OF GENETIC
natural and human selection and treated as 'creation ru be proieticd by ENGINEERING ON THE THIRD
produced by Third World farmers are patents could not exist without the WORLD.
primitive cultivais'; those varieties farmers' seed. The assumption that The Third World and its hungry
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CAN LIFE BE MADE ?

people are the mostcommonjustification

for lushing into genetic engineering.

However,thereare a numberofproblems
in assuming that there is a unicausal link
between the emergence of genetic

engineering and the removal of Third
World hunger.

The tendency of biotech research is

to manipulate food quality rather than

quantity. Quality is in turn determined
by industry needs, rather than consumer
needs A recent analysis of genetically

engineered food crops that have
undergone field testing in the U S. show
that only 2% have bccu engineered for

improvednutrition. QR% forproduction

and processing traits useful to industry

Since agricultural surpluses are a

major problem in industrialised
countries, quantity increases will

exacerbate the problems of excess
agricultural production. The OECD
(Organisation for Economic Corpor-

ation & Development) report on
Biotechnology therefore states that It

is increasingly evident that agricultural

biotechnology should be directed more
towards qualitative goals than

quantitative production increases, and
towards the development of novel

industrial uses ofbiomass
’

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT:
HIGHER BN REGIONS OF HIGH
BIODIVERSITY

Most agricultural applications of

biotechnology liavcafocuson increased

use of agrichemicals. The impact of
these applications will be higher in the

Third World because ofgreater native

biodiversity. Most reseaich and
innovation in agricultural biotech is

being undertaken by chemical
multinationals whose immediate
strategy isto increase the useofpesticides
and herbicides by developing pesticide

and herbicide resistant crop varieties.

Twenty seven corporations are working

on virtually all major food crops to

develop herbicide tolerance.

For the seed-chemical multi-
nationals, this might make commercial

sense since it is cheaper to adopt the

plant to the chemical than to adopt the

chemical to the plant The cost of
developing a new crop variety rarely

reaches US$2 million, whereas the cost

of a new herbicide exceeds OSS 40
million and this investment is quickly

recovered.

For the Third World, tliis strategy of
employing more toxic chemicals on
pesticide and hcibicidc resistant varieties

is suicidal, in a literal sense. It is

estimated that 400,000 to 2 million

people die annually as a result of
pesticide poisoniug. Even when
pesticides and herbicides do not kill

people, they kill people's sources of
livelihoods. Thousands ofrural women
who make their living by basketand mat
making with wild reeds and grasses are

losing their livelihoods because
increased use ofherbicides is killing the

reeds and grasses.

Herbicide resistance also excludes

rte possibility of rotational and mixed-
cropping, which arc essential for a

sustainable and ecologically balanced
agriculture, since the other crops would
be destroyed by the herbicide. Bathua is

an important green leafy vegetable with

very high nutritive value which grows
asan associate of wheal. However, with

intensive chemical fertilizer use, bathua

becomes a major competitor of wheat
and has been declared a ‘weed’ to b«
killed with herbicides and weedicides.

Genetic engineering can also end up

creating superweeds. There is an
intimate relationship between weedsand
crops, especially in the tropics where
weedy and cultivated varieties have

genetically interacted over cenruriesand
hybridise treelyto producenew varieties

Genes for herbicide tolerance, pest-

resistance and strcss-tolerancc that

geueiic engineers are striving to

introduce into crop plants may be
transferred to neighbouring weeds as a
result of naturally occurring gene
transfer

THIRD WORLD - SUBSTITUTED
PRODUCTS; DISPLACED
WORKERS
An area of application of the new

biotechnologies is the substitution of
biological products and agricultural

commodities supplied by the Third
World. This will have severe impact on
the uational economy and employment.
Manyhigh value plant derived products

used for pharmaceuticals, dyes,
flowerings and fragrancesarevulnerable

to displacement as a result of current

research.

Pyrethnnes from India, C. America
and East Africa; Cocoa butter from
Africa, lauricadd (in coconut oil) from

Phillipines and India - are all facing
substitution by lab production’.

Wien factories close in the North,

compensationisgiven to workers When
new crops are first introduced by glohai

agribusiness, the small peasant and
agricultural worker are left to fend for

themselves, as arc their countries.

Historically, the Third World was
pushed to supply industrialised nations

with raw materials and buy back their

finished products. The South needs to

push an agenda for compensation which
is based on a notion of historicaljustice

and which can he tabled before the full

deployment ofthcucwbiotccluiologies.

Third World agriculture will not just

be affected by substitution of export*

products, hut by concentration of
agricultural production in the hands ofa
few multinationals.

This creationofproprietary products

in agriculture is the biggest threat to

Third World where agriculture is still a

major source of livelihood.

Genetic engineering and bio-

technology has made Third World crop

biodiversity an important industrial raw
material . But itisneccssary to remember
that long before northern industry

discovered the value of biodiversity,

Third World communities have known
it and conserved these resources over

centuries These onginal contributors

and custodians cannot be puslicd asxlc

now that more powerful group: have a

stake in their resources. •

Vandana Shiva is the author of
the much acclaimed Staying
Alive: Women, Ecology, and
Development. Physicist

,
phil-

osopher and feminist, she is

Director or the Research
Foundation for Science,

Technology and Natural
Resource Policy, Dehtodun. She
isactivein citizens 'action againsr

environmental destruction,

including the Chipko Movement.
She is also the Science and
Environment Advisor ot the

Third World Network based in

Penang, Malaysia.
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"

Plus: Gaia Theory (Stephan Harding * Kalhakali (Appukuttan Naif)

Vol.II No.6Talesof Survival The rural discourse through Indian fiction Acolle:tinnnf stories

set in rural India by some of India’* best known modem authors.

Towards Urbanism (M.N IIuch) ‘ A Voyage of Discovery (Arana Sitesh)

Normal Special Send Demand DraftsrChcqucs payable to

Rate Hair Mil MALAY PUBLICATIONS.

(Inclusive of Postage)
i Please udd Its. IQ/- extra for cheques

drawn on non-Delhi branches).
3 copies R>. 75.00 K>. 60.00

5 copies Rs. 120.00 Rs. 00.00 Mail to:

7 copies Rs. 165.01) Rs. 120.00 I'HH EYE
8 topics Rs.lB5.00 Rs. 135.00 5‘M DI>/\ Huts, Shuhpurjat

New Delhi - 110 040

.single copy.Rs .23 .00 (Thin offer i' available only within India).
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IN CONVERSATION WITH

Prof. Nanjimdaswamy

Rukmini Sekhar, Rajpreet Singh & Sharon LaPalme

Indian farmers are

actively voicing their

opposition to many of

thetrends in agriculture

that stemfrom domestic
and interna lion a I

political, economic, and
developmentpolicies, in

Karnataka
,
fanners

organizationsbatecome

together to form the

Karnataka Rapa Ryola

Sangha to give strength

to their ideas and create

a political force. Begun
in 1960. tbeKRRS is note Prof. Nanjimdaswamy

in 1

6

ofthe state’s 19 districts.

The KRRS has given voice to farmers' concerns

throughout India In the past several yeurs, their

mission has been directed toward preserving

farmers' rights in theface ofGATTand the advent

of multinationals entering Indian agriculture
. In

October 1992, KRRS launched the Seed Satyagrcrba

in Hospet to rally against the Dunkel Draft (of

GATT) They decried what they cal! the piracy by

corporations who, throughpatents, can monopolize

ihe tradiiional rvsou rcesandknowledge thalfarmers

haveusedforcenturies. Theirconcern especially lies

uiih thepossible curtailment offarmers ’ traditional

ways of collecting . saving, and trading seed.

Subsequent rallies were next staged In New Delhi in

March andOctober 1993. where the> werejoined by

representatives of farmers’ organizations from

Indonesia, Tljailand, Philippines, Korea, Malaysia ,

Sri Lanka, Zimbabwe, Ethiopia, and Nicaragua.

Professor Nanjundaswamy has been at the

forefront of the KRRS, and has been involved in

organizing farmers since 1 966. /here is a tradition

offanningandpractising law in hu family. both of

In Karnataka
,

farmers'

organizations

have come
together to

form the

Karnataka
Rajya Ryota
Sangbu to give

strength to

their ideas

and create a
politicalforce.

which hebus done. He
turned toactivism after

his education in Older

to ‘break the relation-

ship of international

imperialism and the

vesiiges ofcolon iaiism

Side by side with

organising, he has

boon teaching at

Bangalore Universityfor the past JO years. He has

also served as a memberofthe legislativeAssembly

During a visit to Delhi. ue asked him about hts

involvement with the KRRS
,
especially concerning

the protests against Cargill Industries and their

activity in the sunflowerseedsector. He alsogave us

his thoughts on thefuture of thefarmers ’political

movement Coupled with thepolitical organising of

farmers
,
he sees a very haste need to challenge our

young people to think critically about India's

direction via development’ and economic

globalisation. With them lies the responsibility to

preserve India's diverse cultural traditions and

devise alternatives to following a solely Euro-

American style of life.

: Did you develop this idea of the

Seed Satyagraha and what were you

inspiicd by? How did you go about

starting this Seed Satyagraha in

Karnataka?

Prof. Nanjundaswamy : Ryota Sangha
from the beginning was started on the
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Unless thefarmers make a concerted effort to revive

some oftheir traditional seeds, it will be very hardfor
them to turn to sustainable agriculture. We are starting

our own seed banks and own methods ofseed

production and distribution. IIje only thing that's

necessary is the will power to do so.

basis of Gandbiai) economics and
Gandhian polity. We have been follow-

ers ofnonviolence and are believers in

non-violence because we are fully con-

vinced dial nothing can be achieved
through violence. You can't remove

inequality through violence which is the

reason for inequality in the first place.

That of course is connected with the

concept of s&tyagrahn. We called our

satyagrafta as Seed Satyapraha and
compared it to the Salt Satyagraha,

because it is going to the roots of the

freedom of the country itself. So
symbolically, when the salt produced

from our own seawaters was taxed

Gandhiji started his Salt Satyagraha

When our own seeds arc being
controlled by somebody else, we
thought we should call it asecond Salt

Satyagraha.

Q : Did you have a problem whensome
of these farmers were presented with

quick returns because of high yielding

crops? Did you have a problem trying to

convince most ofthem to try and go into

indigenous methodology and also to

mobilize them’ Did they understand

easily enough what you were trying to

say?

P.N. : Wc have not yet succeeded I

would say. We have not succeeded, but

wc have started the movement in that

direction
.
Unless the fanners make a

conceited effort to revive sonic oftheir

traditional seeds, it will he very hard for

them to turn to sustainable agriculture.

We are starting ourown seed hanks and

own methods of seed production and

distribution. The only thing that’s

necessary isthe will power todo so The

obstacle is government propaganda

Q : You have said before that fanners

from different regions have the same

concerns and/or problems because the

genesis of these problems are the same.

THE EVE VOL. Ill NO.1
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What is the genesis of farmers’

problems?

P.N. : It’s almost the same all over the

country'. Al I their problemsare the same
because the genesisofthese problems is

the same. The genesis is the vestiges of
the imperial system both old and new.

But the fact remains that the farmers'

movements in different states are in

di fferent stages ofde velopm entbecause

of diverse factors

Q : Is the farmers' movementbecoming
a strong political force, something like

the Green Movement in the West? Can
they find political seats as a fanners’

party?

P.N.: 1 think it will take some more time
for it to become i strong political move-
ment. Farmers need to experience the

new regime. Ultimately, they will be

forced to become a political force. So

long as the present day political parties

continue to behave irresponsibly and

indulge in non -issues like mandn.niasjii

and mandat. Ifthey continue to behave

irresponsibly towards this particular

issue of GATT It’s not only that the

Indian farmers will launch aGreen Party

comparable to any of the Green Parties

in Europe, they will haveto inevitably.

It becomes inevitable.

Q : Getting b£ck to the concept of
satyagraha and the boycott of certain

types of Lnterfeieuce. How can young
people use their consumer power and

not coopstaie with this outside interfer-

ence?

P.N. : By telling the Indian youth how
impossible it is for us to have a Euro-

American model ofdevelopment and a

Euro American style of life. We will

have to demonstrate to them how it is

impossible in a country of 800 million

people. In other words, we should tell

the youth that w< should evolveourown

model of development and our own
style of life. For a radical change to be

brought about among Indian youth. I

think you will have to ask them first

what they wart and what they are

dreaming about. Wc will lave to make
them realise that they are living only on

dreams. For that you will liavc to explain

to them whefh?r such a dream can

become a reality under the existing

economic situation

We will haveto demonstrate io them
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the disparity between India and Europe ahout similar movements stemming up bad document; the implemented are

or tbc United States of America. This all over the country? doingabadjob. The policies definitely

can be done using economics. There is P.N. : We tried to pull down their hinder farmers and this is especially

something called the per capita tool factory in BclIary.But they are true for policies concerning prices

equipment (PCTE) in a particular going ahead with construction and markets. The prices for

country, that can be calculated, take using police protection. They are not agricultural goods come from a

any tool of production, such as the paying for thepolice protection. In fact, totally undisciplined market. We
plough, capitalize on that and calculate they are m arrears. Cargill is not very should have a uniform pricing

its actual production value per capita, popular with the farmers. They are method for all categories of goods. In

You can calculate the PCTE in India, cheating farmers by grading other words, there should be

thePCTE inEuropeandthc PCTE mthc the quality of seeds. Farmers arc scientifically calculated parity

United States. The dispanty between saying some seeds are often bad. Cargill between agricultural prices and indus-

the tool of equipment tn India and the is paying only half the pnee for what try prices All aspects of production

tool of equipment in America is even they produce and delaying payment I costs are accounted for in industrial

now'one to twenty or fiftythousand with keep getting letters from farmers prices, while in agriculture, much is

the present kind of technology. The almost eveiy day asking me to get not considered, such as food for

question is whether you can, in India, them out. But 1 have not done that yet. workers, management responsibilities,

build upthe economy and the PCTE up I want them to get more exposure upkeep and duties by the farmer and

to die level ofthe U S. What effects will with Cargill. And Cargill is becoming landlady. .Also, farmers’ skills arc uot

it ptoduce on the Indian economy? apprehensive. Otherwise the American accounted for with respect to collec-

Thii^s like automation. To create full ambassador wouldn’t have interfered, tion, storing, and selection of crops

employment for Indian youth with the They are apprehensive especially now and seed,

kindoftechnology the United States has after our rallies in 1992 and 1993

.

is inpossible. Even with the entire Q : Do you know how the methods of

wealth of the United States and Europe Q : is the constitution biased against costing you call for will affect farmers'

put together is brought into India, it will farmers What central government economic status?

not be enough. It would take not less policies hinder farmers’ rights? PIN : Unfortunately, the agricultural

than20C years compared to the Sth five P.N. : The constitution itself is net a market is not a seller’s market, it's a

year plan outlay. Which means
that you will need nearly 50 more
five year plans for 200 years We,
the Indian socialists, have made
such a calculation.

Tfjey say, whoever controls the seed controls the

farmer, and whoever controls thefood trade controls

the natioti 7hat is what they are trying to do.
Q : Young people, when 1 talk to

then, all the time, believe MNCs
are very lucrative and they will

offerjobs. How would you tell the

youth that these people are in fact

invaJers of indigenous culture? Is

it net far-fetched?

P.M. : Use the actual figures con-

nected with the economics behind

the whole exercise. Theythinkthai

becaise so-acd so’s sen got a job

m anultinaiional corporation, that

all cf us will be getting jobs. But

that is not the fact
. Not even 0.1%

of tic youth who are dreaming of

such a career in their lives will get

it. We need to convince them to

develop our own model of

development.

Q : The primary target of your

mobilization in Karnataka was

Cara 1 1 Industries. What's the

presim situation with Cargill? Are

theybegmning togetapprehensive A Karnataka Rajya Ryu(a Sanglut tally.

the ere voun no.i
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buyer’s market There isa lot offluctua-

tion of prices from season to season

which not only hurts the producers, but

the consumers, too. Most of this is

political and does not reflect reality.

Thai is why t say political players are

middlemen of middlemen. Even so, if

tlie Uuc ccsts I mentioned earlier are

monetnedthe fanners debt in (Carnalaka

which is sud to be 350 ciores.would be

paid many rimes over This is the scale

ofthe farriers service to society for just

one year and one state. From all over

India, if such adoration w as totalled, it

would be equal to one five year plan.

Q : Coulc you comment on some more

fundamental issues of food and its

linkages to freedom and culture?

PJN. : Once patenting of seeds is al-

lowed and multinational corporations

enter the seed sector with their money
power, they can patent all the available

varieties, and make farmers totally de-

pendent on patented seeds. Once seed

freedom is destroyed, agricultural pro-

duction can be controlled by MNC’s
having patented seeds They are ca-

pable of releasing seeds which can give

you 10 quintals an acre. Ourscience has

developed to such an extent that they

can release another series ofseedswhich

will give you one quintal. Tins is die

language of the MNC’s, 1 am just

repeating their own words. They say,

whoever controls the seed controls the

farmer, aad whoever controls the food

trade controls the nation. That is what

they are trying to do.

Indian culture is not in Connaught

Place, it r> in ihe villages. When Indian

agriculture is controlled, small fanners

will be uprooted. Eighty percent of the

people who leave their villages,come to

urban areas. What culture will be left in

the villages then? This is a threat to

Indian culture; its heritage will soon be

totally erased.

Q : In the end is there any one issue tliat

defines the kisaas' problem?

P.N.: We arc still living asa colony in

India. After the exit of Rritish

coloniseis we have been living as

subjects of the local colonialists. The

biggest problem is fighting against the

national colonialist, if you should use

that phrase at all. That should sum up
cvcrythiag.

Charter ofFarmers 9 Rights

1. The right to land

Prime land should be protected for social and environmental icasonsand not

be acquired for non-agricultural purpose No agricultural land should be

made available to multinational corporations.

2. The right to conserve, reproduce ami modify seedfad plant material

Third World Farmers are the original donors and custodians ofmost genetic

resources. Wc affirm oui faith in the Indian Patents Act which exempts

horticulture and agriculture from patentability. We also affirm that farmers'

rigilt to protectbiod i vers ity on the i r farms and to reproduce and inodt fy seed

freely is non-negotiahle.

3. The right to feed and save the country

Farmers have a right to ensure the food security of ills country.

4.The right tojust agriculturalpricesandpublic supportfor sustainable

agriculture

The farmeis of India are not debtors andowe nothing to any ofthe financial

institutions. There is need for scientifically calculated parity prices for

agriculture according to the price index, taking 1 967 as the base year

Exports do not bring the Southern peasants assured markets or incomes

Fanners also ueed public support to make a transition to sustainable

agriculture with changes in credits and prices torefleet the realenvironmental

costs of production.

5. The right to information

Farmers have a right to be informed at every stage of any development that

will affect the agricultural sector, whether the government feels that the

impact will be adverse or not

ft. The right to participatory research

Farmers have been the original agricultural innovators and liavc the right

to continue this age old tradition Democratisation of research is necessary

for the implementation of this right

7. The right to natural resources

Local resources have to be managed on the principle of local sovereignty,

wherein ihe natural resources of the village belong to the village. Article 14

(17) of Agenda 21 of the United Nations Conference on Environment and

Development (UNCED 1992) requires governments to ensure ‘equitable

access of rural people, particularly women, small farmers, landless and

Indigenous people to land, water and forest resources’.

8. The right to safety and health

The chemicalisation of agriculture that has occurred since the Green

Revolution has not been matched with a concoirunitant effort to protect

farmer or the consumer.

Photographs courtesy: Vanrlana Shiva
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|

Asbisb

Khokar

Time and again I

have wondered about

Time. How our approach has changed

to time with time Take a look at your

wrist watch or the alarm clock. You are

probably spotting digital time. From

the cyclic, circular motion of the twin

hands of the round cosmic clock we
have progressed into the era of the

squaredigital. Technically great but do
we have a better view of time?

We built all those temples, towns

and pyramids long ago in time with less

hi-tech and more human genius, fan

we build thesaine way now or will they

collapse like the Delhi Development

Authority's flats with every stroke of

the auctioneer's hammer?

Coming to now'. 1 recently went to

Khajuraho led to by a dirt track in the

beyonds of Madhya Pradesh, iamous

for its temples. Khajuraho’s fame also

comes from the Dance Festival started

twenty years ago. It took two decades

to build a festival of this stature,

attracting audiences from ail over tlie

world. And it took one had fish, the

Collector of Clihatarpur District, to

spoil theentire tank. Abusive language,

arrogant manners and obstructive

behaviour brought down the dignity of

this year's festival Is a public servant

above accountability if he is close to

the political bosses of the State ?

Whatever happened to traditional

hospitality, especially to tourists, as

was the case at this festival? Politicians

supporting such officials must realise

that they are undermining their own
standing in the eyes of the electoral

Seslian has reformed the election

proceedings and is being hailed a

watchdog of the system. It is die same
Seshan who served the political masters

a while ago. A civil servant can make a

difference if he chooses to.

Where are we headed as a country.

as a race ? Do wc have a face

international ly ? Are we merely a huge
new market forthe consumer industry?

Orhavewemade arygenuine economic
inroads with our liberalisation

A column inspired by a

school ancient Greek

philosophersfounded by

Atitisthenes, popularly

known as the School of

Cynics THU EYE will

place henceforth, amidst

bundles ofhope and

idealism, one such cynic

who will bash

at...everything. We hope

this column appeals to

tfje diehard cynic who

woke up in the morning,

stubbed his toe and hated

the world. The writer's

views (which are

expressed in a rather

humorous tone) are his

own (although we

secretly agree with most

ofthem).

policies ? Many countries now come

calling on this 'sleeping Asian giant'.

Is it out of concern or care ? 1 wonder.

Let’s look at oui exporters and their

(non) tax-paying life which includes

their dropping dead with stress and

heartaches in their forties, but those

who don’t, just buy a Mercedes or

BMW to arrive atsomefancy gathering

where there is atextile show on atsome

ASI protected monument.

Real monuments in India today are

Mother Teresa, Medha Patkar or Kiran

Bedi. All arc women and all heroines.

Thus, while Bill Clinton invites Kiran

Bedi (no cousin of Nikki Bedi’s

mercifully) for breakfast, when wife

Hilary and daughter Chelsea without

her pet cat Socks came visiting us

recently, first on the list was Mother

Teresa's orphanage. All the movers

and shakers of the Capital mattered

I ittle then. Thank God she did not fly in

to shake hands with this lawyer from

USA and be on show.

The divide in India is more between

the rural and urban and less between the

rich and the poor. Lrban India offers a

plethora of choices which rural India

cannot The divide is understandable

Bui why should a man in a village not

mangfa Binnies Chips if he is growing

the potato that makes it ? I am no

Marxist but I never met a man but me
who thinks it is inhuman to throw food

away in hotels and party hashes. We
will soon wallow in our own waste.

Talking of waste, especially that of

the human kind, it can be big business,

if the activities of an NGO can be an

example. Funding comes from

international agencies to whom the

muck lying around in Indiamust create

goiy images of democratic defecation.

This NGO has an unending supply of

the raw material and lie is in perennial

business I salute such original thinkers

who can make gold ofanother shade of

more malleable yellow human waste 1

.Another such bright chap did better

by bottlingGanga water, holy as hell to

Hindus, which includes me who would
pay five toten bucks for this bottled gift

Of the Gods.

Gods greatest gift to us is us itsel f. It

is said that after 84000 (ebaurasi

Ilium yoni), fonns of life, wc acquire

human form. ( an we for Godssake.do

justice to it ?

Critic, commentator, photographer,

Asbish Khokar sewed several cul-

tural organisations like the Sahitya

Kala Parishad, Festivals ofIndia and

INTACH, before taking up writing

full time. Presently, he is the dance

critic for the Times of India and a
coJumnisf for the Delhi-based

magazine. First City.
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BUY GENUINE KHOVAR PAINTING CARDS !

These cards are painted bythetnbal women ofHazaribagh, bihar, in thesame
wav that they paint their house walls using natural earth and broken pieces of
combs. In other words, the cards are nor prints ofthe original, but arc actually

made on a mud background with combs.These decorations are made in their

marriage rooms called Khovar; they represent the tradition ofthe pro-historic
rock art of the region. The designs are painted during Diwali.

Proceeds from the sale of these cards will go towards supporting the

promotion of this traditional art form among the tnbals of Hataribagh.

Giva a set ofKhovar cards as a gift ! Or frame them as a series. Or simply
mail it...

Price : 1 set (6 cards) : Rs. 120.00

(Please add Rs. 1 0/- lor Non-Delhi cheques!

Cheques/Dcmand dr a Os can be sen! to :

SPIC MACAY PUBLICATIONS
59 A, DDA Plats, Shahpurjat, New Delhi 110049.

This is an INTAC1I Tribal Ait Project.

CEb'TRE

FOR
HOLISTIC

STUDIES

Tlie Ccuuc for Holistic SumIks war

formed to uadertate a study ofthe whole of

society, in *11 its multifarious atpeclt.

Th» Centre operates by collecting d»U
froinvariuussjurcc&. uaditkn-il knowledge,
particularly of the Adtvasts, old books and

manuscripts and current publication*. Fiele

experiments in agriculture, natural forestry

etc arc undertaken. TTie touksoflbe study

arc pul into publications tor internal and

external use.

The Centro is not registered as a formal

institution. It Las no Lciiaichy and uofuiinal

membership.

Although the Centre has only a small «t
«fvoluntoors, it network* with a largo num
tci of people, Horn individual fumcis to

universtyacadcmicsinlnluandoihercoun-

tries, sharing data and ilea* for the develop,

ment of a just and tusainable society. W«
would appreu^tc an exchange of ideal and

information.

Contact

Wlnin Pereira

79. Carter Road. Sandra

Bombay 400050.

Tel: 6462772/6040719

CHANGING TIMES...

We've mulled over this for a year now. argued, worried and
brainstormed. Finally, we concluded that painful as it may be, it

has to be done.

We’re talking ofcourse,'about TILL EYE magazine. For those

ofyou who' vc been subscribers overihe last one to three years, you
must have realized that we are behind our bi-monthly schedule.

This is largely due to two reasons. One is that a tiny team,

consisting ol two full-timers, one p.c. and a few helpful souls who
chip in and give of their time every so often, takes on the entire

1

gamut of activities involved - editing, research, proof-reading,

subscriptions, distribution, mailing ., need we say more ? The
second reason is finance or rather

,
the lack of it, a problem that

most 'Utile' magazine* battle against.

Caught In this double bind of an unpossible schedule and

increasing costs, we have decided tha’. in order to slay alive and
stay on time, wc need to give ourselves breathing space. Wc have

therefore, decided,with effect lrorathis year, to becomea quarterly
publication

Our new rates will Kras follows:

Single Copy:Rs.20.00

Subscription India Overseas

1 year 4 issues Rs.75.CO USS25/1JK 20

2 years 8 issues Rs. 1 50.00 1 JSS50/T IK 41)

Readers with currently valid subscriptions for 1 year (6 issues)

cr 2 years (1

2

issues) will get all the issues due to them until their

subscriptions expire.

We hope, with this change, that delays will be a thing ofthe
past. We'd like to thank you for your support, loyalty and infinite

patience. As we'vesaidbefnre-all odds areagairut us. Fxceptyou.

6c sniffed. I want tfu cultures of all

lands to lit blown about my house as

freely as possible. But ! refuse to Be

blown off my feet

Mahatma iiauSxl

DCM
DCM • SW • DCM IOYOTA

0<M Livurco. KANCIIINUINGV IS. DARAKIlAMOA RO-D. Nnw CCIHI-.10 «
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OUR NEW HOME

59 A, DDA FMTS, SHAPURJAT,
SEWDELHI 110049

PII: 642 9107



SONGOFTHE SPED

BOOK OF SONGS
ODE 279
THE OLD TESTAMENT

PLANTING SONG
•OSAGE)

have made a foot print,

a sacred one
have made a footprint,

through it the blades push upward

have made a footprint,

hrough it the blades radiate

i
have made a footprint,

over it the blades float in the wind

! have made a footprint,

over it the ears lean toward

one another

i have made a footprint,

aver it the blossoms lie grey

I have made a footprint,

miokc arises from my house

I have made a footprint,

ihcic is chccr in my house

I have made a footprint,

I live in the light of day

Abundant is the year.

with much millet and much rice.

And we have our high granaries.

With myriads, and hundreds

and thousands.

and millions

(of measures in them);

For spirits and sweet spirits.

To present our ancestors,

male and female.

And to supply all our ceremonies

The blessings sent down on us

are of every kind.

SANTAL TRIBAL SONGS

i.l) In river ravine and field.

On top of the paddy there is

husked rice.

There the geese have made

their nests;

When you rut the paddy. friends

Do not disturb their nests.

• The Osage are a Native Ameri-

can tribe This is a song sung at

.1 girl 's initial ion to womanhood to

show her importance as a planter,

cultivator, and harvester of coni.

Ganga shata. a symbol ol abunJ.rice

lift and fertility ofsoil

MALAY SONG SONG OF THE
THRASHING PADDY
(MANIPUR)

i,2) The seeds which you planted

In the field, father.

These seeds,

what kind are they'.'

The rain will fall, father.

And everything will become slushy

Then only, daughter,

will these seeds grow.

And the rain which will fall

drop by diop.

Will take away my sleep,

daughter!

Oh sacred padi

You the opulent.

you the distinguished

Our padi of highest rank

Oh sacred padi

Here. I am planting you

Keep watch over your children

Keep watch over vour people

Over the little ones. s ^ *

over the young ones

Oh do not fire.

do not fail in your duty L

Ha Goddess

Toy Toy
Favour us with rice and wealth

Toy Toy
Build a rock of paddy.

Phaoibi/ccrn deity (Annapurna) is

invoked with the above song ftv a good

hanest. She is one ofdie important .-speck

ofthe Mother Goddess. 0
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SONG OF THE SEED

KSHETRAPATI (Lord of the Field)

(RIGVEDA IV. 57)

We, with the Lord of the Field as our friend and

helper, obtain for our cattle and horses food in

plenty.

that they may be sleek and well-fed.

May he graciously gram us his favour!

O Lord of the Field, like a cow yielding milk,

pour forth for us copious rivers of sweetness,

dripping honey like nectar and pure as pure

ghee.

Mas the Lords of the Law grant us mercy'

Sweet be the plants for us, sweet be live

heavens.

sweet be the waters and thy sur of the sky!

May the Lord of the Fieldshow us honey-like

sweetness.

May we follow his hinow unharmed'

In contentful inayweii and oxen boih plough.

In eomenrinent the plough, cleave the furrow,

in contentment ih&^okc be securely attached

and the ploughman urge on Ins oven’

Ploughshare jnd plough. lootu chant be

stores, propitious! w>
Take of ite;riilK$ou have made in heaven

aud let it fall here on this ear’ll
1

ft'ospiciOws furrow, we venerate you.

'We puttf-you. come near us to prosper and bless

jand'tjwig us abundant liarvests.

? $' yja^Jlidra draw the furrow.

i? fj ,rpdv Fusan guide well its course!

j F /,/fay she yield us milk in each succeeding year 1

In contentment may the ploughshare turn up the

PRAYER TO CALL THE SPIRITS OF THE
PADI
SARAWAK DAYAK^ MA. AYSIA

Una', woman who rules ov er the white padi.

Una', careful woman nilmi over the padi.

each grain a bead.

old moon woman, intelligent woman,
prudent grower and thrifty keeper of the agang

Small Lre. generous vvomai,

who brings increase to the padi -

here is a padi field we have made.

Wc have completed the harvest.

Now ive want lotake the padi from out or our pi

That is why we arc calling >n you two to come

While we harvested the paci.

some of it fell on (he low stumps of trees,

fell on the wide tap rcois

and oil the thin fibrous tools, fell on the branch

fell on the dead leaves on the ground.

Wc ask you two to pick up die dropped padi

and bring it hack

Follow the path chat has been cleared,

rive path properly made wifi pulleys on either s

follow ihe path that lias been cleared

with the female type ofgra>$Outter.

follow ihe path that has been cleared with parang knives.

Bring back the padi that ha> fallen aside.

Let it go Into the comer.

go into the karat agong stoiage baskets.

go into the long gourd.no uto the big round gourd

always kept full to please you.

kept at the bottom of the storage shelfabove tie firewood

go into the round gouid at lie foot of the fireplace post

Let a small amount be plenty for a long time. Y»
?o that only one padi stalk ills one small b/iiuntiaskct.

io that only one winnowing pan tills one big built basket

When wc coine back from pounding the padi, I
1

we ask you two to help us pour it into the round 'gourds.

If we take a pinch of lice. >

let it fill one small wide baluwan basket V

and from there let it increase to one round gourd \
Then when we cook our rice.

'le pinch of nee will fill one big ceramic cooking pot.

"Then wc will always be full end will always haw plenl\&

in contentment the ploughman follow the oxen

celestial rain pour down honey and water.

Ploughshare and plough, grant us joy'
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,
TIIU BELL TOLLS

For Whom
The Bell Tolls
Meenakshi Devi Bhavanani

We often request our readers to write in their own personal

feature. It could be a solitude-musing, a humorous anecdote,

! affaire de coeur. an insightfulexperienceora long drawn out

sigh It could he sheerfantasyorfrill-less, gutsearing truth That's

quitealong tope, isn 7 it?Theauthor ofthesetwosimple little(and

rather different)pieces has taken a bite out of

dady living and sent in herown observations.

No recipes here, just some ingredients.

Her newly de- pcrfomiaiKe.NowcndershewassoproiKl.

vclopcd arro- Our friend was good, but not better

gance was ini* than the res of us, her fellow students at

tating. There is the dance academy. Het father, how-

nothing more ever, was an important bureaucrat. The

obnoxious than criterion for merit has many facets Wc
someone else's girls arc human. The pangs of jealousy

sucess. She never let us forget that she which we felt were like the sharp arrows

was the chosen one. It was she who had of Manmatha. which we showed so

beat selected by the Festival Commit- skillfully on stage. These arrows hurt,

lec to perform at the opening function of hut we tried to be happy for her Too

ihc State’s annual cultural extravaganza, much pride here, that was the mb. She

The Governor himself was to inaugu- spoke of nothing else for weeks... and

rate. Other political and official lumi- then her new jewels and the new cos-

narics would grace the occasion. All tume made specially for this day...the big-

these VIPs would be sitting in the audi- name musicians coming only for her.

ence to witness her Bharatanatyam Mere mortals that wc were, we

trudged our way through those monoto-

nous days, while dac floated cloud-high.

And then the day came Wc were all

there, her fellow students sitting in the

twentieth row. "That’s as close as wc

were allowed. Tic first twenty rows

were resplendent with the VIPs. Wc
came at five o’clock, a whole hour

early , to claim our seats. Our triend. the

star of the day, hid been getting ready

since one o’clock. We felt her excite-

ment in the dressing room when we
went to wish her good luck.

The Governor arrived half an

hour behind schuiulc and there was a

flurry of activity caused by men in

livened white and decorated police of-

ficers with sten guns. In fact, they

swarmed all ovei the place. The lamp

had to be lit, honours done, speeches

made. It was the epening night after all.

Another ninety minutes....wc started to

wenyforher. Sevsn hours all missed up

in her silk costuirc in the south- Indian

heat. The hall ooved with people, creat-

ing all round claustrophobia. Finally at

eight, two hours ate. the chairs, tables

and plastic (lowers were cleared away

and the musicians entered in their white

dignity. We started to relax as instru-

ments getting tilted replaced the plati-

tudes. I Icr great moment had come
She hurst on tc the stage in a cyclone

of energy, colour and beauty. She did

look stunning. Ha footwork was pencil

point perfect, her anga shudetha a geo-

metrical delight. Over her face flitted

rasa after rasi. It was magic...

pushpanjah. jatis^amm. shabJam atxl

Suddenly those

twenty rows

exploded and

broke into shards.

The white liveries

flashed in brass,

the sten gunners

took up positions

and the military

cleared the path.
... wHose ’SHOW

' Tr awwar:, . \?\\
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then the main piece, the vanam Her

performance was at peak inspiration

We did wonder, a little ungraciously «

pcrliaps. v.hether die Governor,the Chief

Minister and his cahinet in those first

twenty rows, were the ambrosia she

needed.

Sudden Iv those twenty1 row sexploded

and broke into shards. TIk white liver-

ies flashed in brass, the sten gunners

took up positions and the military cleared

ilic path The Governor, who sat in die

noddle of the front row' stood up waiting

to leave We were hornlied as we saw

him walk our and along with him, the

entire parade of dignitaries, ambling

and clattering.

It was a full ten minutes before we
could see her again. She continued to

dance valiantly But what wai that ex-

pression in her eyes ? That bbavd w as

certainly not in her repertoire of Krishna

and the nayifca which she was doing

then. lire lights were stiong but not

strong enough for her not to norice the

exit of the heavy brigade.

The rasa she was meticulously build-

ing was shattered and her concentration

lav in pieces around the stage. She could

suddenly sense die unbridgeable gap

between her and her audience who be-

gan to shuttle, yawn and look at their

watches. What’s more, they began 10

leave in thin little lines, pushing chairs

as they did

She continued with the vamarn, then

with two purlanis and a lilhuu. Hut her

hopes descended as did the curiam

Vvhen ii finally conic down. The ap-

\ plauseechoedhol-

j
lowly ir. tire now

for-*. half empty audi-

/ V
v' toriuni A great

betrayal had lak-

cn place and Iver

pride certainly

\ went before the

\ fall. John Donne,

--Q was it. who said,

" Ask not foi

Jj 5- < whom the bell

i tolls It tolls for

i thee ”. We slunk

3 out of the hall.*

Jurassic

Park
I

must be one of the

very few of India’s

eight million people

who have not seen Ju-
'

rassic /’ark. Why
should I spendmy hard

earned money? 1 can

liavc dial same experi-
*

ence. for free, every

day of my life.

Riding my spar-

kling Kinetic Honda * mm
through the concrete I §7
juiiglcsofl’ondichcrry, • • *- I

U

I am assaulted by fero- III
J

fVA
cious prc-historic lY™

sounds. Anguished I"" V
squeals. mighty bleats

from deep-throated predators, high

pitched protests from the smaller two-

wheelers.. the jungle's cacophony suf-

focates me.

The only difference, this jungle is

grey and its denizens ate made of steel,

iron and tin But die motivation is die

same: eat or be eaten.

No Itot chase by a Tyrannosaurus

Rex could compute with die chilling

thrill of a Pondicherry Public Transport

bus breathing down my neck...one un-

guarded moment and the monster looms

skin-close behuvd me, squirting fire

and smoke.. a huge and ternlying pres-

ence. Hungry and greedy for space, its

steel bps touch my bumper and give it

a nudge, pushing me into line No
apologies in die jungle, only snarling. I

escape from the claws of one frighten-

ing monster anJ find myself nearly in

the claws of another. A pit-hiMurk;

lorry throttles its way up front and

gleefully hisses and squuis blacksmoke

uito my cars and mouth. 1 am momcn
tardy stunned and before I can he de-

voured. I squeeze through a small space

left by a mating couple vciy piuvcvu-

pied with their courtship ritual

Am 1 safe at last? No. My finely

tuned senses warn me just in time io

take cognizance of the sleek racing

model, which, though not carnivorous,

has a gut urge for speed and tramples

unsuspecting crea-

tures dial stray into

“t t t“ f its path Years of

I
i

evolution and se-

,
lective condition-

ing have enabled

both me and my
. vehicle to shrink ui

I

si/e. by as much as

six inches, as a de-

,
fence mechanism.

In many a brush
* widi death this sin-

gular skill has

m)
j

saved me

kjj I I This jungle is

/N J iilljl
not lovely, dark

r/J^ lili ? and deep It ismore

a ominous than
u Spielberg’s world

of sweet and lovable dinosaurs. This

jungle ix noisy, uniformly grey and hoi

I think ofmy biology lessons in school

We were taught that dinosaurs became

extinct because their brains were too

small and feeble to control the enor-

mous power and surge of their bodies.

They were thus destroyed by (heir own

power. 1 set* the small, listless eyes of

the lorn,
1 driver staring at me through

his Cahill window and undCIStand the

immense power and speed now avail-

able io his under-developed brain Kx-

tinctioii .... •

Meenakshi Devi Bhavaaoni is of
American origin bui is now a
naturalised Indian citizen. She has

dedicated her life to Yoga and

Dhrratanatyam and is the Director of

the Yoganjah Nafya/ayam in

Pondicherry. She is very active m the

international yoga community and

hds written extensively on India and

its culture. She has been the editor of
the hughsh journal, Yoga Life for

the past twenty five years. She was

awarded the title Yogaumni by the

than President nf India, Shri 7.ail

Singh at die Woild Yoga Conference

held in 1986.
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PAWCHATANTRA

One Vishnusharman shrewdly gleaning
AH wordly wisdom's inner meaning.

In these five hooks the

charm compresses

Ofall such hooks the world possesses

Pancbcrfeinfra
It is said dial an ounce ofsense contained in the Panchatanlra is

better than a ton ofscholarship. Most ofus arefamiliar with itfrom
our childhood as once-upon-a-time ’ stories and have readthem in

abridgedforms or in comics. Rarely have we encountered a literal

translation in verseform. Indeed, these wise verses, often epigram-

matic in style, go to make the real characterofthe Panchulantru. The

stories are chinning when regarded aspure narrative hut it is the

beauty, wisdom cmd wit of the verses which lift the Panchulantru

above the best story books.

The Panchatanlra is a ‘niti shastra ’ or textbook of niti The word
niti’roughlymeans the wiseconduct oflife ’, It is witty, mischievous

and profoundly sane. The word. ‘Panchatanlra means, the ‘Five

Books', the Pentateuch'. Each ofthe five books are independent,

consisting ofaframing story with numerous, insertedstories, toldby

one or another ofthe characters ofthe main narrative. The device of
the framing story isfamiliar in oriental works, as in the Arabian

Nights The large majority ofthe actors are animals
. who have, of

course, afairly constant character Thus, the lion is strong, hut dull

ofwit, the jackal, crafty\ the heron stupid, the cal. a hypocrite The

animal actorspresentJar more vividlyandshrewdly undeceivedand
free ofall sentimentality, a view, that piercing the humbug ofevery

false ideal reveals with incomparable wit, the sources oflasting joy.

And this is how it happened ..

I
n the southern country is a city

called Maiden’s Delight. There
lived a king named Immortal Power,
lie was familiar with all the works
dealing with the wise conduct of life.

Ilia feci were made Uaiding by the

tangle of rays of light from jewels in

the diadems of mighty kings who
knelt fcetore him. He had reached the

far shore of all the arts that embellish

life. This king had three sens. Their
names were Rich-Power, Fierce-Power

and Endless-Power and they were

supreme block-heads.

Now when the king perceived that

they were hostile to education, he sum-
moned his counsellors and said

"Gentlemen, it is known to you that

these sons of mine, being hostile to

education, are lacking in discernment

So when I behold them, rny kingdom
brings me no happiness, though all

external thorns are drawn. For there is

wisdom in the proverb.

Ofsons unborn, or dead, orfoots.
Unborn or dead wilt do

They cause a linte grief no doubt

;

Butfoots, a tong life through.

and again

To what good purpose1 van a cow
That brings no calf nor milk be bent?

Or why beget a son who proves
A dunce and disobedient'

Some means must therefore be de-

vised to awaken their intelligence."

And they, one after another, re-

plied: "O King first one learns gram-
mar. in twelve years. If this subject has

somehow, been mastered, then one

masters the books on religion and prac-

tical life. Then the intelligence awak-
ens.”

Bui one oftlieir number, a counsel-

lor named Keen said: ‘‘0 King, the

duration of life is limited, and the

verbal sciences require much time for

mastery. Therefore let some kind of
epitome be devised to wake their intel-

ligence. There is a proverb that says:

Since verbal sciences have

no final end.

Since life is short, and

obstacles impend.

Lei central faas be picked and
firmly fixed,

As swans extract the milk

with water mixed

"Now. there is a Brahmin here

named Vishnusharman. with a reputa-
tion for competence in numerous
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THE STORY OF THE LAST
EPISODE...

V ictor Ihc Jackal soughtto further

his case against Lively the Bull.

Wanting his master RusiV the Lion

against the danger of employing

strange, new servants, he related die

tale of Fierce-Howl. This famished

jackal, wardered into the city one

day. The city dogs snarled at hint so

dreadfully thai he ran into a dyer’s

house and fell into a vat of indigo,

later, he crawled out and escaped to

the forest. Here, all the animals were

terrified at his exotic, blue form.

Fiercc-Howl, seeing an opportunity

inthis, told them he had been anointed

as their new leader by the god Indra.

All the animals paid obeisance. To
each of them, he appointed

duties, but to his brethren, the

jackals, he gave a cuffing and

drove them off.

I Ic livedthus in royalglory, served

by the jungle’s denizens. Until one

day, when a pack ofjackalrwcnt by,

howling. Forgetting all. he leaped up

with tears of joy and howled
piercingly. The other animals were

outraged - this ’leader’ was a mere

jackal ! They fell upon him and tore

him to pieces.

Having planted the seed ofdoubt

m Rusty's mind, Victorwent to visit

Lively. Here, he told Lively that

Rusty wasplanningthe latter’s death.

Rusty, he said, was whimsical like

all kings and had taken a sudden

dislike to his former companion.

Lively fell for Victor’s lies and

became dejected. 1 1c took the blame

upon himself for making advances

to a false friend.

Harsh talk, untimely action,

Falsefriends - are worse than vain:

The swan in lilies sleeping.

Was by the arrow slain "

Andtoillustrate hiswords. Lively

told Vie tor the story of

:

PASSION AND THE OWL

PASSION AND
THE OWL

sciences. Entrust the princes to him.

He will certainly make them intelli-

gent in a twinkling.

When the kir.g had listened to this,

he summoned Vishnusharman and said.

“Holy sir, as a favour to me you must

make these princes incomparable

masters of the an of practical life. In

return, 1 will bestow upon you a

hundred land grants
’

And V ishnusharman made this an-

swer to the king. “O king, listen. Here

is the plain truth I am not the man to

sell good learning for a hundred land

grants. But if I do not. ir. six month's

time, nake the boys acquainted with

the art uf intelligent living. I will give

up my own name. Let us cut the matter

short Listen to my lion roar My boast-

ing arises from no greed for cash. Be-

sides, 1 have no use for money; I am

eighty years old. and all the objects of

sensual desire ha\c lost their charm.

But in order that your request may be

granted, I will show a sporting spirit

widi reference to artistic matters Make
a note of the date. If I fail to render

your sens, in six month’ stirr.e. incom-

parable masters of the art of intelligent

living, ihen His Majesty is at lihery to

show me His Majestic bare bottom"

When the king, surrounded by his

counsellors, had listened to the

Brahmin’s highly uncon’. entional

promise, he was dumbstruck. He en-

trusted the princes to him. and experi-

enced supreme content.

Meanwhile, Yishnusharman took

the boys, went home, and made them

learn by heart, five bocks which he

composed and called

(i) The Loss ofFriends

(ii) lire Winning of Friends

(iii) Crows and Owls

(iv) Loss ofGams
(v) Ill-considered Action.

These the princes learned and in

six month's time they answered the

prescription. Since that day this work

on the art of intelligent living, called

Panchatantra, or the Five Books . has

travelled the world, aiming at awaken-

ing the intelligence in the young.

W ithin a certain forest was a

broad expanse of lake. There

lived a king-swan named Passion, who
spent his days in a great variety of

pastimes. One day death, fatal death,

visitedhimin the person ofan owl. And

the swan said: “This is a lonely wood.

Where do you come from''’’ The owl

replied: “1 came because I heard of

your virtues Furthermore,

In search of virtue roaming

The wide world through,

Ho virtues being greater,

I come lo you.

That / must cling in friendship

To you, is sure:

The impure turns, attaining

The Ganges, pure.

And again;

The conch was bone that Vishnu \ hand

Has purified:

For contact with the righteous lends

A noble pride.

"

After this address, the swan gave his

assent, in the words: “ My excellent

friend, dwell with me as you like by this

broad lake in this pleasant wood " So
their time was spent in friendly diver-

sions.

But one day the owl said; “I am
goirgto my ow n home, which is called

Lotus Grove. If you set any value onme
and feel any affection, you mustnot fail

to pay a visit as my guest.” With these

words he went home.
Now as time passed, the swan re-

flected: "I have grown old. living in this

spot, and I do not know a single other

region, bo row I will go to visit my dear
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discovered him, there was ihc poor
creature crouching in an ugly hole, for

lie was blind in the daytime. But Pas-

sion called: '‘My dear fellow, come
out! I am your dear friend the swan,
come to pay you a visit.”

And the ow l replied ”1 do not stir by
day. You and I will meet when the sun

has set.” So the swan waited a lone
time, met the owl at night, and after

giving the conventional information

about his health, being wearied bv his

journey, he went to sleep on the spot.

Now it happened that a large com-
mercial caravan had encamped at that

very lake. At daw n the leader rose and

had the signal of departure given by
conch. This the owl answered with a

loud, harsh hoot, then dived intoa hole

in the river-bonk. But the swan did not

stir. Now the evil omen so disturbed

the leader's spirit that he gave orders to

a certain archer who could aim by
sound. This archer strung his powerful

bow. drew an arrow as far as his ear,

and killed the swan, who was resting

near the owl’s nest

"And that is why I say:

Harsh talk

muirmly action ..

.

and the rest of it.”

And Lively continued: “Why, our

master Rusty was all honey at first, but

at the last his purpose mms to poison.

Ah. yes!

He compliments you to your lace

His whispered slanders never stop;

A voida friend like that. He is

A poison-jug with cream on lop

“Yes. I have learned by experience

the truth of the well-known verse:

He lifts his hands to see you standing

there:

His eyes grow motsi. he offers hat} his

chair:

He hugs you warmly to his eager

breast;

in kindly talk and questionfinds no
rest;

His skill is wondrous in deceptive

tricks:

Honey without, within the poison
sticks

.



PANCHATAOTRA

H'hat p'ay !'•/' what strung?

jrcrr-jiK turns.

Tha: ever. . .-//ain. lilt- on odor,

learns

'

A/ first ' gum ’r;endshtp glitters

bright

With wu flattery, delight:

Thence, in :t.% middle tourney; shout

(jayflayer it speech that Jail to /nut:

hi final goal it treason, .shame

Disgust, and slanders that defame.

Alas! Who nude the cursed things
'

Itr one foul purpose is to sting

And 2gain

They bow abjectly, leap to greet

You with their speech seductive-

sweet:

Pursue and hug you day by day.

Ofdeep devotion make display>.

Ali praise yvur virtue Never one

Finds time to do what should he

done.

"Woe is me! How can I, a creature

herbivorous, consort with this lion who

devours raw flesh? There is wisdom in

the saying:

Where wealth is very much the same.

And similar the family fame.

Marriage or friendship is secure

But not between the rich and poo r

And Ihere is a proverb:

The sun. cAreocb; setting, shows

His final /laming power.

And still the honey-thirsty bee

Explores the lotus-flower.

Forgets that it will prove a trap

That shuts at set ofsun

Ambition, thirsting for reward

Is blind to dangers run

Abandoning the lotus-bloom

With ali its sweet content.

The jasmine a natural perfume

And luxury ofscent.

The water-bees seel lothome food.

On ichor-sipping bent

So men reject the easy good,

In rogues o ercorjident

The bees that, too adventurous,

A novel honey seek

In springtime ichor glistening on

The eh/phant-monarch 's cheek,

When tossed by wind from flapping

ears.

They tumble to the ground

Remember then whai gentle sport

In lotus-cups is found.

Yei. after all virtues involve corre-

sponding defects. For

7/n- fruit-tree s branch by wry wealth

(ft fruit is bended low.

The peacock ’vfeathered prude compels

-1 sluggish gati end slow:

The blooded horse that wins his

race.

Must like a cow be led •

The good m goodness often find

An enemy to dread

Where Jannum ‘s wavc.v roll blue

With sards of sapphire hue.

Black serpents haw their lair.

And who would hunt them there’

But that a jewel's bright star

From each hood gleams afar’

By virtue rising, all

By that same virtue fall

The honey-greedy bee—poor fool'.

Deserts the flowing lotus-pool

Where danger is notfound, to sip

The spnngtime ichor-rills that drip

From elephant foreheads, docs not

fear

The flapping of that monstrous ear.

So. by his nature, greedy man
Forgets the issue ofhis plan

“Yes. by entering a vulgarian’s

sphere of power. I have certainly for-
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feited my life. As rhe proverb says
-

AH who live upon their wits

Many learned, too. are mean.

Do the wrong as quick as right

Illustration may be seen

In the well-known tale that feature.!

Camel, crow; and other creatures

* How was that"” asked Victor. And
Lively told the story of

UGLY'S TRUST ABUSED.
(To he continued.../

in 1974. Arthur W Ryder, the

well known American oriental

scholar translated the

Punchatuntru from Sanskrit to

English It is cm of the best of

existing translations in anyfor-
eign language. The text here

translated, dates back from the

year 1 199 A.D. We are happy to

serialise and present the

Panchatantra. interspersing

verse and prose as translated by

Ryder and published by Jako.

Attention Subscribers

!

It has come to our notice that

quite often
,
copies ofTHEEYE

go astray in the mail. If this

happens to you. please write 10

us. We 'll be happy to sendyou

another copy. While writing tv

us. please quoteyour Subscriber

Code No. - this helps us to lo-

cale yvur record quickly.

It is also possible that we have

an incomplete or incorrect ad-

dress on record. Let us have

yourfullnameandaddress fwith

PIN CODE. Please) in block

letters, so we can check on it.



COMPETITION

Story-Writing

Competition
Inour last issue, VoIII, No. 6, we
had announced a story writing

competition based on the
illustration by Prcmola Ghosh.
This is our best entry, a poem by
Jyoti Raghavan. Congratulations

!

And they came to

the village ....

Circa 1990 and odd
The rural bandwagon brought them all

And they came to the village

To narrate

In mocking, cynical and witty ways
Their beastly tales imposed by urban days.

From the jungle to the urban zoo
These Orwellian protagonists had much to rue

The city had robbed them of delight

And brought absurdity to their Hies
tn trapped in cages, in circuses and zoos

Then life amidst concrete uas none too bright

A hapless and a sorry plign r

And now they came to the village

In sahib andmemsahib style

i o search for the elusive Malgudt ofNarayan's dreams
For the Swomys and Painters ofsigns
But why this journey back to the roots

Or should we say, grassroots*

Ethnic is chic - its the urban pastime
Can wejungle beasts be lell far behind?

Oh Benegals, Rays, Adoors unite

For we are journeying through your slice of life

Ofmud and thatch, poverty and plight
which the elite feast on and simply delight.

For the grist oftheir seminars at the I1C
Needs sylvan aromas to bring dollars for more such

jamborees.

Behold! there are still leaves on trees
The Sunder/al Bohungunos would ehipko to these

Pollution still seems a far cry
But our urban cavalcade would Fill the skies

For when we leave these rural settings

our urban imprint would or course be
Smog-filled dressings.

So through those hi-tccb urban accessories
The Konilca. Cannon. Kodak gadgetries

W'c search for the roots of our civilisation

In these primeval rural fortifications

Its cur Discovery of India, not of the Nehmvian kind
But only that of the pretentious, modem mind

For we have to keep up with today'sjhollali-wallah
Senses

Of being avant-garde m all our approaches.

Development is tar from sight
l iberalisation is yet to push forth its might

The village ambience still remains
Untarnished, pristinely innocent, far Horn stained

For the urban demi-Gods are yet to conquer
But when they do - they will wreak disaster.

Ourjungle days were hah ,wd hearty
Much like the village - far from anarchy

Survival of die fittest was the credo
But that challenge was better than zero

hi urban lingo this is all gibberish

But is'nt that what urbanites accomplish.

And now to the finale ofourjournev
W'c came, we saw, but could not conquer

waited for a Godot but he never came
Absurdity of existence

That 's the name ofthe game
Time tor us to retrace

I o the din and noise of uibiui decay
Uur excursion into rural discovery
A mere exercise in artless prosodv.

Jyoti Rugbuvcin
IW-J2C Saket

New Delhi - 11001 7
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MONOGRAPHS ON
VRKSHAYURVEDA

K.MJ \Y UAKSHMI
SHYA'-: 'L NDAR
P RAY YAXOHAK

Publi'- r:

Lok'*”. Airampara

Sam-, i* 'imiti

Price : ' ~
- per monograph.

R.
[p r?et Singh

9 An latr^d action to Indian

Plan

t

Sc/cncc

9 Plant Propagation Techniques

9 Pei t Control and Disease

Management
9 Xomtndature and Tasonunn

Lok 5'ijT.a Parainpara Sam-
vardh.v. Samiti i$ a network of

individual.' ~-'.ps and organisations

committed to the cause of the

revitalisa’: _ r. of indigenous systems of
health c.us Their major objective is to

reconstruct lok wasthya parampans
and restore the role ofthese in the self

reliant mode! of public health care in

Indian society.

Amongst other means employed to

this end. they design, disseminate and
promote preparation of science and
education materials on indigenous

health sciences. After a series of eight

monograplis on Lok Swastya Param-

paras they have brought out fourmen v
graphs on Yrkshayurveda. Two on
Mrgayurveda are to be produced

Yikshayurveda
i s the term employed

to denote a body of knowledge in an-

cient Indian texts that dwelt on the

study of plants. The word itself is also

Ute title of a book by Surapala The
introduction ofthc first volume briefly

explains how important plants have

been in Indian life, the understanding

of plant life in earlier times and the

dccumcntaticuofthis knowledge. Mor-

phology, anatomy and physiology of

BOOK
m\m
plantsarc the mattet oftltc next chapter.

The chapter concentrates largely on
familiarising onewith terms for various

plant parts and provides a few examples

to show the familiarity in earlier times

with plant processes A quote from the

M&habharata i s a good example. ‘Agni

(energy! and vaayu (COj help in the

digestion I assimilation) of the water

watery food materials) which is ab-

M? rbed through the roots of the trees

and conveycdtothc leaves)’. Audit is

on account of the assimilation of this

% .itery solution that the plants undergo

developmentandbecome graceful The

. lie ulation (ofwater) in trees is caused

byadrishtam (adrishta means unknown,

.'tands for unknown cause, ot unex-

plained nature). Soil classification,tests

for productivity and suitability of soil

foT certain crops are discussed in the

next chapter. The remaining chapters

are all discussed more clearly in the

ensuing monographs. A brief outline

follows.

Plant propagation and its several

methods that arc highlighted in ancient

texts like the Rigveda and Arthashastra

are the focus of chapter four. Methods

and rule for seed collection, storage

and sowing are discussed

Plant Classification and Nomencla-
tuie are the topics of the next two
chapters. Examples of classification

under two different principles, botani-

cal and medicinal are given. Manu,
Cliaiaka, Susrutha andAmaiaprovided
classifications underthe first principle

and Cliaiaka and Susrutha under the

second. In the chapter on Nomencla-
ture along with the Sanskrit names,

their meanings are given for all exam-

ples. To anyone with a knowledge of

some Indian language most of the

names immediately convey so-

me information about tlx: plant.

Plant we II being through nu-

trition. how to enhance certain

plant growth processes by
special preparations, rules for

!
watering and preparation of

Kunapajala (artificial liquid

manure) are covered in the

chapter on plant nutrition.

Preparations for treatment of

pests and disease management
are detailed for a few prob-

lems. In the same chapter, on
pest and disease management,

the concept of Yrkshayurveda

as plant medicine, is also briefly

described. The basic concepts

are the same as that of

Ayurveda. The Ayurvedic
concepts that arc outlined for

the reader in Appendix I helps

link the two The appendices

on resource materials, plant names and
the resource books on Yrkshayurveda

are useful additions

The second monograph, that on Plant

Propagation, deals with vegetative plant

propagation, seed collection, storage,

preservation and sowing. Rules for all

these steps arc given with some expla-

nation Time for sowing and preparing

land for planting are two which receive

special attention Methods to promote

seed germination in general and some
for selected species are given. The

preparation of seed beds, rules for

sowing and watering and the rituals

associated with these events are de-

scribed Due to the importance of rice

as a staple in the diet, two chapters are

devoted to giving details of the steps

involved in its cultivation and the
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genetic diversity of rice harboured by
Indian farmers. Classification of rice

according to season and soil and their

resultant culinary' and digestive traits

are mentioned. Two of the chapters

have informative and interesting

sections on folk sayings to do with
agriculture.

The volume on Nomenclature and
Taxonomy, besides being a more com-
prehensive version of the chapters in

the first volume that deal with thesame
topics also reads bcticr and thus the

understanding one gains is far more
complete. The first chapter deals with

source materials The continuity in time,

ancient to present, of this aspeci of
Vrkshayurveda is shown, as axe the

links between the periods Regional
nomenclature. its contribution and cor-

relation to the more formal Sanskrit

based shastrie systems is dealt with in

a scpaiate chapter. The chapter on
shastric nomenclature is long and well

worth reading. It talks of the origins of
the system and the criteria for creating

names. Each plant is referred to by
many names, each name being
indicative of a particular feature or
attribute. Holvever, each plant was
formal ly identified only by a unique set

of selected names. Names given arc

based on various criteria- morphology,
place of origin, properties of plants,

pharmacological action and mythology
being some of them The problems of
the system and suggestions to resolve it

are also written about At the end, the

descriptions of a few plants according
to the nomenclature! system arc shown

.

Names according to svuup (morpho-

logical am! soil related) and guuaofthe
plants are given The beauty of the

names used and the accuracy of the

resulting description testify to the

thought that has gone into the system

The taxonomy is dealt with in the Iasi

chapter. Ten different systems, falling

into eight categories, are explained.

The eight categories are botanical,

(namely vanaspati, vrkxha, virudh,

osbadhii,paiichablmtic,aidoiliic. rasa,

veerya, natural, therapeutic and dietetic.

The systems are well explained and
suitable examples given.

To keep plants free of disease and
cure infections when they occur, is an
imponant part of fanning. The fourth

monograph deals with this topic. The

authors explain the conceptual ireai-

nent of disease according to

Vrkshayurveda. Like Ayurveda, the

analyses of plant function and compo-
sition are conceptualised in terms of
pancha mahabhoota sidbanta and
indosb vicbain Diseases are treated as

being endogenous and exogenous to

the plant. The endogenous ones are

those symptoms arising from a
disequilibrium in the doshas while the

exogenous ones are due to worms,
parasites, insects, fire etc. The
symptoms and disease treatment for

each type are dealt with in the second
and the third chapters. For each
treatment, the rationale is explained in

terms of Vrkshayurveda 's principles.

The longest chapters on farmers’ prac-

tices to control pests. The methods
used are divided into five types -

botanical, mechanical, agronomical,

biological, those based on animal

products and others. The information

contained is very interesting as it

presents simple low cost methods that

could easily replace expensive pesti-

cide use Methods to control pests from

tentntes to deer are detailed These
practices in many cases arc based oil

Vrkshayurvedic principlesand in other

cases represent fanners innovations.

Plant nutrition is dealt with in the last

chapter and besides the general
preparations for healthy plant growth,

specific preparations arc given for

mango, pomegranate, plantain, grapes,

plums and others. The appendices on
drugs, plant names and Ayurvedic prin-

ciples provide useful supplementary

information

The scries offour pro\ides informa-

tion in an easily understood form on a

tcpic that needs a lot ofdissemination.
Additionally, the information is in an

aica much discussed but in which the

’nuts and bolts' are not well

documented. Usuallyonecomesacross
information of this nature in scattered

bus. Condensing it all into four
monographs could not have been an

easy task The organisation deserves to

be commended for this work. Keeping

all this in mind the series would have
gained more by better editing. As such

I would suggest that LSPSS considers

producing arc-cdited version ofvolume

one which contains the widest range of
topics covered. •

PIONEERS OF
CHANGE
EXPERIMENTS IN

CREATING A
HUMANE SOCIETY

JEREMY SEABROOK
ZED BtXlKS LTD.. 57

CALEDONIAN ROAD.

LONDON Nil 9BL

Published by

New Society Publishers

Poomima Narayanan

W hen Jakob von Uexkull - tians-

laror, journalist, philatelic and
idealist • approached the Nobel
Foundation in the late seventies to ser

up a pritc foi environment, his offer

drew a blank Undeterred, he sold his

Middle East siamp collection 10 a

museum in Saudi Arabia for

USS 100.000 and set up the Right

Livelihood Foundation. The award, in

recognition ofpioneering efforts in the

fields of peace, sustainable develop

ment, environmental integrity and
human rights is better known as the

Alternative Nobel Prize.

The Foundation has recognised over

forty individuals or groups front fifty

countries - activists, researchers, social

workers,who through their work, prove

that there are simple, practical

alternatives to current, mainstream
thought which continues to accept

Western patterns ofdevelopment as the

norm, while blindly ignoring the cnor-

moushuman. social and environmental
costs that have had to be incurred by the

West in following such systems of

'development 1

. This book is about the

work of the Right Livelihood Award
winners and their vision of a more
humane future.

Jeremy Scabruok, who lias inter-

acted personally with many of these

individuals spcaksoptiinisticallyin his

mtroduetionoftheemeigence ofa new
worldview that ‘makes visible all dial

rue eve voi n uo i
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converts to another -? :g-on Bill

Mollison, who grew * Aborigi-

ne; in a remote Tasman a- port is the

originator of pemia.- a system

that brings together a.— -.rare, archi-

tecture. anti ecology ' th modern

money management ar ; legal systems

for communities. Yet uaotbei way of

defending the cause of diversity is

in the vital area :f human rights.

Thco van Boven. Director of the

UN Division of Hur.an Rights ( 1977-

1982) redefined the concept ofhuman

rights to include people’s right to

development ’Anile Dr. Inge Kemp

Gene ike set up .Amnesty International's

first medical group in Denmark

to conduct investigations into torture

and its impact on victims.

Making Visible, theobjective of the

next chapter 'involves making visible

the value and beauty of marginalised

cultures It means making visible the

JEREMY St.AbROOK

PIONEERS OE
CHANGE

I~

m
EXPERIMENTS IN CREATING

HUMANE SOCIETY

effects of radiation and other unseen

contaminants. ’ and 'acknowledging the

creativity, inventiveness and powers

of those millions of people who live

and survive outside formal economic

systems’. Ela Bhatt. John Turner and

WinefredaGeonzon are featured in the

sub chapter entitled 7he Urban PoorAn

Invisible Resource - three Award

winners whose pathbreaking effort; in

the areas of employment, housing and

legal assistance for the urban poor,

leads one to the realisation that far from

being a blight on city landscapes, the

poor 'may be seen as offering both

hope and instruction, not through their

poverty, btif through their energetic

strivings for a secure and modest

sufficiency.’ Jeremy Seabrook’s

observation on the false perception

that the rich, developed West and im-

poverished South have of each other is

a chilling comment on our fnformation

Age

‘...just as ihc shining imageryofthe

West is projected across the world,

detached from the human, social

and environmental costs it involves,

so, in exchange, what comes back to

the West are the scenes ofdesolation,

of the South, shorn of any of the

— humanising influences of comm-
unity and custom, .die noso* ofdie

poor press constantly against the

windows of ihc TV screens of the

YVesf. It is extraordinary how
images can serve ro block

perception: and the creativity and

hopefulness of die poor remain

invisible to the troubled, though

largely unresponsive rich
'

(

The unseen connections
1

between ‘growing city and

® degraded rural hinterland' are

PI graphically and movingly traced

1 as the background to the biith and

"
;

achievementsoftheChipkoMove-

k
j

ment - Right Livelihood Award

/ Winner 1987. The othei Award

winner featured under Defending

the Biosphere is Helena Norberg-

Hodgc who set up the Ladakh

Protect in 19/S to countei the

destructive forecsset m motion by

Western influences and fo make

visible... the strengths and values

that humanity needs from tradi-

tional. renewable ways of living.

’

In (.Quilting the heal Costs: The

Western Model. Mirages and Miracles

the author critiques the much touted

economic success of the Pacific rim

countries of Taiwan. Korea and

Singapore - particularly relevant read

ing for us in India in the era of

liberalisation. Walden Bello of Food

First, another Award winning proiect

says their rapid development is inap

propriate and cannot be repeated. The

way out fer other Third World coun-

tries is toevolve fresh, ‘radical models

of growth* and strike a sane balance,

rather than getting snarled into an

endless debate over development ver-

sus environment

Whilethe ptesent woild system ltolds

out the lureof‘purchasing power' to all

who would comply with its demands,

the notion of'‘popularempowerment’

another importantaspect of;ui alternate

worldview, goes farbeyond to mean *a

dynamic and continuous engagement

of people in the shape and direction of
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their society in such ways that they can

feel and experience theirinfluence upon
it.’ For individuals to become so em-
powered, many changes need to

happen.* Leopold Kohr, originator of
'small is beautiful’ believes that small

communities, rather than a global

market will inculcate a desire among
people for greater local involvement.

Mike Cooley, author of the book,

Architect or Ree?:The Human Price

of Technologysays that the prevalent,

blind faith in the power of technology

has led lo people losing faith in

the value of their own skills and
creativity - an inevitable consequence

of highly centralised production

processes. Cooley works with many
institutions and groups to develop

‘ecologically and socially desirable

products.'

The title of the last chapter is self-

explanatory -Towards .4 New
Paradigm. Tliisis about methodologies
that are evolving in worldwide initia-

tives for alternate economicand politi-

cal systems - the Green Movement,
regeneration ofsmall and medium-sized
i.e human scale, communities, the

taming of unbndlcd consumerism and
the post-Cold War restructuring of

Central and Eastern Europe. There is

a postscript on the Earth Summit at

Rio in 1992. when it seemed, for a
fleeting moment, that the world's

leaders had finally accepted the need
for a 'profound, radical change in the

way we measure wealth, development
and well-being*. That moment
has passed. And while it is now back
to business as usual for most
countries, the projects and efforts of
these pioneers ofchange remain, not so

much voices in the wilderness, but as

ideas whose time will come, sooner

than later

For those who would wish to make
contact with the Right Livelihood

Award winners and projects, there is a
helpful list ofaddresses at the end ofthe

book.

While there is some overlapping,

inevitable maybe, this is, finally, a
fascinating book, fairly bursting with

new visions and ideas{ too many, per-

haps !) Above all there is a sense of
hope and direction, grounded in the

living examples of these very real

heroes. •
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Price Rs. 50/-

Sharon LaPalme

CONSERVING LIFE
Implications ol the Biodiversity Convention for India
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E very issue at the forefront of

national or international debate

docs not come without a deluge of

techno-speak and contusing, vague
ooncopto. Biodiversity conservation is

no exception. You trip over terms like

ex-situ, in-situ and germplasm, stumble

on PBR’s and IPR’s, and scratch your

head over a concept like ‘common
global heritage'. Rather than get

confused, readAshish Kothari s well

written book. The Convention of

Biological Diversity, the result of four

years of debate by United Nation

menibei s, isnow international law with

far-reachingprovisionson the scientific

as well as political factors involved

with biodiversity conservation. Ashish

begins with a well-organised over-

view to present some of the

main issues prompting the

international concern over biodiversity;

the extension of patent laws to plants

and animals; how to award informal

innovations in biodiversity use (i.e. by

farmers, fisherfolk, traditional

healers, anisans. and women); and the

story of one Himalayan village

successful lyregen-

crating forest

J
U land and tradi-

tional crops and

-ention for India cropping methods.

Throughout these

chapters, he cons-

i

tructs how conscr-

l /$lL
vanon must be
linked to greater

fraw resource control by

5 local communities.

the revival oftradi-

'/y tional systems, and

2? the involvement

of people in all

tJfcv ) levels of deci-
•. r-4+~-y sion-making
| Besides just in for-

ming, Ashish pro-

poses an outline

for a regional bio-

diversity pact

among Asian nat-

ions that would
better address

many of the

concerns specific

to Third World
countries. Readers

will also find a

list of other Indian individuals

and organisations who are inv-

olved with die Biodiversity Conven-
tion. A must for any concerned
citizen. •
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